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PREFATORY NOTE.

A FEW details relating to the formation of this splendid series of Greek coins will be found in the sale catalogue describing the British and Anglo-Saxon sections of Mr. Montagu’s Collection. As, however, that sale appealed more to collectors of English coins, the catalogue may not have reached the hands of some of those who devote themselves specially to Greek coins. For that reason we will recapitulate some of our remarks on the Greek series, which were included in the biographical sketch of Mr. Montagu.

It was not till he had completed the formation of his cabinet of English coins that Mr. Montagu turned his attention to those of earlier times. It may be of interest to note that the first Greek coin which Mr. Montagu purchased was the beautiful Stater of Croton described in lot 73. The extreme beauty of this coin, as a work of art, particularly attracted Mr. Montagu, and he purchased it, not at the time having any serious intention of devoting himself to forming a collection of this series. So much so, that, shortly after acquiring it, he offered to hand it over to a brother-collector, who, to his after-regret, did not accept the offer. This coin proved to be the deciding point; and, when Mr. Montagu met his friend shortly afterwards, he remarked “I am glad you did not take that coin, because it has made me a collector of Greek coins.” This occurred in 1889, and thus fixes the date of the commencement of the formation of this cabinet of Greek coins.

The zeal which Mr. Montagu had shown in collecting English coins was now turned to those of Greece, and he was quite as successful in this second instance as in the first; for, as we have previously remarked, “what Mr. Montagu undertook it was always his endeavour to accomplish thoroughly, and this dominant feature in his character was the keynote to his success.” Even in the pressure of the multifarious duties of his profession Mr. Montagu had always kept up his acquaintance with the classics: so that the pages of Eckhel were as accessible to him as any other numismatic work in his library.
At first, as in the case of forming his English cabinet, Mr. Montagu purchased cautiously, chiefly at public sales and of dealers, always, however, selecting fine specimens, and such as were of special numismatic or historical interest. His practised eye told him at once what was true and what was false, so that he had not that difficulty to contend with, which always meets a beginner. He was a past-master in his art. The acquisition, in 1893, of the whole of the stock of M. Hoffman, the well-known dealer in Paris, placed Mr. Montagu’s collection on a very firm basis. It was a splendid acquisition, as it contained a very large number of very fine and exceedingly interesting coins.* From that date Mr. Montagu increased his collection with remarkable rapidity, such as never before was the fortune of a collector to accomplish.

His frequent visits to the Continent placed him in correspondence with the foreign dealers, and there was scarcely one of any standing over the whole width and breadth of Europe and in Asia Minor with whom he had not transactions at one time or another. Mr. Montagu was also on terms of friendship with most of the private collectors on the Continent, through whom he obtained many interesting coins. The rapidity with which he collected is shown by the extent of his collection: and, had he lived but a few years longer, in completeness it would probably have rivalled his English series.

The present occasion offers to collectors a rare opportunity of adding to their treasures. Since the dispersion of the Northwick cabinet in 1859, no collection of Greek coins so remarkable for their beauty, condition and numismatic importance, as that formed by Mr. Montagu has been offered by public auction in this country. A perusal of the pages of this catalogue must convince the reader of the truth of this remark. To attempt to particularise what is of a special nature would mean the recapitulation of nearly the whole catalogue. The plates will give some idea of the beauty and fine condition of the coins; but it must be understood that these form but a limited selection. There would have been no difficulty in reproducing double, or even treble, the number of equally fine pieces.

Where possible the previous collections through which the coins have passed are quoted: of these the greater number are from recent sales. As Mr. Montagu purchased very largely of dealers there are many cases where such information is not possible.

* The duplicates and coins in inferior condition in this collection were eliminated by Mr. Montagu, and sold at this house in December, 1894.
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FIRST DAY'S SALE.

HISPANIA.

LOT 1 | Iberi (Bactica). AR Drachms, Head with curled hair to right; R Horseman with circular shield, riding one horse and leading a second, legend in exergue (Heiss, pl. XLVIII, 1). Tauriaso, AR, Bearded head to left, letters in field ^ A.M.; R Horseman with couched lance, to right; legend beneath (Heiss, xxii, 2). Romano Iberian, Saguntum under name of Arsenses, AR, Bearded head to right, in front, dolphin, behind, plough; R Horseman to right, legend below. Segobria, AR, Beardless Head to right, behind, crescent and below M; R Horseman helmeted, going to right holding couched lance. AR, Hemidrachm of Barcide King, Male bust to right wearing corn-wreath; R Horse to right, Punic letters below, fine

LOT 2 | Minorca. Hemidrachm AR Punic issue. Cabiros (Bes) facing B Bull to left (Heiss, pl. LXIII, 2), wt. 36 grs., pierced, rare
GALLIA.

3 Massalia. AR Drachms (3) after B.C. 350, Head of Artemis wearing triple earring to right; R ΜΑΣΣΑΔ, Lion to right (wt. 64 grs.). After B.C. 290, Bust of Artemis, diademed and draped, with bow and quiver on shoulder, to right; R ΜΑΣΣΑΛΗΤΩΝ, Lion to right, in front ΛΔ (mon.), wt. 411/2 grs. Another but with head of Artemis, and without quiver or bow; R ΜΑΣΣΑΔ, Lion to right. An example showing only rev. type one side incuse; inscribed ΜΑΣΣΑΔ and ΚΑΛΑ in exergue, wt. 41 grs. Obol (2) Head of Apollo to left; R ΜΑ in spaces of wheel, wt. 9 grs.; the other specimen is of similar type but head of Apollo to right, wt. 12 grs.

ITALY.

4 Populonia. AR Ten Litra, Head of Apollo laureate to left, behind value X; R plain, wt. 65 grs. Two-and-a-half Litra, Male head to right with value behind; R plain, wt. 13 grs., both in very excellent condition and scarce

5 Alba Fucentis (Latium) B.C. 303-268. AR Diobol (Nummi), Head of Hermes wearing petasos to right; R ALBA, Griffin to right, wt. 18 grs. Obol (Half Nummi), Head of Pallas to left; R Eagle on fulmen, wt. 91/2 grs., very fine. Signia (Latium) B.C. 300-268, AR Obol (Half Nummi), Head of Hermes wearing petasus, to right, in front caduceus; R ΚΑ ΕΙC, Head of Silenos and head of boar conjoined, wt. 81/2 grs.

CAMPANIA.

6 Cumae, B.C. 480-423. AR Didrachm, Lion's scalp facing between two boars' heads; R Κ[Y]ΜΑΙΩΝ, Mussel shell, to right a conch shell, wt. 1161/2 grs. Obols (2), Head of Pallas; R ΚΥ, Mussel shell, wt. 91/2 and 81/2 grs., one as symbol has an escallop shell

7 Hyria, B.C. 420-340. AR Didrachm, Head of Hera nearly facing, wearing stephanos and necklace, the hair long and flowing; R ΥΡΙΝΑ (in Oscan letters), Campanian bull to right, wt. 1121/2 grs., fine

8 Neapolis. AR Didrachms (3) B.C. 400-340. Female head to right wearing triple earring and necklace, the hair confined by broad bandeau, behind head E; R ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙΤΗΣ (in exergue). Campanian bull, Victory flying above, wt. 115 grs. Female head to left, the hair partly rolled and confined by broad bandeau, with dotted border, behind head, a thyrsos; R legend as last, Campanian bull with Victory above, below bull Σ, wt. 108 grs. Female head to right, hair of rather more ornate style, below head ΔΙΟΦΑΝΟΥΣ, and behind, a bunch of grapes; R legend as before, Bull and Victory; below bull monogram, wt. 1141/2 grs., fine
10. £1.18 Ready (Sellenan)

7.2.6 Whelan (Sotheby's)

£3 17s 6d Ready (Wh.c)

£2 5s Ready (Wh.c)
£2. 6 Whelan
(£C)

£1 Whelan

£29. 11 7. 17. 6 Ready

3. 10 Whelan
£1. 5 Ready

7. 15 Whelan
(£C)

10. 12. 6 Ready

7. 5

16 Ready
9 Neapolis. AR Didrachms (3), B.C. 340-268. Female head to left, hair rolled in front and confined by broad bandean, behind head a crater; B ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ, Campanian bull, with flying Victory above; below bull A, wt. 116 grs. Female head to right with ΧΑΡΙ, below neck, and behind head Artemis ? with long torch; B similar, wt. 116 grs. Female head similar to last, ΧΑΡΙ, beneath and behind kantharos; B similar to the preceding, K in field, wt. 114 grs., fine

10 Nola, B.C. 340-268. AR Didrachm, Head of Kore ?, the hair turned up at back and confined by broad diadem ornamented with meander pattern; B ΝΩΛΑΙΟΝ, (in exergue), Campanian bull to right, Victory above, wt. 115½ grs. Phistelia, B.C. 420-400. Litra, ΦΙΣΤΕΛΙΑ, Young head facing; B Fistius (in Oscan characters), Mussel, corn grain and dolphin, wt. 10 grs., fine

11 Phistelia, B.C. 420-400. AR Didrachm, Head of Hera facing wearing necklace, hair loose
B Fistius (in Oscan letters), Campanian bull to left, in exergue dolphin, wt. 115½ grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. I]

12 Suessa Apcunca, B.C. 313-268. AR Didrachm, Head of Apollo, laureate, to right, in field a lyre
B SVESANO, (in exergue), One of the Dioskuri on horseback, carrying a palm branch to which is attached a fillet, and leading a second horse, wt. 110 grs., fine

13 Teanum Sidicinum, B.C. 300-268. AR Didrachm, Head of Herakles in lion's skin, behind head a cornucopiae
B Tivanud (in Oscan lettering), (in exergue), Victory driving triga to left, wt. 104 grs., very fine [Pl. I]

APULIA.

14 Arpi, B.C. 326-213. AR Didrachm, ΛΡΙΑΝΩΝ, Head of Persephone, wearing wreath of corn, to left, behind head an ear of corn
B ΔΑΣΟΥ, Prancing horse to left, star above, wt. 109 grs., very fine [Pl. I]

15 Arpi. AR Obols (2), A, a hook (harpa ?); B A, prancing horse to right. Rubastini or Rubi, circa B.C. 300. AR Diobol, Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet, ornamented with a star, to right; B PY, Ear of corn, wt. 14 grs. Hemi-Obol, Head of Helios facing; B PY, two crescents above ΔΑ, wt. 4½ grs., fine
Tarentum, b.c. 400-330. " Stater, TAPA, Head of Demeter or Hera to right, wearing stephanos decorated with palmettes, veil on back of head, triple ear-ring and necklace, in front of head a dolphin; under neck KOH.

Por. The Dioskuri riding to left, the further horse in advance, the near figure carries a palm branch to which is attached a wreath and fillet, ΣA in exergue, \( \text{wt.} \, 132 \, \text{grs.} \) (Carelli, ch. iii, 12), \( \text{very fine and very rare} \) [Pl. I]


Head of Goddess with partially flowing hair bound with cord, and wearing earring and necklace, behind head ΣA.

Por. Taras, wearing scarf and holding trident, seated on dolphin to left, in front flying Victory about to crown him; below waves and \( \text{ΠΠ} \), \( \text{wt.} \, 65 \, \text{grs.} \), \( \text{an unpublished variety, rare} \) [Pl. I]

18 Tarentum, b.c. 400-300. " Diobol, TAPAZ, Head of Hera wearing stephanos, earring and necklace, to right

Por. TAPAZ, Taras kneeling on left knee, holding in right hand a distaff, and in the left hand a ball; below, a dolphin, \( \text{wt.} \, 21 \, \text{grs.} \) (see Num. Chron., Series III, vol. ix, pl. v, 13), \( \text{in brilliant condition and extremely rare} \) [Pl. I]

19 Tarentum, b.c. 400-300. " Diobol, TAPAZ, Head of Apollo, laureate, to left, in front ΣA and dolphin

Por. Herakles contending with lion, in field ΠH, and bow and quiver, \( \text{wt.} \, 21 \frac{1}{4} \, \text{grs.} \), \( \text{very fine} \) [Pl. I]

20 Tarentum, b.c. 330-272. " Stater, Head of Zeus, laureate, to left, behind head ΝΚ. (monogram)

Por. Legend wanting. Eagle with open wings standing on fulmen, in field, two amphorae surmounted by two stars, magistrate’s name, in exergue ΝΙΚΑΡ, \( \text{wt.} \, 132 \, \text{grs.} \), \( \text{rare} \) [Pl. I]

21 Tarentum, b.c. 320-272. " Hemidrachm, Head of Apollo, laureate, to right, behind Φ.

Por. TAPANTINΩN, Eagle on fulmen, \( \text{wt.} \, 34 \, \text{grs.} \), \( \text{rare} \) [Pl. I]

22 Tarentum, b.c. 320. " Drachm, Head of Young Herakles in lion’s skin, to right

Por. TARANTINΩN, Taras with trident, in biga to right, \( \text{wt.} \, 65 \frac{1}{4} \, \text{grs.} \), \( \text{fine} \) [Pl. I]

23 Tarentum, b.c. 330-272. " Tetrobol, Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet to right

Por. Taras with trident in biga to right, below horses, a dolphin, \( \text{wt.} \, 44 \, \text{grs.} \), \( \text{very fine} \) [Pl. I]
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24 Tarentum, b.c. 330-272.  \( \nu \) Sicilian Litra, Head of Young Herakles to right
\( \upsilon \) \( \text{TAPAN} \), Taras on dolphin, \( \nu t. \) 12\( \frac{1}{2} \) grs., fine

25 Tarentum, b.c. 500-470. Didrachms (2), thick fabric, \( \text{TAPAN} \).
(retrograde), Taras on dolphin to right, below, escallop shell, \( \upsilon \)
Wheel of four spokes, \( \nu t s. \) 125\( \frac{1}{2} \) grs. and 123\( \frac{1}{2} \) grs., both fine

26 Tarentum, b.c. 500-473. \( \upsilon \) Didrachm, \( \text{TAPAN} \), Taras on dolphin

27 Tarentum, b.c. 470-460. \( \upsilon \) Didrachm, \( \text{TAPAN} \), Taras seated on
dolphin to left, below an escallop shell
\( \upsilon \) \( \text{TAPAN} \). (retrograde) Taras ? nude to waist, seated right, holding
staff and kantharos, \( \nu t. \) 124 grs., fine

28 Tarentum, b.c. 473-400. \( \upsilon \) Didrachm, \( \text{TAPAN} \), Taras on
donfish, below escallop shell
\( \upsilon \) Taras, nude to waist, seated left, holding kantharos and distaff, \( \nu t. \)
121\( \frac{1}{2} \) grs., fine

29 Tarentum, b.c. 420-380. \( \upsilon \) Didrachms, Horseman to right in field
A. E.; \( \upsilon \) \( \text{TAPAN} \), Taras seated on dolphin to right, the left
hand extended, \( \nu t. \) 121 grs. b.c. 302-281. Youthful rider crowning
his horse, in field \( \Sigma A \), and below horse \( \text{PHAIAPEXOS} \); \( \upsilon \)
\( \text{TAPAN} \), Taras on dolphin to left, holding bunch of grapes, below
\( \Gamma A \), \( \nu t. \) 123 grs., very fine

30 Tarentum, b.c. 212-209. \( \upsilon \) Didrachm (Class II, Hist. Num. p. 48).
Female head to left, wearing triple earring and necklace, the hair
drawn back at sides and rolled over broad diadem
\( \upsilon \) \( \text{AT} \), Youthful horseman to right crowning his horse, below a
dolphin, of fine style and very fine condition [Pl. I] 1

* * * From the Carfrac collection.

31 Tarentum, b.c. 420-380. \( \upsilon \) Didrachms (3). Boy galloping to left;
\( \upsilon \) Taras on dolphin to right, \( \nu t. \) 122 grs. Youthful rider crowning
horse in front upright caduceus; \( \upsilon \) \( \text{TAPAN} \), Taras on dolphin
to right, left hand raised, below dolphin \( A \), \( \nu t. \) grs. b.c. 302-
287. Youthful rider crowning his horse, above \( \Sigma A \), and under horse \( \text{APEOON} \); \( \upsilon \) \( \text{TAPAN} \). Taras seated on dolphin to left, holding a tripod, in field \( \Gamma AY \), \( \nu t. \) 122 grs., fine

32 Tarentum, b.c. 400-272. \( \upsilon \) Drachms (2), Head of Pallas to right,
wearing crested helmet adorned with Scylla; \( \upsilon \) \( \text{AP} \), Owl on
olive branch, in field \( \text{NOAY} \), \( \nu t. \) 49 grs. Another, b.c. 212-209.
Youthful rider to left, crowning his horse, above \( \Omega \), and under the horse \( \Sigma O E Y N O H \); \( \upsilon \) Taras on dolphin, holding figure of
Victory and cornucopia, \( \nu t. \) 53\( \frac{1}{2} \) grs., fine 2
33 Tarentum, b.c. 212-209. AR Drachm, Horseman to right carrying palm branch and fillet; under horse ΣΩΚΑΝΝΑΣ; B TARAZ. Taras on dolphin to left holding Kantharos and trident in field an eagle, wt. 53½ grs. Diobol, b.c. 400-272. Head of Pallas left, in crested helmet adorned with wing; B Herakles contending with lion, in field a bow, wt. 19½ grs. Litre (2), G and B head of bridled horse, wt. 6½ grs. G and B Kantharos

LUCANIA.

34 Heraclea, 380-300. AR Didrachm, head of Pallas to right, wearing crested Athenian helmet adorned with scylla
B ΨΗΠΑΚΛΗΙΩΝ, Herakles contending with lion, in field ΚΑΛ and club, between the legs of Herakles an owl facing, wt. 117½ grs., fine style and condition [Pl. I] 1

35 Heraclea, b.c. 380-300. AR Didrachm, Head of Pallas nearly facing, wearing triple crested helmet adorned with Scylla, to left monogram B [ΗΡΑΚΛΗΙΩΝ], Herakles standing facing, right hand resting on club; over the left arm he carries the lion’s skin and in the hand a bow, to left flying Victory about to crown him; in field to right ΦΙΛΟ, wt. 119½ grs., fine and scarce 1

36 Heraclea, b.c. 380-300. AR Didrachm [Η]ΗΡΑΚΛΗΙΩΝ, Head of Pallas to right wearing crested Corinthian helmet adorned with Scylla, behind head K.
B ΨΗΠΑΚΛΗΙΩΝ, Herakles, naked, standing facing holding club downwards in right hand, in left hand he holds a bow, and over the arm hangs the lion’s skin partially supported by a strap passing over shoulder, in field to left, a one-handled vase and ΑΘΛ, wt. 122 grs., very fine 1

37 Heraclea, b.c. 432-380. AR Diobol, Head of Herakles wearing lion’s skin, B ΞΗ, Lion to right, wt. 18 grs. (B. M. Guide, pl. xv, 5), fine. Diobol, Head of Herakles, nearly facing, wearing lion’s skin, to left, club; B Herakles contending with lion, in field a club and between legs of Herakles Φ, wt. 16 grs., fine; and another Head, of Pallas to right wearing crested helmet adorned with Scylla; B Herakles and lion, on lion’s back a bird, wt. 15 grs. 3

38 Laus, b.c. 500-450. AR Didrachm, ΞΑΛΛ, Bull looking back
B ΞΑΛΛ, Human headed bull to right, wt. 122 grs., rare 1

39 Metapontum, first period, circa b.c. 550-480. AR Didrachm, ΜΕΤΑ (retrograde), Ear of corn in high relief the whole within dotted border B Same type incuse (Hist. Num. type of fig. 37), wt. 123 grs., fine 1
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Metapontum, B.C. 550-480.  AR Didrachms (2) Compact fabric, META. to right of ear of corn, the whole within ornamental border; R incuse, *wt. 118 grs., fine*; the second specimen similar, but bolder work, and not quite so well preserved. Tetrobol, B.C. 550-480, MET. to left of ear of corn in high relief, *wt. 38 grs.* Diobol, B.C. 550-480, META. to right of ear of corn; R Ball’s head facing, incuse, *wt. 20½ grs.*; and an Obol, same date, ME. ear of corn; R same type incuse, *wt. 6 grs.*

Metapontum, B.C. 480-400.  AR Didrachm, META., Ear of corn, symbol to right, a locust

R Apollo, naked, standing, holding laurel branch, bow and arrow; to left an altar, *wt. 120 grs., fine* [Pl. I]

Metapontum, B.C. 400-350.  AR Drachm (Period of finest art), Young male head laureate, with ram’s horn and ear

R | META. Ear of corn, *wt. 119 grs., fine* [Pl. I]

Metapontum, B.C. 400-350.  AR Didrachm, Head of Hygeia wearing earring and necklace, the hair turned up at back and bound by corn, the whole within wreath of olive

R ME, Ear of corn, *wt. 120½ grs., fine* [Pl. I]

Metapontum, B.C. 400-350, AR, Female Dionysiac head to left wearing a broad diadem, fastened by bow at back of head, and ornamented with meander pattern, from which rises a row of ivy leaves, below neck ΣΠ.

R ΜΕΠἈ, Ear of corn, *wt. 121 grs.* (Curell, N.I.V.T., clvii, 146), *very fine and rare in this condition* [Pl. I]

Metapontum, B.C. 350-330, AR Tetradrachm, Head of Leukippos to right, wearing helmet adorned with quadriga driven by Victory, behind head, forepart of lion and ΑΠΗ.

R ΜΕΠΟΝΤΙΝΩΝ, Ear of Corn, to left a club and ΑΜΩ, *wt. 241½ grs., very rare* [Pl. I]

Metapontum, B.C. 350-330.  AR Didrachm, ΛΕΥΚ [ΠΠΟΣ] Head of Leukippos in Corinthian helmet, behind head, a dog seated

R META., Ear of corn, to right, a bird and ΑΜ[I.], *wt. 122 grs., fine*

Metapontum, B.C. 330-300.  AR Didrachm, Head of Demeter to left, wearing triple earring, necklace and wreath of corn leaves

R ΜΕ[ΤΑ.], Ear of corn, to left tongs and ΑΘΑ., *wt. 121 grs.*; back of head and portion of rev. have suffered from corrosion, otherwise very fine

Metapontum, B.C. 350-300.  AR Didrachm, Head of Demeter to left, the hair turned up at back and decorated with ears and leaves of corn

R META., Ear of corn, to left, caduceus, *wt. 118 grs., fine*
49 **Metapontum**, b.c. 300. AR Didrachm, Head of Demeter to right wearing single earring and plain necklet, the hair long and wreathed with ears and leaves of corn, in front of head ΔΑΠ. (?)<br>Β META, Ear of corn, to right a plough and ΜΑΜ. (?) vt. 122 grs., fine 1

50 **Posidonia**, b.c. 550-480. AR Stater, ΠΟΜ. (retrograde), Poseidon naked, with chlamys hanging loosely across his shoulders, wielding trident, the whole within dotted and scroll border<br>Β Same type incuse with legend and details in relief, vt. 116½ grs., fine 1

51 **Posidonia**, b.c. 550-480. AR Drachm similar in type to the Didrachm in preceding lot, vt. 57 grs. AR Didrachm, b.c. 480-400. ΠΟΜΕΙ. retrograde, Poseidon nude to right with chlamys hanging loosely over shoulders hurling trident, border of dots; Β ΠΟΜΕΙ. retrograde, Bull to left, in exergue, Ω, vt. 124 grs. Diobol, same date, ΠΟΜΕΙ. Poseidon as on preceding; Β ΠΟΣΕΙ, Bull to right, in front a plant and in the exergue a dolphin; and two Obols of similar type and date 5

52 **Posidonia**, b.c. 480-400. AR Didrachm, ΠΟΣΕΙΔΑΝ., Poseidon nude with chlamys hanging loosely over shoulders wielding trident, in field, to left, a dolphin<br>Β ΠΟΣΕΙΔΑΝ., Bull to left, in exergue a dolphin, vt. 124½ grs., very fine 1

53 **Sybaris**, b.c. 500. AR Didrachms (2), ΜΥ. retrograde, Bull with head reverted; Β same type incuse but the letters not shewn, vt. 122½ grs.; the second specimen has the letters in the exergue, vt. 115½ grs. Tetrobol, b.c. 443, Head of Pallas to right; Β ΣΥΒΑΡΙ., Bull to right, in exergue a fish, vt. 35½ grs. 3

54 **Thurium**, b.c. 420-390. AR Didrachm, Head of Pallas in crested helmet decorated with olive wreath; Β ΘΟΥΡΙΩΝ., Bull to right, beaded exergual line and below, a fish, vt. 118½ grs., fine. AR Diobol, b.c. 420-390, same type, but reading ΘΟΥΡΙ and the bull is to the left

55 **Thurium**, b.c. 390-350. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Pallas to right wearing crested helmet adorned with Scylla, behind neck Δ.<br>Β ΘΟΥΡΙΩΝ., Bull butting to right, in exergue a fish, vt. 236 grs., fine [ΠΙ. 1] 1

56 **Thurium**, b.c. 390-350. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Pallas in crested helmet adorned with Scylla<br>Β ΘΟΥΡΙΩΝ. - ΕΥΦΙΑ., Bull butting to right, in exergue a thyrsos, vt. 245 grs., fine 1
£2 8 10 Ready
£6 15 Shrink
£1 11 Ready
£2 2 Whelan
£4 12 Ready Std
£40 10 Shrink
£13 Whelan

[Signature: Seltman]
57 Thurium, B.C. 390-350. AR Didrachm, Head of Pallas in crested helmet adorned with Scylla
   R ΘΟΥΡΘΩΝ, Bull butting to right, in exergue a fish, wt. 124 grs., fine

58 Thurium, B.C. 390-350. AR Didrachm, Head of Pallas to right wearing crested helmet adorned with Scylla, in front E.
   R ΘΟΥΡΘΩΝ, Bull butting to right, in exergue a fish, wt. 120 grs., very fine and of fine style [Pl. I]

59 Thurium, B.C. 390-350. Head of Pallas to right wearing crested helmet adorned with Scylla, behind neck ΔΠ.
   R Bull butting to right, above ΣΩ, in exergue lion bounding to right, wt. 123 grs., very fine

60 Velia, B.C. 400. AR Drachm, Female head of transitional style, the hair turned up at back and bound by pearl bandeau and wearing necklace of pearls; R ΥΕΛΗ, Owl to right, in front olive branch and E. wt. 62½ grs., fine. B.C. 540-400. AR Didrachm, Head of Pallas to left in crested helmet adorned with dolphin, on neck piece Φ.; R ΥΕΛΗΤΩΝ. (in exergue), Lion passant right, above Φ – Ι. and trident, wt. 114½ grs., very fine

61 Velia, B.C. 400-268. AR Didrachms (2). Head of Pallas to right in crested helmet adorned with a griffin, in field Δ; R ΥΕΛΗ ΤΩΝ. (in exergue), Lion passant right, above, Φ – Ι. and pentagon., wt. 114 grs., very fine. Head of Pallas as on preceding, behind neck Α., and in front of neck Φ., R ΥΕΛΗΤΩΝ, Lion passant right above, Ι – Φ. and dolphin, wt. 116 grs. Drachm, B.C. 430-400, Forepart of lion devouring prey, rev. Quadripartite incuse square, wt. 59½ grs., very fine

62 Velia, B.C. 400-268. AR Didrachm, Head of Pallas to right in crested helmet adorned with Pegasos
   R ΥΕΛΗΤΩΝ, Lion passant right, wt. 116 grs., very fine

BRUTTIUM.

63 Bruttii, B.C. 282-203. N Drachm (Attic), Head of Poseidon wearing plain diadem to left, behind, trident, beneath neck bucranium, the whole within dotted border
   R ΒΡΕΤΤΙΩΝ. Amphitrite veiled, seated on sea horse to left, before her stands Eros drawing a bow, in field to right cornucopia, wt. 64½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. I]

64 Bruttii, B.C. 282-203. N Hemidrachm, Head of bearded Herakles to left, behind club
   R ΒΡΕΤΤΙΩΝ, Victory in biga, beneath horses, a coiled serpent, wt. 32½ grs., very fine [Pl. I]
65 Bruttii, b.c. 282-203. AR Octobol. Busts of the Dioskuri to right, behind heads a cornucopia

Ρ ΒΡΕΤΤΙΩΝ. (in exergue). The Dioskuri on horseback going to right, in field lance head with portion of shaft, wt. 86½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. I] 1

66 Bruttii, b.c. 282-203. AR Bust of winged Nike to right, behind, a club; Ρ ΒΡΕΤΤΙΩΝ., Naked male figure, horned, crowning himself, in field a rudder and Γ., wt. 69⅓ grs., very fine. Tetrobol, b.c. 282-203., Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet to right; Ρ ΒΡΕΤΤΙΩΝ., Eagle with extended wings to left, in field a rudder, wt. 38 grs., very fine and scarce 2

67 Caulonia, b.c. 550-480. AR Stater, ΚΑΒΑ., Apollo, nude, holding in his raised right hand a branch, and on his outstretched left arm a small running figure, who also carries a branch, in front a stag looking back, the whole within an ornamental border

Ρ Same type incuse, but inscription not shewn, wt. 129 grs., very fine 1

68 Caulonia, b.c. 550-480. AR Stater, similar in type to the preceding, over the stag Ο., wt. 120½ grs., very fine 1

69 Croton, b.c. 550-420. AR Stater Ωφ., Tripod, crab to right, dentated pattern in exergue, the whole within broad dotted border

Ρ Same type incuse, wt. 121 grs., very fine 1

70 Croton, b.c. 550-480. AR Stater, φ PO., Tripod, dotted exergual line, the whole within a dotted border

Ρ Eagle flying, incuse, wt. 123½ grs., very fine 1

71 Croton, b.c. 550-450. AR Stater of compact fabric, φ PO. retrograde to right of tripod; Ρ Eagle flying, incuse, with details in relief, wt. 124½ grs., very fine 1

72 Croton, b.c. 480-420. AR Stater, Eagle standing on stag's head, looking back

Ρ φ PO. Tripod with ivy leaf to left, wt. 123 grs., very fine 1

73 Croton, circa 420. AR Stater, ΚΡΟΤ., Head of Hera Lakinia nearly facing, with flowing hair, wearing necklace, with amphoraic pendants, and stephanos, adorned with honeysuckle design in centre, and on either side, foreparts of Griffins

Ρ Herakles, nude, seated, left, on rock covered with the lion's skin, holding in right hand wine cup; in field above, his bow and club, wt. 122½ grs., (Cavelli, N.L.V.T., clxxxiv, 38), a charming coin in beautiful condition [Pl. I] 1
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74 Croton, b.c. 420-390. ΑΡ Stater, Head of Hera Lakinia nearly facing wearing necklace and stephanos, the latter ornamented with honeysuckle pattern

Β ΚΡΟΤΩΝΙΑΤΑΣ, Herakles, nude, seated on rock covered with lion’s skin, holding in right hand wine cup, he holds with left hand club by his side, and his bow rests against the rock, wt. 120 grs., very fine [Pl. I]

* * From the Smith collection.

75 Croton, b.c. 390. ΑΡ Stater, ΚΡΟΤΩΝΙΑΤΑΣ, Head of Apollo laureate to right, the hair long and flowing

Β The Infant Herakles seated on cushion strangling two serpents, wt. 117 grs., a beautiful piece in perfect preservation [Pl. I]

* * From the Smith collection.

76 Croton and Sybaris, before b.c. 510. ΑΡ Stater, ΘΡΟ. to left of tripod in plain border

Β Bull looking back, the details in relief, wt. 120 grs., fine and very rare [Pl. I]

* * From the Carfrac collection.

77 Locri Epizephyri, b.c. 314-322. Staters (2) (Corinthian type), ΛΟΚΡΩΝ., Helmeted head of Pallas to left

Β Winged Pegasos to left, below, fulmen (one has the Pegasos bridled), wt. 132\(\frac{1}{4}\) grs. and 132 grs., both very fine

78 Locri Epizephyri, b.c. 326-300. ΑΡ Stater, ΛΟΚΡΩΝ., Head of Zeus to left

Β Eagle tearing hare, in field fulmen and monogram ΑΠ, wt. 117 grs., very fine

79 Rhegium, b.c. 480-466. ΑΡ Tetradrachm, Mule car to right, driven by bearded charioteer, in exergue olive leaf; Ρ RECINON. (retrograde), Hare running, wt. 265\(\frac{3}{4}\) grs., fine. Drachm, b.c. 494-480. Scalp of lion; Ρ RECION., Cali’s head to left, wt. 87\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs., fine. Drachm, 480-466. Mule car; Ρ RECINON., Hare running to right, wt. 66\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs. Obol, 480-466. REC (retrograde);

Β Hare running to right, wt. 14\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs., fine

80 Rhegium, circa b.c. 466-415. Lion’s head facing

Β RECINO. (retrograde), Male figure seated, naked to waist, resting on staff, the whole in laurel wreath, wt. 247\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs., fine

81 Rhegium, b.c. 415-387. ΑΡ Tetradrachm, ΦΗΓΙΝΩΝ., Laureate head of Apollo to left, of ornate style, sprig of olive behind

Β Lion’s scalp within a dotted border, wt. 267 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. I]

82 Rhegium, b.c. 415-387. ΑΡ Tetradrachm, ΦΗΓΙΝΩΝ., Laureate head of Apollo to right, behind spray of olive

Β Lion’s scalp facing, wt. 265 grs., very fine [Pl. I]
83 Terina, b.c. 440-400. AR Stater, TEPINAIΩN, Head of the Nymph Terina to right, hair bound with sphendone
   Ρ Winged Nike seated on square cippus, with small bird perched on her forefinger, wt. 129½ grs., very fine [Pl. I] 1

84 Terina, b.c. 400-388. AR Stater, TEPINAIΩN, Head of the Nymph Terina, richly ornate, with curled hair, triple earring and necklace
   Ρ Winged Nike seated on square cippus holding small bird, as on preceding piece, wt. 115 grs., very fine [Pl. I] 1

SICILY.

85 Agrigentum, b.c. 415-406. Ν Hexas, ΑΚΡ., Eagle on summit of rock about to attack a serpent
   Ρ Crab, and below a dolphin, wt. 19½ grs., very fine and rare 1

86 Agrigentum, b.c. 415-406. Ν Hexas, obr. ΑΚΡ., Eagle about to attack serpent, beneath, marks of value
   Ρ Crab, beneath, magistrate’s name, ΣΙΛΑΝΟΣ, wt. 20 grs., very fine and rare 1

87 Agrigentum, b.c. 472-415. AR Tetradrachm, ΑΚΡΑΚΑΝΤΟΣ, Eagle to left
   Ρ Crab, with double volute beneath, wt. 262 grs., very fine 1

88 Agrigentum, b.c. 415-406. AR Tetradrachm, ΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΙΝΟΝ, Eagle with wings spread, standing to left on supine hare and about to devour it, supporting the hare a rock, on which, a conch and escallop shell
   Ρ Crab and broad sea fish with open mouth, on either side of crab an escallop shell and conch, wt. 270½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. I] 1

89 Camarina (or Catana), circa b.c. 415-403. Ν, Head of Pallas to right, wearing crested Athenian helmet adorned with hippocamp
   Ρ ΚΑ., between two olive leaves with berries, wt. 18 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. II] 1

90 Camarina, b.c. 461-405. AR Didrachm, Corinthian helmet on round shield
   Ρ ΚΑΜ[ΑΠΙ], Dwarf palm with fruit, between two greaves, wt. 128½ grs., in good condition and rare 1

91 Camarina, b.c. 461-405. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Herakles wearing lion’s skin to left
   Ρ Quadriga driven to right by Pallas, above, flying Nike about to crown charioteer, in exergue two amphore, and on the exergual line ΕΞΑΚΕΣΤΙΔΑΣ, wt. 263 grs., fine, but the surface is somewhat rough, rare [Pl. I] 1
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92 Catana (after the Restoration), B.C. 461-415. AR Tetradrachm, KATANAION, Laureate head of Apollo to right, the hair at back waved and turned up under the tie of wreath. Quadriga of walking horses to right, wt. 266 ½ grs., very fine 1

93 Catana, B.C. 415-403. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo three-quarter face to left, at right side signature of the artist ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΔΑΣ, within dotted border. Quadriga, Victory erect, crowning charioteer, in exergue KATANAION, and below a fish (B. M. Cat. no. 32), wt. 265 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. I] 1

* * * From the Carfrea Collection.

94 Catana, B.C. 461-415, after the Restoration. AR Tetradrachm, KATANAION, Young male head with short hair laureate (perhaps the river god Amenans), behind olive leaf with two berries. Quadriga going to right, above Nike flying right carrying fillet, in exergue a bird flying, wt. 267 grs., very fine [Pl. II] 1

Epyx, B.C. 480-415. AR Tetradrachm, Aphrodite seated to left holding a dove, in front stands Eros with uplifted hands. ΕΡΥΚΑΣΤΙΒ., retrograde on tablet, Hound going to right, behind him three stalks of corn, wt. 264 grs., fine and excessively rare [Pl. II.] 1

* * * From the Duca di Tagliaria find, and hitherto only published by Salinas.

95 Gela, B.C. 415-405. ΑΣΩΣΙΠΟΛΙΣ., Female head to left wearing necklace and sphendone. ΓΕΛΑΣ., Forepart of man-headed bull to left, wt. 16 ¾ grs., very fine and rare 1

96 Gela, B.C. before 466. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΩΣΙΠΟΛΙΣ. in a line above, fore-part of man-headed bull (river Gelas). ΓΕΛΑΣ., Horses crowned by flying Nike, wt. 266 ½ grs., very fine 1

97 Gela, B.C. 466-415. AR Tetradrachm, ΟΛΑΣ. around fore-part of man-headed bull (river Gelas). ΓΕΛΑΣ., Quadriga, the horses crowned by flying Nike, wt. 266 grs., very fine [Pl. II] 1

98 Gela, B.C. 466-415, early fine style. AR Tetradrachm, ΓΕΛΑΣ., Forepart of man-headed bull to right. Quadriga going to left, above Victory flying to left about to crown the horses, wt. 268 ½ grs., very fine 1

99 Gela, B.C. 466-415, early fine style. AR Tetradrachm, traces of legend, fore-part of man-headed bull of fine style to right. Quadriga to right, above flying Victory about to crown horses, in exergue, honeysuckle design with volutes, wt. 265 grs., very fine 1
101 **Heraclea-Minoa**, b.c. 409-241. Ἀ Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone, copied from the coins of Syracuse, wearing necklace and earring, and crowned with corn leaves, around, four dolphins

Ῥ Quadriga to right, horses galloping, the charioteer crowned by Nike, in exergue Punic legend *(Bash Melkarth)* ((B. M. Cat., Sicily, p. 251, no. 6), wt. 265½ grs., *very fine and scarce* [Pl. II]) 1

102 **Himera**, before circa b.c. 482. Ἀ Drachms (2) (a) Cock to left, within dotted border; Ῥ Mill sail incuse, wt. 81 grs. (b) ΗΙΜ., Cock to right, in field a locust, the whole within dotted border; Ῥ Mill sail incuse, wt. 87½ grs., *both very fine* 2

103 **Himera** (under Theron and Thrasydaeus), b.c. 481-467. Ἀ Didrachm, ΗΙΜΕΡΑ., Cock to left

Ῥ Crab, wt. 131 grs., *very fine and scarce* 1

104 **Himera**, b.c. 472-415. Ἀ Tetradrachm, Nymph Himera sacrificing at altar, behind her, Silenus bathing under a fountain, which issues from a lion’s head, above, a grain of corn

Ῥ ΙΜΕΠΑΙΟΝ., (retrograde) and cock in exergue, Quadriga to left, charioteer crowned by Nike, wt. 259½ grs., *in moderate condition* 1

105 **Leontini**, circa b.c. 500-466. Ἀ Tetradrachm, Quadriga going slowly to right, above Nike crowning horses

Ῥ ΛΕΟΝΤΙΝΟΝ., large lettering, Lion’s head, with open jaw, around, four corn grains, *wt. 264 grs., fine* 1

106 **Leontini**, b.c. 500-466. Ἀ Didrachm, ΛΕΟΝΤΙΝΟΝ., Lion’s head to right, around four grains of corn

Ῥ Horseman cantering to right, *wt. 134 grs., very fine* [Pl. II] 1

107 **Leontini**, b.c. 466-422. Ἀ Tetradrachm, Laureate head of Apollo to right, border of dots

Ῥ ΛΕΟΝΤΙΝΟΝ. retrograde, Lion’s head, open jaws, to right, around four corn grains, *wt. 264½ grs., very fine* 1

108 **Leontini**, b.c. 466-422, early fine style. Ἀ Tetradrachm, Laureate head of Apollo, ivy plant behind

Ῥ ΛΕΟΝΤΙΝΟΝ., Lion’s head with open jaws to right, in field three grains of corn, and below a fish, *wt. 268 grs., fine* [Pl. II] 1

109 **Messana**, circa b.c. 493-480. Ἀ Attic Tetradrachm (struck under Anaxilas), Lion’s head facing; within dotted border

Ῥ ΜΕΣΣΕΝΙΟΝ., Calf’s head to left within dotted border, *wt. 269½ grs., *fine and rare* [Pl. II] 1

110 **Messana**, circa b.c. 480. Ἀ Tetradrachm, Biga of mules driven to right by seated charioteer, in exergue olive leaf

Ῥ ΜΕΣΣΕΝΙΟΝ (retrograde), Hare running to right, *wt. 263½ grs., fine and scarce* 1
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111 Messana, circa B.C. 480. AR Didrachm, Biga of mules to right, driven by male charioteer, border of dots and dotted exergue line

R MESSENIAN., Hare running to right, wt. 129 grs., in very excellent condition and very rare, no specimen of the Didrachm is given in Historia Numorum or in British Museum Catalogue [Pl. II] 1

112 Messana, B.C. 480-420. AR Tetradrachm, ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΟΝ., Hare, beneath which, dolphin

R Biga drawn by mules; Nike crowning mules, in exergue, olive leaf and two berries, wt. 264 ½ grs., very fine [Pl. II] 1

113 Messana, B.C. 420. AR Tetradrachm, ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΟΝ., Messana in mule car to right, in exergue, two dolphins facing, dotted border

R ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΟΝ., Hare to right; below dolphin, wt. 263 grs., very fine 1

114 Morgantia, before circa B.C. 480. AR Drachm, Bearded head (Zeus ?), with taenia, to right, border of dots

R MOPRANTION., Ear of corn or barley, wt. 63 grs., fine and excessively rare, presumably unpublished, a specimen similar is quoted in the San Angelo Catalogue, No. 7998 [Pl. II] 1

115 Motya (period of transition). AR Tetradrachm, Head of Arethusa (?), to left (as on the coins of Syracuse by Kimon), wearing broad diadem and hair in net, around four dolphins

R Crab, wt. 263 ½ grs., in very good state and of great rarity, see Salinas (Account of West Sicilian find), Tar. xvii, 18 1

116 Motya, B.C. 420-397. AR Didrachm, Head of Nymph, hair waved and drawn back at sides, and bound by cord passing three times around; in field, two dolphins

R Youth seated sideways on horse prancing to left, wt. 129 grs., fine and very rare 1

117 Naxos, B.C. 461-415. AR Tetradrachm, Head of bearded Dionysus, crowned with ivy, of early style

R ΝΑΞΙΟΝ., Naked Silenus with pointed ears and horse’s tail, seated on the ground with a wine cup in his hand, wt. 262 grs., fine and rare [Pl. II] 1

118 Naxos, B.C. 461-415. AR Drachm, Head of Dionysos, of early style, wearing wreath of ivy, hair slightly turned up at back, beard long

R ΝΑΞΙΟΝ., Bearded Silenos seated on ground holding kantharos, border of dots, wt. 66 ½ grs., extremely fine and rare in this condition [Pl. II] 1

119 Naxos, B.C. 415-403. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Dionysos bearded, to right, the hair bound by broad diadem ornamented with ivy wreath

R ΝΑΞΙΟΝ., Silenos seated on ground, from which a vine springs, holding thyrsos and kantharos, wt. 264 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. II] 1
120 Naxos, b.c. 415-403. AR Didrachm, ΝΑΞΙΩΝ. Laureate head of Apollo to right, behind, laurel leaf with berry, under neck a pellet
R: Silenos seated with thyrsos and kantharos, similar to last, in field to right, priapic term, wt. 129½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. II] 1

121 Segesta, b.c. 500-480. AR Didrachms (2) (a) Head of Nymph Segesta of archaic style, hair turned up behind; R: ΣΑΓΕΣΣΑ ΣΙΒ., Dog to right, wt. 130 grs., fine (B. M. Cat., no. 17); (b) 480-415, Head of Nymph Segesta wearing diadem, hair turned up at back; R: Dog to right, wt. 134½ grs., fine 2

122 Selinus, b.c. circa 466. AR Didrachms (3) Wild parsley leaf; R: Incuse square variously divided, wt. averaging 133 grs. Obols (2). One with parsley leaf on either side, wt. 17½ grs.; the other, later, Seated nymph seizing snake; R: ΣΕΛΙΝΟΣΣΣ, Man-headed bull to right, in exergue a fish, wt. 10 grs. 5

123 Selinus, b.c. 466-415. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΕΛΙΝΟΣΣΣ, Young river-god Selinus sacrificing at altar, before which is a cock, indicating it as sacred to Asklepius, in the left hand of Selinus is the lustral branch, behind him, a selinon-leaf and an image of a bull standing on a base
R: ΣΕΛΙΝΟΝΤΙΟΝ, Apollo and Artemis in quadriga, Apollo discharging arrows, in exergue, grain of corn, wt. 269 grs., very fine [Pl. II] 1

124 Selinus, b.c. 466-415. AR Didrachm, ΣΕΛΙΝΟΝΤΙΟΝ, Herakles contending with a wild bull which he seizes by the horn and is about to strike with his club
R: ΥΨΑΣΣΣΣΣΣ, River Hypasas sacrificing before an altar, around which a serpent twines. He holds branch and patera; behind him is a stork and in the field a parsley leaf, wt. 133 grs., fine and scarce 1

125 Syracuse before b.c. 500. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΥΡΑΡΑΣΣΣ, Slow Quadriga to right; border of dots
R: Incuse square divided into four parts, in the centre the head of a nymph or goddess, of archaic style, wt. 262½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. II] 1

126 Syracuse, before b.c. 500. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΥΡΑΡΟΣΙΟΝ in two lines, slow quadriga to right; border of dots
R: Incuse square divided into four parts, in the centre the head of a nymph or goddess, of archaic style, wt. 265½ grs., very fine and rare 1

127 Syracuse, b.c. 500-478. AR Didrachm, ΣΥΡΑΡΟΣΙΟΝ, Female head of early style, hair delineated by dots, surrounded by dolphins
R: Man riding one horse and leading a second, wt. 133 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. II] 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Martinini</td>
<td>£ 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>10s mitt Offalo &amp; Co.</td>
<td>£ 5 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>20/10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Kneip &amp; Co.</td>
<td>£ 1 14 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Kneip &amp; Co.</td>
<td>£ 3 12 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>10s Mittler &amp; Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>14s Mittler &amp; Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
£23 - Spink

4/10 Spink

2.16 Whelan

5.15 Spink

2.4 Whelan

2.9 Whelan

7.5 Ready Spink
Syracuse, b.c. 485-478. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΥΡΑΘΟΣΙΟΝ. Female head surrounded by four dolphins, to right, the hair is confined by plain bandeau, the portion over forehead delineated by dotted lines, the remainder by cross hatched lines. 

R ΣΥΡΑ (in exergue), Quadriga driven by male charioteer to left, above winged Nike flying to right, about to crown the charioteer, border of dots, wt. 267\(\frac{3}{4}\) grs., fine and scarce [Pl. II] 1

Syracuse, circa b.c. 480. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Goddess to right surrounded by dolphins, she wears necklace of pearls; the hair is delineated by dots and is turned up at back, the ends passing under beaded cord.

R Quadriga to right, above Nike flying to right, about to crown the horses (compare Head, pl. i, 4), wt. 269 grs., very fine 1

Syracuse, b.c. 479-466. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ. Female head of somewhat early style, the hair over brow delineated by dots, the remainder by lines descending below truncation, confined by bandeau of pearls.

R Quadriga going at walking pace to right, above horses flying Nike, wt. 267\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs., very fine 1

Syracuse, b.c. 479-466. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ. Female head to right wearing earring and necklace, hair waved at sides, turned up at back, the extreme ends passing over pearl bandeau; around, four dolphins.

R Quadriga to right, above, Nike flying right with fillet; in exergue, pistrix (Head, pl. ii, 1), wt. 267\(\frac{3}{4}\) grs., fine 1

Syracuse, b.c. 479-466. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ. Female head to right wearing earring and necklace, hair waved at sides, turned up at back and held by plain bandeau, around, four dolphins.

R Quadriga to right, above, Nike flying right, about to crown the horses; in exergue, pistrix, wt. 266\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs., fine 1

Syracuse, b.c. 479-466. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ. Female head to right, wearing earring and necklace, the hair waved at sides and bound with cord passing once round the head and twice round the back hair; around, four dolphins.

R Quadriga going slowly to right, above, Nike flying left, about to crown charioteer; in exergue, pistrix (Head, pl. ii, 6), wt. 266 grs., fine 1

Syracuse, b.c. 479-466. AR Tetradrachm, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ. Female head to right wearing earring and necklace with pendant, hair bound with a double cord passing three times round head and once round back hair, which descends to line of truncation, around, four dolphins.

R Quadriga going slowly to right, the charioteer holds a long goad in right hand and the reins in both, above, Nike flying right, about to crown horses (Head, pl. ii, 10), wt. 266\(\frac{1}{4}\) grs., very fine [Pl. II] 1
### SECOND DAY'S SALE.

**Syracuse—continued**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>Syracuse, B.C. 479-466.</td>
<td>ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ. Female head to right, wearing earring and necklace, the hair waved at sides and bound by band of pearls, the back portion coiled, around, four dolphins Ρ. Quadriga driven by female charioteer to right, above, horses, Nike flying right; in exergue, pistrix (Head, pl. II, 7), wt. 268 grs., very fine</td>
<td>268 grs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Syracuse, B.C. 479-466.</td>
<td>ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ. Female head to right wearing earring and necklace, the hair waved, the ends turned up at back and confined by pearled cord Ρ. Quadriga to right, above, Nike flying right, about to crown the horses, in exergue, pistix (Head, pl. II, 9), wt. 267 grs., fine</td>
<td>267 grs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>Syracuse, B.C. 466-406.</td>
<td>Ν. ΣΥΠΑ. Head of young Herakles clad in lion’s skin Ρ. Σ.Υ.Π.Α in the angles of quadrirpartite incuse square with female head in circular indent in centre (Head, pl. III, 9), wt. 17½ grs., very fine</td>
<td>17½ grs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>Syracuse, B.C. 466-406.</td>
<td>Ν. ΣΥΠΑ. Head of Nymph to right, the hair blown back, wearing necklet with pendant bulls Ρ. Trident head, with volutes between prongs and on either side of socket, within incuse square, unpublished, wt. 21½ grs., very fine style and condition, extremely rare</td>
<td>21½ grs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Syracuse, 466-406.</td>
<td>Ν. ΣΥΠΑ. (retrograde). Head of Pallas left, wearing crested Athenian helmet Ρ. Aegis with Gorgon head (Head, pl. III, 10), wt. 10½ grs., very fine</td>
<td>10½ grs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Syracuse, B.C. 466-406.</td>
<td>ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ. Female head to left, wearing earring and plain necklet, the hair waved and bound with cord wound five times round the hair, which is formed into a kind of chignon, leaving loose curls on crown of the head and at back of neck; around, four dolphins Ρ. Quadriga going slowly to right, driven by female charioteer-who holds goad, above, Nike with wreath, about to crown horses, in exergue, a locust (Head, pl. III, 6) (B. M. Cat., no. 125), wt. 267 grs., very fine and a scarce type</td>
<td>267 grs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
£ 20 Sprink
£23.10 Whelan
£19 Whelan (Spec)
£15 Whelan
£11 Whelan
Syracuse, b.c. 466-406. AR Tetradrachm by Eumenes, signed. 

**ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ.** (above head), Female head to left, wearing earring and necklace, the hair waved on brow and turned up at back, beneath neck **ΕΥΜΗΝΟΥ.** around, four dolphins.

Σ Quadriga to left, horses in high action, above flying Nike about to crown charioteer, under horses a crane, and in the exergue a fish swimming left, followed by a dolphin (B. M. Cat. no. 141), wt. 266 grs., *very fine, the R not so good, due in a measure to faulty striking [Pl. II]*

1

Syracuse, b.c. 466-406. AR Tetradrachm, by Eumenes, signed, 

**ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ**. Female head, of charming style, to left, wearing earring and necklace, the hair turned up at back and light curls on forehead, under neck **ΕΥΜΗ.** and behind head **ΝΟΒ.** around, four dolphins.

Σ Quadriga going rapidly to left, horses in high action, above flying Nike, with untied wreath, about to crown charioteer, in exergue **ΕΥΜΗΝΟΥ.** (B. M. Cat. 144), wt. 267½ grs., *very fine [Pl. III]*

1

Syracuse, b.c. 466-406. AR Tetradrachm, by Eukleides and Eumenes, signed, **ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ.** Female head, to left, wearing earring and necklace, the hair rolled at sides and turned up at back, in front of neck a diptych (with loop for suspension), on the tablets of which **ΕΤΚΑ ΕΙΔΑ.** around, four dolphins.

Σ Quadriga to left, &c., as on the preceding piece, in exergue **ΕΥΜΗΝΟΥ.** (B. M. Cat. 193), wt. 26½ grs., *very fine and rare [Pl. III]*

1

Syracuse, b.c. 466-406. AR Tetradrachm, **ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣ.** Female head wearing earring and plain necklace, the hair waved at sides and bound by a cord passing round three times, the back hair arranged in a plaited knot at back, around four dolphins.

Σ Quadriga to right, above Nike flying to right, about to crown horses (Head, pl. III, 4), wt. 267 grs., *fine*

1

Syracuse, b.c. 466-406. AR Tetradrachm, by Eukleides, **ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣ** [ΣΙΟΝ], Female head to left, wearing earring and necklace, the hair bound with sphendone, over which several tresses fly back, around four dolphins.

Σ Quadriga to left, horses prancing, above Nike flying right, about to crown charioteer, in exergue dolphin (Head, pl. IV, 5), (B. M. Cat. 195), wt. 265½ grs., *fine and scarce [Pl. III]*

1

Syracuse, b.c. 405-345. AR Piece of 100 Litra or Double Dekadrachm (by Eutanatos), **ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ.** Head of goddess to left wearing sphendone ornamented with stars, single drop earring and necklace, behind neck signature of artist, **ΕΥΑ[ΠΕΝΤΟΣ].**

Σ Hercule and lion, wt. 89½ grs., *fine and rare [Pl. III]*

1
147 **Syracuse.** B.C. 405-345. *N* Piece of 100 Litra or Double Dekadrachm, [ΣΥΠ]ΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ, Head of goddess to left, wearing triple earring and necklace, hair in sakkos decorated with stars, behind neck a star

B. Hercules and lion, *wt. 90 grs., very fine and rare* [Pl. III] 1

148 **Syracuse.** B.C. 405-345. *N* Piece of 50 Litra or Golden Dekadrachm, ΕΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ, Young male head (the River Anapus?) to left

B. [ΣΥΠ]ΑΚΟΣΙ[ΩΝ]. upon a band, free horse prancing to right, the whole within a shallow incuse, *wt. 44 ½ grs., fine* 1

149 **Syracuse.** B.C. 405-345. *N* Piece of 50 Litra, or Golden Dekadrachm, ΣΥΠΑ, Young male head (the river Anapus?) to left, behind head a corn-grain

B. [ΣΥΠ]ΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ[N]. upon a band, free horse prancing to right, whole within shallow incuse, *wt. 44 ½ grs., very fine and rare* [Pl. III] 1

150 **Syracuse.** B.C. 405-335. *A* Dekadrachm or Medallion by Euainetos, signed, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ, Head of Persephone to left, wearing earring and necklace, hair turned up at back, arranged in wavy curls and bound with wreath of corn leaves, around, four dolphins, and below the dolphin, under neck, **EYAINETOY**.

B. Quadriga driven to left, horses in high action, above flying Nike about to crown charioteer, in exergue, suit of defensive armour, *wt. 663 grs., very fine* [Pl. III] 1

151 **Syracuse.** B.C. 405-335. *A* Dekadrachm by Euainetos, without signature, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ, Head of Persephone to left wearing triple earring, necklace and wreath of corn leaves, in front of neck and behind an escallip shell

B. Quadriga driven to left, horses in high action, above, flying Victory about to crown charioteer, in exergue, suit of defensive armour, *wt. 669 grs., a fine and exceedingly well spread medallion* [Pl. III] 1

152 **Syracuse.** B.C. 405-345. *A* Dekadrachm or Medallion by Kimon, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ, Female head Arethusa? hair in net, and wearing broad bandeau ; around, four dolphins, on the one immediately below neck the signature of the artist in full, **ΚΙΜΩΝ**.

B. Quadriga driven to left, the horses in high action, above flying Victory about to crown charioteer, in exergue, suit of defensive armour, cuirass, greaves, helmet, &c., under cuirass **ΑΘΛΑ**, signature of artist **ΚΙΜΩΝ**. on exergual line, *wt. 657 grs., very fine condition* [Pl. III] 1

153 **Syracuse.** B.C. 415-404, ΑΡΕΘΩΣΑ. Head of Arethusa, nearly facing ; wearing the necklaces, upper one plain, the lower formed of pearls, dolphins darting in and out among her flowing locks. On her diadem traces of the artist's name **ΚΙΜΩΝ**.

B. ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ, Quadriga, horses prancing, Nike alighting on
143
£ 61. Ready

148
Whelan £ 60. K. K. Whelan & Co. 31st, Aug 20. £ 6

149
One item of 120 ready £ 16.00. K. Whelan

150
Bought from Samuel Whelan £ 12.00. K. Whelan

151
Aunt's Allowance £ 41.00. Whelan

152
The 2 Tan. £ 81.10. K. Whelan

153
Feeding of 1800 Pot 15th Aug 15. £ 52.00. K. Whelan
their heads, is about to crown the charioteer; the horses have overturned the meta, and the driver looks back as if at a rival chariot close behind him; in exergue, ear of barley; wt. 258 grs., fine and excessively rare, a variety of the specimen in the British Museum, (No. 208) [Pl. III]

Syracuse. b.c. 415-414. AR Tetradrachm by Kimon, signed, Head of Arethusa nearly full face, inclined to the left, wearing two necklaces, the hair flowing in loose tresses with dolphins swimming among the locks; across her forehead, ampyx (the signature of the artist is effaced); above, outside border ΑΡΕΘΟΞΑΙΑ.

R. ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ. in exergue, with ear of barley below. Quadriga driven by male charioteer holding long goad and touching with it the head of third horse, horses in high action, above Nike flying right about to crown charioteer; on exergual line ΚΙΜΩΝ, wt. 263½ grs., fine and excessively rare [Pl. III]

Syracuse. b.c. 403-345. AR Tetradrachm, Female head to right wearing earring and necklace, hair in korymbos, round, four dolphins R. Quadriga to left, horses in high action, charioteer holding upright goad, above flying Nike about to crown charioteer, in exergue ear of barley (Head, pl. v. 5), wt. 267½ grs., fine [Pl. III]

Syracuse. b.c. 345-317. EL. Piece of 100 Litra, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Head of Apollo laureate to left, hair long, dotted border R. [Σ]ΟΤΕΙΡΑ., Head of Artemis to right, wearing earring and necklace, hair turned up behind over diadem, behind neck, quiver, wt. 106 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. III]

** From the Du Chastel Collection.

Syracuse. b.c. 345-317. EL. Piece of 50 Litra, Laureate Head of Apollo to left, behind, amphora

R. ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Tripod, wt. 57 grs., very fine [Pl. III]

Syracuse, b.c. 345-317. EL. Piece of 50 Litra. Laureate Head of Apollo to left, behind, a helmet

R. ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟ[Ν], Tripod, wt. 60 grs., (B. M. Guide, pl. xxvi, 34), fine

Syracuse, b.c. 345-317. N. Piece of 30 Litra, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ.

Head of Zeus laureate to right, behind, fulmen

R. ΣΩ., Pegasos to right, wt. 32 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. III]

Syracuse, b.c. 345-317. N. Piece of 30 Litra, ΣΕΥΣ. ΕΛΕΥ.

[ΘΕΡΙΟΣ.], Head of Zeus to left

R. ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Pegasos to left, in front Α., wt. 31 grs.

Syracuse, b.c. 345-317. EL., Laureate head of Apollo to left hair long

R. ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Lyre with four cords (Head, pl. vi, 5), wt. 26½ grs., very fine
162 Syracuse. Democracy, B.C. 345-317. AR Didrachms (2). (a) ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet; B Pegasos to left (Head, Hist. Num. fig. 105), wt. 132 grs. (b) Head of Pallas to right in helmet adorned with griffin; B ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Pegasos to left, beneath, triskelion, wt. 130 grs., both very fine, 2

163 Syracuse, B.C. 317-310. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone to left, wreathed with leaves of barley, around three dolphins, two in front of head and one behind; beneath neck ΝΚ
B ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ. (in exergue), Quadriga to left, horses in high action, above, triskelion; in exergue, below legend, Al. (mon.), wt. 265 grs., extremely fine

164 Syracuse, B.C. 317-310 (Agathocles, 1st period). AR Drachm, Laureate head of Ares or young Herakles to left
B ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Biga to right, beneath the horses, triskelion (Head, pl. VIII, 1), wt. 67 grs., very fine [pl. III]

165 Syracuse, B.C. 317-310. AR Drachm, Head of Ares or young Herakles to left, under neck Σ
B ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Biga to left, below horses, triskelion (Head, pl. VIII, 1), wt. 65 grs., fine

166 Syracuse, B.C. 317-310. AR Diobol, Head of Persephone to right, crowned with corn and wearing earring and necklace
B ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Bull to left (Head, pl. VIII, 3), wt. 22 grs., fine and rare

167 Syracuse. Agathocles, B.C. 307-289. AR Drachm, Head of Pallas to right
B ΑΓΑΘΟΚΛΕΟΣ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΟΣ., Thunderbolt above monogram, wt. 88 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. III]

168 Syracuse. Agathocles, B.C. 310-307. AR Tetradrachm, ΚΟΡΑΣ̅., Head of Persephone crowned with corn to right
B ΑΓΑΘΟΚΛΕΙΟΣ̅., Nike erecting trophy, in field, triskelion, wt. 265 grs., very fine and exceedingly good style [Pl. III]

169 Syracuse. Agathocles, B.C. 307-289. AR Didrachm, Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet to right
B. Pegasos to left, below triskelion (Head, pl. IX, 12 var.), wt. 104 grs., very fine

170 Syracuse. Hicetas, B.C. 287-278. AR Drachm, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Head of Persephone, corn wreath in hair, behind head corncoopia
B ΕΠΙ. ΙΚΕΤΑ̅., in exergue, Biga driven by winged Nike to right, beneath the horses ear of corn, and in field above a thunderbolt (Head, pl. X, 1), wt. 65½ grs., very fine [Pl. III]

171 Syracuse. Hicetas, B.C. 287-278. AR Drachm, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ., Head of Persephone as on the preceding piece, behind head a torch
B ΕΠΙ. ΙΚΕΤΑ̅, in exergue, Biga to right, &c., under horses a circle with pellet, and above moon (Head, pl. X, 1), wt. 65½ grs., very fine
£ 1.10 Ready

£ 6

£ 9. Whelan

£ 4.1 Whelan

£ 5. Mr. Leam

£ 10. Whelan

£ 44.10

£ 4.15 Ready

£ 8.5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.13 Shrike R.C.</td>
<td>£ 1 13.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 1/2 R.R.</td>
<td>£ 10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6 Ready</td>
<td>£ 6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6 Shrike</td>
<td>£ 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.17.6 Mclean</td>
<td>£ 6.17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.14.6 H agan</td>
<td>£ 11.14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>£ 9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>£ 8.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2.6</td>
<td>£ 6.2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>£ 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculated Total: £ 173
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>Syracuse. Hicetas, B.C. 287-278. ΑΠ Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone with long hair, wearing wreath of barley leaves, behind head a bee. Ρ ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ. (in exergue), Quadriga driven by winged Nike to left, above, a star, wt. 19 1/2 grs., very fine and rare, variety of Torremuzza, LXXIV, 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>Syracuse. Hieron II, B.C. 275-216. ΑΠ Head of Persephone to left, wearing necklace and earring, hair bound with wreath of barley, behind wreath. Ρ ΙΕΡΟΝΟΣ, Biga to left driven by female charioteer, below horses Π, wt. 66 grs., very fine and scarce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Syracuse, Hieron II, B.C. 275-216. Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet to left, behind head a trident. Ρ [Ι]ΕΡΟΝΟΣ[Σ], Pegasos to right, in field Β. (Head, pl. xi, 2), wt. 87 1/2 grs., very fine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Syracuse, Gelon II, B.C. 275-216. ΑΠ Piece of 8 Litra, Head of Gelon diademed to left. Ρ ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΙ ΒΑ. ΓΕΛΩΝΟΣ, Biga driven by Nike going slowly to right, in front of horses ΜΙ (cf. Head, pl. xi, 4), wt. 104 1/2 grs., very fine [Pl. III].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>Syracuse, Gelon II, B.C. 275-216. ΑΠ Piece of 8 Litra, Diademed head of Gelon to left within dotted border. Ρ ΣΥΡΑΚΑΣΙΟΙ ΓΕΛΩΝΟΣ, Biga driven by winged Nike to right, in front of horses ΚΙ, and in exergue, wheat-ear, wt. 103 grs. (Head, pl. xi, 4), very fine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>Syracuse, Gelon II, B.C. 275-216. Piece of 4 Litra, Diademed head of Gelon to left. Ρ ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΙ ΓΕΛΩΝΟΣ ΒΑ., Eagle standing right, on fulmen (Head, pl. xi, 5), wt. 47 1/2 grs., fine and rare [Pl. III].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>Syracuse, Philistis, B.C. 280-190. ΑΠ Tetradrachm, Veiled head of Philistis to left, behind head a star. Ρ ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΑΣ ΦΙΛΙΣΤΙΔΟΣ, Nike in quadriga, horses going slowly to right, in front Κ, wt. 209 grs., very fine [Pl. III].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>Syracuse, Philistis, B.C. 280-190. ΑΠ Tetradrachm, Veiled head of Philistis to left, behind head a torch. Ρ ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΑΣ ΦΙΛΙΣΤΙΔΟΣ, Nike in quadriga, horses galloping to right, underneath Ε, wt. 209 grs., extremely fine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>Syracuse, Philistis, B.C. 280-190. Piece of 5 Litra, Veiled head of Philistis to left, behind head a branch. Ρ ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΑΣ ΦΙΛΙΣΤΙΔΟΣ, Biga driven to left by winged Nike, horses galloping, in front Ε, wt. 69 1/2 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. III].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
181 Syracuse, Hieronymus, b.c. 216-215. À Piece of 24 Litra, Head of Hieronymus, diademed, to left, cornucopiae behind
Β ΒΑΣΙΛΕΟΣ. ΙΕΡΩΝΥΜΟΥ, Thunderbolt, and ΜΙ. in field, wt. 313 grs., very fine and of the highest rarity [Pl. III] 1
* * From the celebrated Wigan collection.

182 Syracuse, Hieronymus, 216-215. À Piece of 10 Litra, Diademed head of Hieronymus to left, Κ behind.
Β ΒΑΣΙΛΕΟΣ. ΙΕΡΩΝΥΜΟΥ, Thunderbolt above ΚΙ (Head, pl. xii, 11), wt. 130 grs., very fine and scarce 1

183 Syracuse, b.c. 215-212. À Piece of 12 Litra, Head of Pallas to left, helmet ornamented with a griffin
Β ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ, Artemis huntress with hound, in field to left ΤΑ. ΣΑ. wt. 152 grs., fine 1

184 Syracuse, b.c. 215-212. Democracy, À Piece of 8 Litra, Helmeted head of Pallas to left, the helmet adorned with a griffin
Β ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ, Fulmen, in field ΥΑ. and Σ. Α (Head, pl. xiii, 4), wt. 105 grs., very fine [Pl. III] 1

185 Tauromenium, b.c. 275-210. À Piece of 15 Litra, Laureate head of Apollo to left, behind Pileus
Β ΤΑΥΡΟΜΕ—ΝΙΣΤΑΝ, Tripod-lebes, in field to right ΠΑ. (mon.), wt. 168 grs., very fine 1

186 Tauromenium, b.c. 275-210. À Piece of 4 Litra, Laureate head of Apollo to right, star behind
Β ΤΑΥΡΟΜΕ—ΝΙΣΤΑΝ, Tripod-lebes (B. M. Guide, pl. xlvii, 40), wt. 50 grs., fine and scarce 1

MACEDON, THRACE,
AND THE EUROPEAN COASTS OF THE EUXINE.

187 Orrescii, before b.c. 480. À Stater, ΩΡΗΣΚΙΟΝ, Centaur kneeling on one knee, to right, carrying in his arms a female clad in long chiton
Β Quadripartite incuse, wt. 140 grs., very fine and rare 1

188 Orrescii, before b.c. 480. À Stater, Centaur kneeling on one knee, to right, carrying in his arms a female clad in long chiton
Β Crested helmet in incuse square, wt. 145½ grs., unpublished, very fine and rare [Pl. IV] 1

189 Zaeelii, before b.c. 480. À Stater, ΣΑΙΛΕΛΕΩΝ, Centaur kneeling on one knee, to right, with nymph in his arms
Β Incuse square quartered, wt. 142 grs., fine and very rare [Pl. IV] 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>60/-/00, Rate 1/-, 1/-</td>
<td>£4.6</td>
<td>£4.6 Ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>4/-, £1/-7/-6p, 6/-2/-</td>
<td>£4.7.6</td>
<td>£4.7.6 Ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>£1.5, £1.5</td>
<td>£4.7.6</td>
<td>£4.7.6 Ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>£1.5, £1.5, £1.5, £1.5</td>
<td>£3.12.6</td>
<td>£3.12.6 Ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>£2.17.6, £2.17.6</td>
<td>£2.18</td>
<td>£2.18 Ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>£5.7.6, £5.7.6</td>
<td>£10</td>
<td>£10 Ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>£1.4, £1.4, £1.4</td>
<td>£10 Ready</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>£10, £10, £10</td>
<td>£10 Ready</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>£10, £10</td>
<td>£5.7.6, £5.7.6 Ready</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
£4.17 6 Ready
£4.14 6 Hagan
£15 Ready
£2.10 Selfman
£6 Selfman
£7.10 6 Hagan
£9 Whelan (R)
£16.5 Ready
£22 Ready

191 Lete, B.C. 500-480. Flat fabric R Stater, Naked Ithyphallic satyr, with horse's feet, &c., seizing by the wrist a woman clad in sleeveless talaric chiton with diplois, pellets in field
R Quadrifurpartite square, wt. 151 grs., very fine

192 Lete, B.C. 500-480. R Stater, ΛΕΤ. [ΑΙΩΝ] (retrograde), Centaur kneeling on one knee, to right, carrying nymph
R Crested helmet in incuse square, wt. 149 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. IV]

193 Bisaltae, circa B.C. 500-480. Α Drachm, Naked warrior armed with two spears and wearing kausia, standing beside horse to right: R Quadrifurpartite incuse square, wt. 59½ grs., fine. Mosses, King of the Bisaltae, circa B.C. 500-480, Warrior beside horse as on the preceding piece, R ΜΟΣΣΕΩ in incuse square with raised square in centre, wt. 51 grs., fine and scarce

194 Orthagorea, circa B.C. 400-350. Α Persic Stater, Head of Artemis to right
R ΟΡΘΑΓΟ - ΡΕΩΝ, Macedonian helmet surmounted by a star, below ΗΓ (monogram), wt. 156 grs., fine and rare

195 Acanthus, B.C. 500-424. Α Tetradrachm, Lion attacking bull, above Θ in exergue floral ornament, the whole within dotted border
R Quadrifurpartite incuse square, wt. 277½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. IV]

196 Acanthus, after B.C. 424. Α Tetradrachm, Lion attacking bull, above ΔΗ, beneath Τ (?), border of dots
R ΑΚΑΝΘΙΟΝ around shallow incuse, in centre square, divided into four parts, wt. 265½ grs., very fine

197 Acanthus, B.C. 424-400. Α Tetradrachm, Lion attacking bull, in exergue ΟΝΟΜΑΣΤΟ, border of dots
R ΑΚΑΝΘΙΟΝ on raised framework in shallow incuse, the centre divided in four quarters, raised and granulated, wt. 219 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. IV]

198 Olynthus, B.C. 479-332. Α Tetradrachm, Male charioteer driving quadriga slowly to right, above, a large pellet
R Eagle flying, in incuse square, within an outer incuse square, wt. 267 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. IV]
199 Chalcidice, Epoch of the League, b.c. 392-370. AR Tetradrachm, Laureate head of Apollo to right
B ΧΑΛι ΚΩΔ. ΕΩΝ., Lyre with seven cords, wt. 221½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. IV] 1

200 Chalcidice, Epoch of the League, b.c. 392-370. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo, of fine style, to right
B ΧΑΛι ΚΩΔ. ΕΩΝ., Lyre with seven strings, above ΕΠΙ. ΠΟ.
ΛΥΞΕΝΟΥ., wt. 224 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. IV] 1

201 Mende, circa b.c. 500-450. AR Tetradrachm, Ass to left, on his back a crow; B Five incuse triangles, wt. 270 grs. AR Tetrobol, b.c. 500-450,
MIN. Ass to left; B Mill sail incuse, wt. 41½ grs. AR Tetrobol, b.c. 450-424, Ass to right, B Crow in incuse square, wt. 8½ grs., fine, 3

202 Potidaea, b.c. 500. AR Tetradrachm, Poseidon Hippios carrying trident, a six-pointed star below horse
B Incuse square diagonally divided, wt. 264 grs., fine and very rare
* * * From the Carfrac collection.

203 Amphipolis, b.c. 424-358. AR Tetradrachm, Laureate Head of Apollo, three-quarter face to right, lion on shoulder
B ΑΜΦΙΠΟΛΙΤΕΩΝ., on a raised framework, in centre racing torch, the whole within an incuse square, wt. 219 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. IV] 1

204 Amphipolis, b.c. 424-358. AR Tetradrachm, Laureate Head of Apollo, three-quarter face to right
B ΑΜΦΙΠΟΛΙΤΕΩΝ., on raised framework, in centre racing torch, to left tripod, whole within incuse square, wt. 219 grs., of fine style, the G is in very good condition although somewhat rough, the B unfortunately leaves much to be desired [Pl. IV] 1

205 Philippi, circa b.c. 358. N Stater, Head of Herakles wearing lion's skin to right
B ΦΙΛΑΠΠΩΝ., Tripod, to right Head of horse, wt. 132 grs., very fine and scarce 1

206 Alexander I, b.c. 498-454. AR Octadrachm, Horseman wearing kausia and chlamys, carrying two spears and standing by his horse, in field a crescent
B ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟ. around shallow incuse, in centre raised square divided into four parts, wt. 450 grs. very fine and rare [Pl. IV] 1

207 Alexander I, b.c. 498-454. AR Octadrachm, Horseman wearing kausia and chlamys, carrying two long spears with leaf-shaped blades going to right, he is accompanied by a dog running by side of horse, border of dots
B Legend and type as the preceding, wt. 417 grs., unpublished and very rare, the G of this piece, which is of fine early style, is exceedingly good, the B, however, has been overcleaned [Pl. IV] 1
£ 40. 10 Whelan
£ 28 McSean
£ 5. 2. 6

£ 4. 6. 10
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£ 15 Whelan
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208 Alexander I (?), b.c. 498-454. AR Tetradrachm, Horseman going to right, wearing kausia and chlamys, and carrying two spears, plain border.
R Incuse square, within which linear square, containing forepart of goat, head reverted, near foreleg bent, unpublished, fine and rare [Pl. IV] 1

209 Alexander I (?), b.c. 498-454. AR Tetradrachm, Horseman going to right, wearing kausia and chlamys, and carrying two spears, under horse A (?)
R Incuse square, within which, linear square containing forepart of goat, the near leg bent, an unpublished variety, wt. 197 grs., fine and rare [Pl. IV] 1

210 Perdiccas II, b.c. 454-413. AR Tetrobol, Free horse to right.
R Incuse square within which double linear square, containing crested Macedonian helmet to right, wt. 28½ grs., extremely fine and scarce [Pl. IV] 1

211 Perdiccas II, b.c. 454-415. AR Tetrobol (2), (a) Horseman to right, wearing kausia and chlamys, and carrying two spears, horse prancing; R Forepart of lion in shallow incuse square, above caduceus placed horizontally, wt. 35½ grs., fine; (b) Horseman wearing chlamys, bare-headed, to right (the kausia is slung at back of neck), and carrying two spears, below horse Π; R Forepart of lion in shallow incuse square, wt. 35½ grs., fine and scarce 2

212 Archelaus I, b.c. 413-399. AR Stater, Young male head to right, wearing taenia, border of dots.
R ΑΡΧΕΛΑΟ, Horse walking to right with trailing rein, in incuse square, wt. 160 grs., fine and scarce 1

213 Pausanias, b.c. 390-389. AR Stater, Young male head bound with taenia to right.
R ΠΑΥΣ[Α]ΝΙΑ, Incuse square within which linear square containing horse, with trailing rein, standing to right, off foreleg raised, wt. 155 grs., fine and rare [Pl. IV] 1

214 Amyntas III, first reign, b.c. 389-383. AR Stater, Head of bearded Heracles to right.
R ΑΜΥΝΤ[Α], Horse standing to right in square incuse, wt. 134½ grs. 1

215 Amyntas III, second reign (?), b.c. 381-369. AR Stater, Horseman wearing kausia and chiton, with chlamys, prancing right and striking downwards with lance, plain border.
R ΑΜΥΝΤ[Α], Lion standing to left, holding in his jaws the broken shaft of a spear, wt. 145½ grs. (B.M. Cat., Macedonia, p. 173, 15), fine and scarce 1
Philip II, B.C. 359-336. 

216 **Double Stater**, Laureate Head of Apollo to right, beneath I

R. ΦΙΑΙΠΠΟΥ. (in exergue), Biga to right, under the horses a trident head pointing downwards, **vt. 265 grs., very fine and very rare**

217 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. **Double Stater**, Types and legend similar to the preceding, but as symbol, beneath horses, a kantharos, **vt. 266 grs., very fine and of equal rarity**

218 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. **Stater**, Laureate Head of Apollo, of fine bold style, to right

R. Biga to right, under horses, symbol fulmen, in exergue, ΦΙΑΙΠΠΟΥ., **vt. 132½ grs., in beautiful condition**

219 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. **Stater**, Head of Apollo as on preceding, R. Biga to right, symbol, a bee under horses, and below the name ΦΙΑΙΠΠΟΥ., in exergue, a spear head, **vt. 131½ grs., very fine and of fine style**

220 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. **Stater**, Head of Apollo

R. ΦΙΑΙΠΠΟΥ. (in exergue), Biga to right, symbol, an ivy leaf, under horses, **vt. 132 grs., very fine**

221 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. **Quarter Stater**, Head of young Herakles to right wearing lion’s skin, the paws knotted under neck

R. ΦΙΑΙΠΠΟΥ. across the field, between a bow and club, beneath the latter, a trident head to right, **vt. 32½ grs., very fine**

222 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. **Quarter Stater**, Head of young Herakles to right as on the preceding piece

R. ΦΙΑΙΠΠΟΥ. across the field between fulmen and club, below the latter a bow, **vt. 32½ grs., very fine**

223 Philip II, B.C. 369-336. **Eighth of Stater** (2), Head of young Herakles to right wearing lion’s skin; R. ΦΙΑΙΠ-ΝΟΥ., a diota, **vt. 16½ grs., very fine**; the other specimen has for reverse type a fulmen and the name ΦΙΑΙΠ - ΝΟΥ. in two lines across the field, **vt. 15½ grs. (pierced)**

224 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. **Tetradrachm**, Laureate Head of Zeus to right

R. ΦΙΑΙΠ-ΝΟΥ., Naked boy rider to right carrying palm branch, under the horse, fulmen, and in exergue, Ν., **vt. 222½ grs., very fine style and condition**

225 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. **Tetradrachm**, Laureate Head of Zeus to right

R. ΦΙΑΙΠΠΟΥ., Macedonian horseman wearing kausia and chlamys going to left, the right hand raised, beneath horse monogram and a wreath, **vt. 222 grs., very fine**
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226 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. AR Tetradrachm, Laureated Head of Zeus to right
\[\Phi I\Lambda I\Pi - \Pi OY,\] Bearded Macedonian horseman wearing kausia and chlamys to left (the details of the saddle cloth are shown), the right hand raised, below horse a trident head and before offside leg the letter \(M\), wt. 222 grs., very fine

227 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. AR Didrachm of the early issue, Head of youthful Herakles in lion's skin to right
\[\Phi I\Lambda I\Pi\Pi OY,\] Boy rider to right, beneath horse upright fulmen, wt. 107 grs., the obv. very fine, the rev. rather less fine, very rare [Pl. IV]

228 Philip II, B.C. 359-336. AR Drachm, Head of young Herakles in lion's skin; \[\Phi I\Lambda I\Pi\Pi OY,\] Macedonian horseman to left, below \(M\) and lotus flower, wt. 52½ grs., fine. AR Tetrobols (2), (a) early style, Head of Apollo bound with taenia to right; \(\Phi I\Lambda I\Pi\Pi OY,\) Youthful boy rider to right, horse prancing, wt. 44½ grs.; (b) Head of Apollo of later style; \(\Phi I\Lambda I\Pi\Pi OY,\) horseman prancing to right, below club, wt. 36 grs., extremely fine (from the Wigan collection). 3

229 Alexander the Great, B.C. 336-323. AV Double Stater, Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet, adorned with serpent
\[\Lambda \Lambda \Xi \Xi \Lambda \Delta \Pi OY,\] Winged Nike holding trophy stand and wreath, in field to left \(\Lambda\), wt. 265 grs., very fine 1

230 Alexander the Great, B.C. 336-323. AV Stater, Head of Pallas, Helmet adorned with coiled serpent
\[\Lambda \Lambda \Xi \Xi \Lambda \Delta \Pi OY,\] Nike with wreath, &c., \(\mathcal{I}\) to right and monogram to left, wt. 132 grs., in extremely fine condition 1

231 Alexander the Great, B.C. 336-323. AV Stater, Head of Pallas, the helmet adorned with coiled snake
\[\Lambda \Lambda \Xi \Xi \Lambda \Delta \Pi OY,\] Nike holding wreath, &c., in field left, male head (Socrates?), and monogram in wreath to right, wt. 131 grs., fine 1

232 Alexander the Great, B.C. 336-323. AV Stater, Head of Pallas, the helmet adorned with coiled serpent
\[\Lambda \Lambda \Xi \Xi \Lambda \Delta \Pi OY,\] Nike holding wreath, and trident instead of trophy stand, in field to left, an aplustre, wt. 131 grs., very fine and scarce 1

233 Alexander the Great, B.C. 334. AV Stater, Head of Pallas, helmet adorned with griffin
\[\Lambda \Lambda \Xi \Xi \Lambda \Delta \Pi OY,\] Nike with wreath, &c., in field to right, \(\eta \omega = \text{Aec}\), wt. 132 grs., very fine and scarce 1
234 **Alexander the Great, b.c. 336-323.** Ν Stater, Head of Pallas, the helmet adorned with coiled serpent.

Ρ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Victory holding a sceptre and wreath, in front Urscus, and at the feet of Victory a small Δ. (Damascens), wt. 133½ grs., fine, and a rare variety, apparently unpublished.

235 **Alexander the Great, b.c. 336-323.** ΑΡ Tetradrachm, Head of Young Herakles in lion’s skin to left.

Ρ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Zeus Ατεφθορς seated to left, high back to throne, with figures of Victory holding wreaths, in field to left trident head, and beneath throne ΠΟ, wt. 259½ grs., very fine.

236 **Alexander the Great, b.c. 336-323.** ΑΡ Tetradrachm, Head of Young Herakles in lion’s skin to right (Muller, Class IV-V).

Ρ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Zeus Ατεφθορς seated to left, in field, left, a dolphin and throne, ΤΡ. (mon.), and in the exergue a tortoise (struck at Aegina) (Muller 899), very fine and a scarce mint.

237 **Alexander the Great, b.c. 336-323.** ΑΡ Tetradrachm, of thin flat fabric, Head of Young Herakles in lion’s skin to right.

Ρ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Zeus Ατεφθορς seated to left, high back throne, in field, left, palm branch, and under throne ΣΙ (Sidon), wt. 253½ grs., fine and scarce.

238 **Alexander the Great, b.c. 336-323.** ΑΡ Tetradrachms (2), early fabric, Head of Young Herakles in lion’s skin to right; Ρ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Zeus Ατεφθορς seated to left, high back to throne, in field, left, club and Μ, below throne monogram; the other has same legend, no back to throne, in field, right, Κ, to left Χ, and under throne Φ, both very fine.

239 **Alexander the Great, b.c. 336-323.** ΑΡ Tetradrachms (2), of similar types, both reading ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, one has ΥΠ. (mon.) to left, the other is without symbols or monogram, but has Phoenician ? inscription under the extended arm of Zeus, both very fine.

240 **Alexander the Great, b.c. 336-323.** ΑΡ Didrachm, early fabric, Head of Young Herakles in lion’s skin to right.

Ρ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Zeus Ατεφθορς to left, in front ploughshare (?) under throne Γ, wt. 127 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. IV].

241 **Alexander the Great, b.c. 336-334.** ΑΡ Drachm of first coinage, Head of Young Herakles to right in lion’s skin.

Ρ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Eagle, head reverted, standing on club, wt. 65½ grs., very fine and very rare and presumed to be unpublished.

242 **Philip III (Aridæus), b.c. 323-316.** Ν Stater, Head of Pallas to right, the helmet adorned with coiled serpent.

Ρ ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ, Victory to left, holding wreath and trophy stand, in front, Σ shaped object and Α, wt. 132 grs., fine and scarce.
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243 Philip III (Aridaeus), B.C. 323-316. Ν Stater, Head of Pallas to right, the helmet adorned with coiled serpent, behind head Μ
Β ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, Victory to left, with wreath and trophy stand, in field left, Μ, and at feet of Victory ΛΥ., wt. 131½ grs., very fine and scarce

244 Philip III (Aridaeus), B.C. 323-316. ΑΡ Tetradrachms (2), Head of young Herakles in lion’s skin to right: Β ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, title under throne, Zeus seated to left, one has Μ. in field to left, monogram under throne; the other has head of Helios to left, and KY (Cyzicus?) under throne, wt. 263½ and 263 grs. respectively, both fine and somewhat scarce

245 Demetrius Poliorcetes, B.C. 306-283. Ν Stater, Head of Pallas to right, the helmet adorned with coiled serpent
Β [Β]ΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, Victory to left holding wreath and trophy stand, in field, to left, monogram ΑΝΤΙ. (Antigonus), wt. 132½ grs., fine and very rare [Pl. IV]

246 Demetrius Poliorcetes, B.C. 306-283. ΑΡ Nike, or Fame, carrying a trophy stand, and blowing a trumpet, standing on the prow of a galley
Β ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, Poseidon, naked, wielding trident, his chlamys wrapped round his left arm, in field, left, ΗΡ. mon., to right bipennis, wt. 264 grs., very fine

247 Demetrius Poliorcetes, B.C. 306-283. ΑΡ Nike, or Fame, carrying a trophy stand, and blowing a trumpet, standing on the prow of a galley
Β ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, Poseidon, naked, wielding trident, his chlamys wrapped round his left arm, in field, left, Π, to right, star and dolphin, wt. 262 grs., very fine

248 Demetrius Poliorcetes, B.C. 306-283. ΑΡ Tetradrachm, Head of Demetrius horned and wearing plain diadem to right
Β ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ, Poseidon seated on rock, holding trident and aplus tre. monograms in field, one in front, the other behind Poseidon, wt. 265 grs., very fine [Pl. IV]

249 Demetrius Poliorcetes, B.C. 306-283. ΑΡ Tetradrachm, Head of Demetrius, horned, and wearing plain fillet, to right
Β ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ, Poseidon with one foot resting on rock, holding long trident in left hand, two monograms in field, wt. 260 grs., very fine

250 Antigonus Doson (?), B.C. 229-220. Head of Poseidon to right, with flowing hair bound with marine plant
Β ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΑΝΤΙΓΟΝΟΥ. on prow, upon which is seated Apollo naked, holding bow, on lower part of prow a sword, in field below, monogram, wt. 263 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. IV]
Antigonus Gonatas, B.C. 277-239. AR Tetradrachm, Macedonian shield, in the centre of which a head of Pan, horned; behind his head, pedum

\[\text{Ρ \ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΑΝΤΙΓΟΝΟΥ,} \text{Athena Alkis hurling thunderbolt; in field to left a helmet, to right ΚΤ. (mon.), wt. 260\frac{1}{2} \text{grs., very fine} \]

252 Antigonus Gonatas, B.C. 277-239. AR Tetradrachm, Macedonian shield, in the centre of which a head of Pan, horned; behind his head, pedum

\[\text{Ρ \ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΑΝΤΙΓΟΝΟΥ,} \text{Athena Alkis hurling thunderbolt; in field to left a helmet, to right ΗΛ. (mon.), wt. 263 \text{grs., fine} (\text{Hist. Num., fig. 146}) \]

253 Philip V, B.C. 220-179. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed Head of Philip V to right

\[\text{Ρ \ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ,} \text{Athena Alkis hurling thunderbolt, in field, ΣΠ. and ΕΠ., wt. 256 \text{grs., very fine and excessively rare [Pl. IV]} \]

254 Philip V, B.C. 220-178. AR Drachm, Head of Philip to right, wearing plain diadem

\[\text{Ρ \ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ,} \text{Club, three monograms in field, the whole within oak wreath, outside wreath, trident head, wt. 64 \text{grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. IV]} \]

255 Philip V, B.C. 220-178. AR Tetradrachm, Macedonian shield; in the centre of which head of Perseus to left, wearing winged helmet surmounted by griffin's head; at his shoulder, harpa

\[\text{Ρ \ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ,} \text{Club in oak wreath; wt. 264 \text{grs., very fine and rare [Pl. IV]} \]

256 Perseus, B.C. 178-168. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed Head of Perseus to right

\[\text{Ρ \ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΕΡΣΕΩΣ,} \text{Eagle on fulmen, above ΚΑ. (mon.), and between the legs of eagle \Φ; the whole within a wreath of oak, below tie of wreath a plough, wt. 236\frac{1}{2} \text{grs., very fine [Pl. IV]} \]

KINGS OF PAEONIA.

257 Lyceius, B.C. 359-340. AR Tetradrachm (debased Macedonian weight), Head of Apollo, hair short and curled to right, border of dots

\[\text{Ρ [ΛΥ]ΚΚΕΙΟΥ,} \text{Hercules contending with lion, in field, bow and quiver, wt. 193\frac{1}{2} \text{grs., very fine and rare} \]

258 Lyceius, B.C. 359-340. AR Drachm, Head of Apollo laureate to right, hair long

\[\text{Ρ ΛΥΚΚΕΙΟ,} \text{Lion to right, wt. 40 \text{grs., fine and rare} } \]
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259 Patraus, b.c. 340-315. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo laureate, to right  
R ΠΑΤΡΑΟΥΣ, Horseman spearing prostrate foe, wt. 190 grs., very fine (Hist. Num., fig. 151)

260 Patraus, b.c. 340-315. AR Tetradrachm, Male head with taenia, border of dots  
R ΠΑΤΡΑΟΥΣ, Horseman to right, lance couched about to attack foot soldier armed with sword and Macedonian shield, below horse Y., wt. 198 1/2 grs., very fine and a scarce variety

261 Audoleon, circa b.c. 315-286. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Pallas facing, wearing triple crested helmet  
R ΑΥΔΩΛΕΟΝΤΟΣ, Free horse walking to right, in field, pellet, wt. 191 1/2 grs., very fine (Hist. Num., fig. 152)

262 Audoleon, circa b.c. 315-286. AR Drachm, Head of Pallas in triple crested helmet nearly facing, R ΑΥΔΩΛΕΟΝΤΟΣ, Free horse walking to right, wt. 46 1/2 grs., fine; and a Drachm of Patraus, Head of Apollo? with taenia; R ΠΑΤΡΑΟΥΣ, Forepart of wild boar to right, below, monogram, wt. 44 grs., fine but pierced

263 Macedonia, under the Romans, b.c. 158-146. AR Tetradrachm, Bust of Artemis to right, in centre of Macedonian shield  
R ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ ΠΡΩΤΗΣ, Club, three monograms in field, the whole within wreath of oak, outside wreath, fulmen, wt. 259 grs., very fine (Hist. Num., fig. 153)

264 Macedonia, under the Romans, after b.c. 146. AR Tetradrachm, Laureate bust of Artemis in high relief in centre of Macedonian shield  
R ΜΑΚΕ—ΔΟΝΩΝ in two lines divided by club, in field, monogram, the whole within wreath of oak, wt. 259 1/2 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. V]

265 Macedonia, under the Romans, after b.c. 146. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed bust of Artemis in high relief in centre of Macedonian shield  
R ΛΕΓ. ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ, Club; above, hand with sprig of olive; below, monogram, the whole within wreath of oak with acorns, wt. 259 1/2 grs., very fine and very rare

266 Macedonia, under the Romans, after b.c. 146. AR Tetradrachm, ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ, Head of Alexander the Great, hair long and flowing; behind head Ρ  
R ΑΕΣΙΛΛΑΣ Ρ., Quaestorial insignia, the whole within wreath, wt. 257 1/2 grs., very fine style and condition (Hist. Num., fig. 155)
THRACE.

267 Aenus, circa B.C. 450-400. R. Tetradrachm, Head of Mercury to left, wearing close fitting petasos with dotted border, the hair on forehead delineated by straight lines and at back of head by straight lines and plait.

R. AIN., Goat to right, symbol, Term of Hermes with goat and branch on throne with high back, the whole within square incuse, wt. 253½ grs., very fine style and condition [Pl. V] 1

268 Aenus, circa B.C. 450-400. R. Tetradrachm, Head of Mercury to right wearing petasos ornamented with beads, the hair in curls.

R. AIN., Goat walking to right, in front upright caduceus; the whole within shallow incuse, wt. 248 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. V] 1

**From the Carfrae collection.**

269 Aenus, B.C. 400-350. R. Tetradrachm, Head of Hermes nearly facing, inclined to left, wearing petasos, with beaded ornament around.

R. AINION., Goat; in field, an eight pointed star, wt. 245½ grs., very fine [Pl. V] 1

270 Maroneia, B.C. 450-400. R. Tetradrachm, Prancing horse to left; above, a wheel.

R. ΜΗΤΡΟΦΩΝ, around shallow incuse; in centre within linear square, grape vine, wt. 181½ grs., fine (B. M. Cat., no. 14) 1

271 Maroneia, before B.C. 400. R. Tetradrachm, Prancing horse to left with trailing rein, beneath, trident head.

R. ΕΠΙ. ΕΥΠΟΛΙΟΣ, around shallow incuse, in centre within linear square a grape vine with four bunches of grapes, wt. 162½ grs., fine 1
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### THIRD DAY'S SALE.

**THRACE (continued), TAURIC CHERSONESE, &c.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>272</td>
<td>Maroneia, B.C. 146. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Young Dionysos to left</td>
<td>DIONYSOY. ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ. ΜΑΡΩΝΙΤΩΝ, Dionysos standing, holding bunch of grapes and ten stalks of the narthex, in field monograms, wt. 251 grs., fine (Hist. Num. fig. 160) 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* From Genl. Moore's Collection.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
<td>Abdera, B.C. 500. AR Tetradrachm, Griffin with pointed wings, rearing to left, ΕΠΙ.ΙΑ. beneath the griffin a kylix, border of dots</td>
<td>Shallow incuse square divided into four parts, wt. 232 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. V] 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* From the Carfrae Collection.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>Abdera, B.C. 450-430. AR Tetradrachm, Griffin with pointed wings rearing to left, perched on wing is an owl</td>
<td>EP. ΑΙ.ΩΝIA[Δ(?)]Σ. around shallow incuse, in centre square divided into four parts, each division filled with dots, wt. 229½ grs., fine 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>Abdera, B.C. 450-430. AR Tetradrachm, Griffin with curled wing, seated on fish to left, one paw raised, magistrate, ΚΑΛΛΙΔΑΜΑΣ.</td>
<td>ABDΔΠΙΤΕΩΝ., in shallow incuse, in centre smaller square quartered, wt. 251 grs. (B. M. Cat. Thrace, p. 67), very fine 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* From the Huxtable Collection.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276</td>
<td>Abdera, B.C. 408-350. AR Stater, ΑΒΔΔΠΙΤΕΩΝ., Griffin recumbent to right, offside paw raised</td>
<td>EP. ΑΙ.ΔΙΟΝΥΣΑΔΟ[Σ], Laureate head of Apollo to right, wt. 155 grs., fine 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277</td>
<td>Thasos, B.C. 550-465. AR Stater, early thick fabric, naked ithyphallic Satyr kneeling on one knee, and carrying in his arms a nymph</td>
<td>Quadripartite incuse square, wt. 143 grs., fine 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278</td>
<td>Thasos, B.C. 550-465. AR Stater of more spread fabric, Naked ithyphallic Satyr kneeling on one knee carrying in his arms a nymph</td>
<td>Quadripartite incuse square, wt. 149 grs., fine 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>279</td>
<td>Thasos, B.C. 465-411. AR Stater, Naked ithyphallic Satyr with long ears and horse's tail kneeling on one knee to right and carrying in his arms a nymph, in field to right Α.</td>
<td>Quadripartite incuse square, wt. 132½ grs., very fine [Pl. V] 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thasos, b.c. 465-311. AR Drachm. Naked ithyphallic Silenos, with horse’s tail, kneeling on one knee, carrying in his arms a nymph. Reverse. Quadripartite incuse square, wt. 56·5 grs., very fine [Pl. V] 1

Thasos, after b.c. 146. AR Tetradrachm, Head of young Dionysos crowned with ivy to left.

reverse. ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ. ΘΑΣΙΩΝ, Herakles naked, standing with club and lion’s skin, wt. 258½ grs. (Hist. Num. fig. 166) 1

Byzantium, b.c. 350. AR Tetradrachm, ΠΙ. Bull standing on dolphin to left, off-side foot raised, in front, Π. Reverse. Incuse of shallow mill-sail pattern, each division garnished with dots, wt. 231 grs. (Hist. Num. fig. 167), very fine and scarce 1

Byzantium, b.c. 350. AR Tetradrachm, ΠΙ. Bull standing on dolphin to right, off-side foot raised, in front ΠΗ (mon.). Reverse. Mill-sail pattern incuse, each division partially garnished with dots, wt. 233 grs. (Hist. Num., fig. 167, var.), very fine and scarce 1

Byzantium, b.c. 400-350. AR Drachms (2), ΠΙ. Type as the Tetradrachms in preceding lots, one has a monogram in front of bull. Tetrobol, same type; and a Diobol, 430-350; all fine 4

Byzantium, b.c. 277-270. AR Tetradrachm, Head of veiled Demeter wearing corn wreath.

reverse. Poseidon seated on rock to right, holding trident and aplusstre, in field ΣI and ΠΙ. ; and in exergue ΕΠΙ. ΣΦΩΔΡΙΑ., wt. 241 grs. (Hist. Num., fig. 168), fine and very rare [Pl. V] 1

Byzantium, b.c. 277-270. AR Octobol, Head of veiled Demeter; rev. Poseidon seated on rock to right, holding trident and aplusstre, in field ΠΙ. and monogram; and in exergue .... ΛΩΝΓΙΠΑΤΙ., wt. 82 grs., in moderately good state, but has been pierced, very rare. Callatia. AR Octobol, Head of young Herakles in lion’s skin; reverse. ΚΑΛΛΑΛΟΝ, Club, bow in case, and car of corn, wt. 75½ grs., in good state and rare 2

Istrus, circa b.c. 300. AR Drachms (2). Two heads united in opposite directions, upwards and downwards; reverse. ΣΤΡΙΗ, Eagle on dolphin, wts. respectively 103½ and 89 grs.; and a Diobol of similar type, wt. 22 grs., fine 3

Odessus, after circa b.c. 200. AR Tetradrachm, Bearded head bound with taenia, the hair falling in lank locks.

reverse. ΘΕΟΥ. ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ. ΟΔΗΣΙΤΩΝ], Bearded figure draped, standing, holding patera and cornucopia, in exergue, ΚΥΡΣΑ., wt. 247 grs. (Hist. Num., fig. 169). This interesting piece of the highest rarity (no specimen in the British Museum), is in very satisfactory condition, although pierced [Pl. V] 1
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289 Odessus, after circa B.c. 116. AR Tetradrachm of the Alexandrine type. Head of young Herakles in lion’s skin.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Zeus seated, in field ΕΚΑ, and in exergue ΟΔΗΣΙΤΩΝ, beneath throne, six pointed star, wt. 248 1/4 grs., very fine.

290 Panticapaeum, circa B.C. 350. Ν Stater, Head of Pan in profile to left, wearing wreath of ivy.

R ΠΑΝ, Lion headed gryphon, horned and winged, standing on a stalk of barley and holding in his mouth a javelin, wt. 139 grs., in brilliant condition and very rare. [Pl. V]

291 Panticapaeum, B.C. 350. Ν Stater, Head of Pan in profile to left, wearing wreath of ivy.

R ΠΑΝ, Lion headed gryphon, horned and winged, standing on stalk of barley and holding in his mouth a javelin, wt. 139 grs., very fine and very rare.

292 Lysimachus, King of Thrace, &c. B.C. 323-281. Ν Stater (of the Alexandrine type), Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet, adorned with coiled serpent.

R ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣΣ], Victory standing to right, holding wreath and trophy stand, in front, forepart of lion and ΑΝ (mon.) in circle, at the feet of Victory, bucranium, wt. 131 1/4 grs., in almost brilliant condition and of the highest degree of rarity (there is a specimen quoted in the Berlin Museum) [Pl. V]

293 Lysimachus, King of Thrace, B.C. 323-281. Ν Stater, Head of the deified Alexander, with the horn of Ammon.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, Pallas seated, in front monogram, wt. 131 grs., extremely fine, and of very fine style. [Pl. V]

294 Lysimachus, King of Thrace, B.C. 323-281. Ν Stater, Head of the deified Alexander, with the horn of Ammon.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, Pallas seated to left, in field B. (struck at Byzantium), in exergue, trident, wt. 132 grs., very fine style and in almost brilliant condition, although slightly double-struck.

295 Lysimachus, King of Thrace, B.C. 323-281. AR Tetradrachm of the Alexandrine type, Head of Young Herakles in lion’s skin.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, Zeus seated, in field forepart of lion and monogram in circle, beneath throne ΔΚ. mon., wt. 264 grs., very fine and very rare.

296 Lysimachus, King of Thrace, B.C. 323-281. AR Tetradrachm, Head of the deified Alexander, with the horn of Ammon.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, Pallas Nikephoros seated, in front, ram’s head, and two monograms in exergue, wt. 263 3/4 grs., very fine, and of fine style.
297 **Lysimachus**, King of Thrace, B.C. 323-281. AR Tetradrachm, Head of deified Alexander, with horn of Ammon to right

R \( \text{ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ} \ {\text{ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ}}, \) Pallas seated, to left, terminal statue and \( \text{KA.} \) (mon.) at feet of Pallas an amphora, \( \text{wt.} \ 262 \text{ grs.} \), very fine style and in fine condition

1

298 **Lysimachus**, King of Thrace, B.C. 323-281. AR Drachms (3), two of Alexandrine type, with head of young Herakles; R Pallas seated, half-lion in field and monogram below, one has fulmen under throne, the other a trident; the third specimen is with head of deified Alexander; R Pallas seated, A. on throne, fine

3

THESSALY.

299 **Aenianes**, circa B.C. 168-146. AR Didrachm (? Head of Athena, her helmet adorned with four horses, behind head, \( \text{ΦΟΡΜΙΩΝ}, \) dotted border

R \( \text{ΑΙΝΙΑΝΩΝ.} \) Slinger adjusting his sling, behind him, two javelins, in field to right, small figure of Athena Alki's hurling thunderbolt, magistrate's name \( \text{ΑΠΙΣΤΑΝ[ΔΡΟΣ]}, \) \( \text{wt.} \ 120 \text{ grs.} \) \( \text{(Hist. Num. fig. 173 var.)}, \) very fine and probably an unpublished variety

1

300 **Aenianes**, B.C. 168-146. AR Triobol (?) Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet, above head \( \text{ΔΑΙΜΕ}, \) and below, traces of \( \text{ΑΧΟ.} \) (?)

R \( \text{ΑΙΝΙΑΝΩΝ.} \) Slinger adjusting his sling, chlamys wrapped around his left arm, behind him two javelins, and in field to right a palm branch, \( \text{wt.} \ 34 \frac{1}{2} \text{ grs.} \), very fine

1

* * * From the Photiades collection.

301 **Cierium**, circa B.C. 330. AR Trihemiobol, Head of Zeus (similar in style to the head on the tetradrachms of Philip II of Macedon); R \( \text{ΚΙΕΡΙΩΝ.} \) Nymph Arne kneeling on one knee and playing with astragali \( \text{(B. M. Cat., pl. ii, 9), fine and rare.} \) **Demetrias**, circa B.C. 290. AR Tetrobol, Bust of Artemis to right, R \( \text{ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΩΝ.} \) Prow, behind monogram, \( \text{wt.} \ 36 \frac{1}{2} \text{ grs.} \) \( \text{(B.M. Cat., pl. iii, 1), fine and rare} \)

2

302 **Larissa**, circa B.C. 450-400. AR Drachm, Youth restraining bull, to left, he wears chlamys which is flying behind, and in field his petasos which has fallen from his head, border of dots

R \( \text{ΛΑΠΙ-ΣΑΙΑ.} \) Horse galloping to right, rein flying loose, all within incuse square, \( \text{wt.} \ 94 \text{ grs.} \) \( \text{(compare B. M. Cat. pl. v, 2), of fine style and in very fine condition, although the obr. shows a fracture of the die} \)

1
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Larissa, b.c. 400-344. AR Drachm, Head of the fountain nymph Larissa in profile to left, wearing sphendone and earring, border of dots; R. ΛΑΠΙΣΑΙ, Horse with trailing rein galloping to right, wt. 91 1/2 grs., fine. AR Hemidrachm, Head of the fountain nymph Larissa, three-quarter face to left; R. [Λ]ΑΠΙΣ. ΝΩΙΑ (latter portion of legend in exergue and retrograde), Horse grazing to right, off-side leg raised, under horse Ι, wt. 33 grs., fine and scarce (B. M. Cat. pl. vi, 5)

Larissa, b.c. 400-344. AR Didrachm, Head of the fountain nymph Larissa, three-quarter face inclined to left, of very fine style, copied from Kimon's head of Arethusa

R. ΛΑΠΙ. [Σ]ΑΙΩΝ. in exergue, Bridled horse walking to right, near leg raised, in front Μ, wt. 179 grs., fine and exceedingly rare [Pl. V] 1

Larissa, b.c. 400-334. AR Drachm, Head of the fountain nymph Larissa wearing earring, nearly facing, of fine style

R. ΛΑΠΙ. (in exergue) ΣΑΙΩΝ. Mare with foal walking to left, wt. 93 1/2 grs., very fine, and scarce in this state [Pl. V] 1

** From the Photiades collection.

Larissa, b.c. 400-344. AR Drachm, Head of the fountain nymph Larissa, of exceedingly fine style, nearly facing, from a different die to the preceding, the earring not shewn

R. [Λ]ΑΠΙΣ—(ΑΙΩΝ. in exergue), Horse grazing to right, off fore-leg raised, wt. 92 1/2 grs., very fine and rare in this condition [Pl. V] 1

Larissa, b.c. 400-314. AR Drachm, Head of the fountain nymph Larissa, nearly facing

R. ΛΑΠΙ., Horse with trailing rein galloping to right, wt. 93 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. V] 1

** From the Photiades collection.

Magnetes, b.c. 197-146. AR Drachm, Head of Zeus crowned with oak to right, behind head ΛΓ. (mon.)

R. ΜΑΓΝΗΤΗΩΝ, Artemis with bow seated on prow to left, in front, a dolphin, in field to right monogram, wt. 64 1/2 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. vii, 2), very fine and rare 1

Melitaea, circa b.c. 350. AR Drachm, Head of Zeus laureate, of fine style to right, under neck, fulmen

R. ΜΕΛΙΤΗ, portion of Α, visible, Bull grazing to right, in exergue a branch of oak with acorn, wt. 93 grs., very fine and excessively rare (presumed to be unpublished) [Pl. V] 1

** From the Photiades collection.

Phalanna, b.c. 400-334. AR Drachm, Young male head, with short curly hair, border of dots

R. ΦΑΛΑΝΝΗ[ΙΩΝ], Bridled horse going to right, wt. 86 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. V] 1
311 Pharsalus, B.C. 400-344. AR Drachm, Head of Pallas of very fine style, wearing close fitting crested helmet, the back portion adorned with palmette ornament
B. Α[Σ]Θ Θessalian horseman galloping to right, wt. 93½ grs., the obv. is very fine, rev. less fine, due to defective striking, rare [PL. V] 1

312 Pherae. Alexander, Tyrant, B.C. 369-357 (?). AR Didrachm, Head of Artemis Pheraea, three-quarter, to right, wearing earrings and necklace, the head adorned with myrtle wreath
B. ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Warrior wearing helmet and cuirass, on prancing horse to right, beneath horse a bipennis, and a similar weapon is depicted on the horse's flank, wt. 183 grs., very fine and of the highest rarity [PL. V] 1
** From the Carfrae collection.

313 Pherae. Alexander, Tyrant, B.C. 369-357. AR Drachm, Head of Artemis Pheraea in profile to right, below, the magistrate's name ΕΝΝΟΙΟΣ
B. ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΕΙΑ, Lion's head to right with open jaws, wt. 93½ grs., very fine and very rare [PL. V] 1
** From the Photiades collection.

314 Scotussa, B.C. 480-100. AR Drachm, Forepart of horse to left
B. Ζ[Σ]ΚΟ, Grain of corn with husk, the whole within shallow incuse, wt. 91 grs., fine and rare (B. M. Cat. pl. XI, 1) 1
** From the Photiades collection.

315 Thessalian League, B.C. 196-146. AR Double Victoriatus (2), Head of Zeus crowned with oak, behind, name of Strategi, the first specimen has that of ΝΙΚΟΚΡΑΤΟΥΣ. (B.C. 182); the second example ΑΠΟΛΛ... ΝΙ. B. ΘΕΣΣΑ—ΛΩΝ, The Thessalian Athena Itonia in fighting attitude, magistrates' names, ΦΙΛΟΞΕΝΙΟΣ—ΠΕΤΡΑΙΟΥ and ΚΡΑΤΙΠΠΟΥ—ΝΙ. respectively, wts. 94 grs. and 97 grs., both fine. Attic Drachm, Head of Apollo with monogram of the Strategos ΗΡ.; B. ΘΕΣΣΑΛΩΝ, Athena Itonia, magistrate, ΠΙ. wt. 62½ grs.; and another with head of Athena Itonia, with ΑΙΠ. above; B. ΘΕΣΣΑΛΩΝ, Horse walking to right, wt. 58 grs., all fine 4

ILLYRIA.

316 Apollonia, circa B.C. 400. AR Stater, Cow to right suckling calf; above a bee
B. ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝΑ, Double floral pattern within double linear square, to left a bow, and below a club, the whole within plain border in circular shallow incuse, wt. 173½ grs., fine and very rare 1
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>£12.12 (Spn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td></td>
<td>£78 Ready Whelan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£37 Whelan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>£2-12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316</td>
<td>£5 - Ready Whelan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£3 7 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£1 Yellow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£2 Spink</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Melam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£3 7 6 Ready</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1941 1.10
Port. A of 1/4 P a 10 c per
317 Apollonia, after B.C. 100. AR Denarius, Head of Apollo laureate to left, in front ΛΥΣΩΝ, border of dots
Β ΑΠΟΛΑ, Three nymphs hand in hand, two carry torches, between them a fire, magistrate's name in exergue, ΔΙΟΝΥ-
ΣΟΔΩΡΟΣ, wt. 60 1/2 grs., in brilliant condition (not in B. M. Cat.) 1
* * * From the Bompois collection.

318 Apollonia, after B.C. 100. AR Denarius, Head of Apollo bound with taenia, in front ΦΙΛΩΝ and monogram; Β ΑΠΟΛΑ, Three
nymphs hand in hand, one bearing a torch between them a fire, in exergue ΒΙΩΝ, wt. 64 1/2 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 71, pl. xii, 14), very
fine. AR Quinarius, Head of Pallas to left, wearing crested Corinthian helmet, in front ΑΝΔΡΩΝΟΣ; Β ΑΠΟΛΛΩ-
ΝΙΑΤΑΝ, An obelisk, magistrate ΤΙΜΗΝ, wt. 25 1/2 grs. 2

319 Dyrrhachii, b.c. 400-300. AR Stater, Cow to right, suckling calf
Β ΔΥΡ., Double floral design in double linear square, with pellet at
each corner, in field a club, wt. 169 1/2 grs., in brilliant condition 1

320 Dyrrhachii, circa b.c. 350-250. Staters of the Corinthian types and
weights (2), Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet, behind head
Δ and club, in front dolphin: Β Winged Pegasos to right, beneath
Δ., wt. 131 grs., fine 2

321 Dyrrhachii, b.c. 229-100. (New Series of Dyrrhachian Coins adjusted
to the weight of the Roman Victorius) (5), Cow to right suckling
calf; Β Double floral ornament in double linear square, with the
following names of magistrates and moneyers, ΑΠΠΑΝΤΙΑΔ.
ΑΛΕΞΙΩΝΟΣ. ΚΑΛΛΙΚΡΑΤΕΟΣ. ΙΠ. (obv.) ΦΑΙΝΙΝ-
ΠΟΥ. ΦΙΛΩΝ., Head of Helios, torch in field, and dog in
exergue, on obv. ΘΕΟΓΕΝΕΟΣ. ΣΩ (obv.) ΦΑΙΝΙΝΠΟΥ.
all very fine

KING OF ILLYRIA.

322 Mondnius, circa b.c. 300-280. AR Stater, Cow to left suckling calf,
above jaw bone of Calydonian boar
Β ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΜΟΝΟΥΝΙΟΥ. ΔΥΡΡΑ, around a double
linear square, containing double floral ornament, in field club, wt.
158 grs., very fine and scarce 1
* * * From the Photiades collection.

ILLYRIO-EPIROTE COINAGE.

323 Damastium, circa b.c. 300. AR Stater, Head of Apollo laureate to
right
Β ΔΑΜΑΣΤ (on raised band), Tripod, to right ΙΝΩΝ., to left
ΚΕΦΙ., wt. 202 1/2 grs., very fine 1
EPIRUS.

324 Nicopolis, before b.c. 161. AR Quinarius, ΘΕΑ. ΦΑΥΣΤΕΙΝΑ., Bust of Faustina to right
B. ΑΚΤΙΑ., within wreath of reeds, wt. 26½ grs., very fine and rare
** From the Belfort collection.

KINGS OF EPIRUS.

325 Alexander (Son of Neoptolemus), b.c. 342-326. AR Stater, Head of Zeus Dodonaeus to right
B. ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ. ΤΟΥ. ΝΕΟΠΤΟΛΕΜΟΥ., Fulmen, eagle to left, wt. 169½ grs., in very fine condition and excessively rare [Pl. V]

326 Pyrrhus, b.c. 295-272. AR Stater, Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet and wearing earring ; beneath neck Α, and behind plume of helmet an owl
B. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΥΡΡΟΥ., Nike to left carrying trophy and wreath, in field fulmen and kylix, wt. 133 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. V]

327 Pyrrhus, b.c. 295-272. AR Half Stater, Head of Artemis to right, behind head fulmen
B. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΥΡΡΟΥ., Nike with trophy and wreath, in the field a crescent and fulmen, wt. 65½ grs., in extremely good condition and very rare

328 Pyrrhus, b.c. 295-272. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Zeus Dodonaeus to left, crowned with oak leaves ; beneath, Θ and monogram
B. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΥΡΡΟΥ., Dione, seated left on throne, wearing stephanos, holding long sceptre, and raising peplos with left hand, wt. 259½ grs., very fine and of the highest rarity [Pl. V]

329 Pyrrhus, b.c. 295-272. AR Drachm(?), Head of Persephone, with flowing hair crowned with corn, to left ; behind the head torch and letter Α.
B. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΥΡΡΟΥ., Pallas, left, in fighting attitude, holding spear and shield, in field fulmen, wt. 88 grs. (Hist. Num., fig. 186), very fine and scarce
** From the Photiades Collection.

330 Epirote Republic, b.c. 238-168. AR Didrachm, Jugate heads of Zeus Dodonaeus and Dione, behind KE. (mon.)
B. ΑΠΕΙΡΩΤΑΝ., Bull rushing to right, the whole within wreath of oak, below tie of wreath a trident head, wt. 151½ grs. (Hist. Num., fig. 187), very fine and rare
324. Worthham
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Epirote Republic, b.c. 238-168. AR Drachm, Head of Zeus Dodonaeus to right, behind head ΕΚ (mon.); R ΑΠΕΙΡΩΤΑΝ., Eagle on fulmen to right, the whole within wreath of oak, wt. 76 grs., very fine. AR Victoriate, Heads jugate of Zeus Dodonaeus and Dione to right, same monogram as on preceding piece; R ΑΠΕΙΡΩΤΑΝ., fulmen, the whole within wreath of oak, wt. 48 1/2 grs., fine. AR Half Victoriate, Head of Zeus Dodonaeus to right, same monogram as the preceding; R ΑΠΕΙΡΩΤΑΝ., fulmen, the whole within wreath of oak, wt. 23 1/2 grs.

CORCYRA.

Corecyra, b.c. 585-500. AR Stater, Cow to left suckling calf
R Two star-like designs of elongated form, each enclosed in a separate oblong incuse, wt. 175 grs., very fine

Corecyra, b.c. 500-450. AR Stater, Cow to left with head reverted, suckling calf, the whole within a kind of guilloche border
R Radiate disc or fully expanded flower within double linear border, wt. 123 grs. (unpublished), very fine and very rare [Pl. V]

Corecyra, circa b.c. 300. AR Stater, Cow to left suckling calf
R KOP. Θ., Double floreate pattern within linear square, the whole in shallow circular incuse, wt. 156 1/2 grs., very fine

Corecyra, circa b.c. 300-229. AR Stater, KOPKYPAION, Forepart of cow to right; R Double floreate ornament in linear square, at sides Σ-Ω, bunch of grapes and ivy leaf, wt. 80 grs., very fine. Hemidrachm, circa b.c. 400. An Amphora; R Star of eight points with a dot between each point, wt. 37 1/2 grs., fine. Half Victoriate, circa b.c. 229-48. Head of Aphrodite, behind A; R Pegasos, wt. 26 1/2 grs., very fine

Corecyra, circa b.c. 229-48. AR Drachm, Head of young Dionysos bound with ivy; R Pegasos, with two monograms below, wt. 72 grs. (B. M. Guide, pl. LX, 19), very fine. AR Victoriate, Head of Dione veiled; R Pegasos, monogram below, the whole within wreath, wt. 46 1/2 grs., fine

ACARNANIA.

Anactorium, b.c. 350-300. AR Drachm, Head of goddess nearly full face, inclined to right
R Pegasos galloping to left, below AN (mon.) and AKT., referring to the worship of Apollo Actios in the territory of Anactorium, wt. 38 1/2 grs., fine and scarce

* * * From the Photiades collection.
338 **Anactorium, cira after B.C. 450.** AR Drachm, **ANAKTOPIΩN.**
Laureate head of Apollo to right, behind leaf
R Pegasos galloping to right, below AN (mon.), **wt. 44 grs., very fine and rare** 1

339 **Anactorium.** AR Staters of the Corinthian type (3). (a) B.C. 350-300. Head of Pallas to left, the helmet adorned with wreath of laurel, behind lyre; R Pegasos galloping to left, below **ANA, wt. 127 grs.** (B. M. Cat. Corinth, pl. XXXI, 16), fine. (b) Head of Pallas to right, helmet plain, behind head tripod and Σ; R Pegasos galloping to right, below **Α, wt. 129 grs.** (B. M. Cat. Corinth, pl. XXXII, 1), fine. (c) Head of Pallas to left, helmet plain, behind, bunch of grapes and Cylix; R Pegasos galloping to right, below **Α, wt. 132 grs., very fine** 3

340 **Argos Amphilochicum, B.C. 350-250.** AR Stater of Corinthian type, **APΡΕΙ, Head of Pallas to left, behind crested Corinthian helmet; R Pegasos galloping to left, below **Α, wt. 130 grs.** (B. M. Cat. Corinth, pl. XXXII, 5). **Leucas, B.C. 400-330.** AR Stater of Corinthian type, Head of Pallas to right; R Pegasos galloping to left, below **Α, wt. 130½ grs., very fine.** **Thyrreium, B.C. 350-250.** AR Stater of Corinthian type, Head of Pallas to left, Θ—Y in field, below neck **ΛΥ, and behind head an earring; R Pegasos galloping to left, below Θ, wt. 131½ grs.** (B. M. Cat. Corinth, pl. XXXVIII, 7), fine 3

341 **Leucas, after B.C. 167.** AR Attic Didrachm, Statue of goddess with attributes—crescent, aplustre, owl, stag, and sceptre, the whole within a wreath
R **ΛΕΥΚΑΔΙΩΝ, Prow to right, in front bunch of grapes, magistrate **ΦΙΑΛΑΝΔΡΟΣ, in field above, monogram, **wt. 125 grs.** (Hist. Num. fig. 189), fine 1

342 **Thyrreium, after B.C. 167.** AR Stater, type of Federal Coinage, Head of Beardless Achelous, magistrate's name **ΖΕΝΟΜΕΝΗΣ, (in reference to this name see interesting note in Hist. Num., p. 282)**
R **[ΘΥ]ΠΡΕΙΩΝ, Apollo Actios seated, naked, holding bow, wt. 151½ grs., fine and rare** 1

343 **Federal Coinage of Acarnania, B.C. 250?-167, struck at Leucas.**
AR Drachm **?[ΑΚ]ΑΡΝΑΝΩΝ, Head of bearded Achelous to right**
R Apollo Actios seated, naked, on rock, to right, holding bow, in field torch, and to left magistrate's name **ΜΕΝΝΕΙΑΣ, wt. 71½ grs., very fine** 1

344 **Federal Coinage of Acarnania, B.C. 250?-167, struck at Leucas.**
AR Drachm **?[Α]ΚΑΡΝΑΝΩΝ, Head of beardless Achelous**
R Artemis running to right holding torch, in front a torch, and in field, left, magistrate's name **ΜΕΝΝΕΙΑΣ, wt. 61 grs., fine** 1
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AETOLIA.

345 Aetolian League, B.C. 279-168. A Stater, Head of Pallas, helmet adorned with coiled serpent
   Ρ ΑΙΤΩΛΩΝ, Aetolia represented as a female figure wearing kausia, short chiton, chlamys, and holding upright spear in left hand, while on extended right hand she supports a small statuette of Nike, seated on a pile of shields, in field to right, tripod, monogram in exergue, wt. 131½ grs., fine and very rare [Pl. V] 1

346 Aetolian League, B.C. 279-168. A Stater, Head of Pallas to right, helmet adorned with coiled serpent
   Ρ ΑΙΤΩΛΩΝ, Aetolia seated, as on the preceding piece, in field, to right, monogram and in exergue ΛΑΤ, wt. 131½ grs., fine and very rare

347 Aetolian League, B.C. 279-168. Ρ Tetradrachm, Head of young Heracles in lion's skin, to right
   Ρ ΑΙΤΩΛΩΝ, Aetolia represented as a female figure holding sword and spear, wearing kausia, short chiton, &c., seated on a pile of shields, whereof the upper one is Macedonian, the remainder Gaulish; below, the Gaulish trumpet; in front of figure ΠΑ (mon.), and ΞΝ, wt. 263 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. V] 1
   * * * From the Photiades collection.

348 Aetolian League, B.C. 279-168. Ρ Drachm, Head of Artemis to right, laureate; bow and quiver at shoulder; Ρ ΑΙΤΩΛΩΝ, Aetolia represented as a female figure wearing short chiton and chlamys, seated on pile of shields and holding spear and sword, in field monogram and trophy of Gaulish arms, wt. 76 grs., fine; and a Tetrobol? Head of Aetolia wearing causia to right; Ρ ΑΙΤΩΛΩΝ, Calydonian boar; below monogram, and in exergue lance head, wt. 37½ grs., very fine 2

349 Aetolian League, B.C. 279-168. Ρ Stater, Head of Aetolos laureate, to right, below truncation ΦΙ.
   Ρ [ΑΙ]ΤΩΛΩΝ, Aetolos standing to left one foot on rock, and holding spear, he wears chlamys wound round left arm and the kausia slung at back of neck, wt. 164½ grs., very fine 1

LOCRI.

350 Locri Opuntii, circa B.C. 369-338. Ρ Stater, Head of Persephone wearing earring and necklace, hair bound with wreath of corn leaves, to left
   Ρ ΟΠΟΝΤΙΩΝ, Ajax naked, armed with sword and shield and crested Corinthian helmet, in fighting attitude, to right, inside shield, a griffin, in field a lance, and between the legs ΑΙΛΣ, wt. 188 grs., THE RARE VARIETY AND IN VERY FINE CONDITION [Pl. V] 1
   * * * From the Photiades collection.
Locri Opuntii, circa b.c. 369-338. AR Stater, Head of Persephone wearing earring and necklace, hair bound with wreath of corn leaves, to left.

R OΠΟΝΤΙΩΝ, Ajax naked, armed with sword and shield and crested Corinthian helmet, in fighting attitude, to right, inside shield, a serpent, and on ground two javelins, wt. 181 grs., very fine and rare 1

* * From the Photiades collection.

Locri Opuntii, after b.c. 338. AR Hemidrachms (2), Head of Persephone, to right, as on the AR Stater, R ΛΟΚΡΩΝ. Ajax in fighting attitude, between his legs ΥΠΟΚ in monogram, 41½ grs., fine. Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet to right; R ΛΟΚΡΩΝ, Ajax laureate in fighting attitude, inside shield sea horse, and in field a trident head, wt. 43 grs., very fine; and an Obol, b.c. 405-367, ΟΠ-ΟΝ, an Amphora, the body decorated with vine tendril and bunch of grapes at either handle; R a star, wt. 13 grs., very fine 3

PHOCIS.

Phocis, b.c. 550-371. AR Triobol, Bull's head facing; R Φ Ο, Female head of archaic style, hair turned up at back and bound by pearl border, in incuse square, wt. 46 grs., very fine. AR Triobol, b.c. 357-346, Bull's head facing; R Φ Ω, Laureate head of the Delphian Apollo behind lyre, wt. 44 grs., very fine; and an Obol, b.c. 550-371, Φ Ο over bull's head facing; R Forepart of boar in incuse square, wt. 15 grs., fine 3

Phocis, b.c. 357-346. AR Triobol, Bull's head facing; R Φ Ω Head of the Delphian Apollo to right, behind branch, wt. 44 grs., very fine. Delphi, circa b.c. 421-375. AR Trihemiobol, Ram's head to left; R Α between the horns of goat's head facing, on either side a dolphin, tail downwards, the whole within incuse square, wt. 21½ grs., very fine 2

BOEOTIA.

Boeotian League, b.c. 550. AR Stater, Boeotian shield 4

R Wheel with 4 spokes, wt. 184 grs., very fine and very rare 1

* * From the Photiades collection.

Boeotian League, b.c. 600-550. AR Drachm, Boeotian shield; R Incuse square, in eight triangular compartments, four of which are deeply indented, wt. 94 grs. (Head's History of the Coinage of Boeotia, pl. 1, 1). AR Hemidrachm, Boeotian shield; R Incuse square of four divisions, two of which are deeply indented, the other two divided by diagonal line, wt. 46 grs., fine. Obol, Boeotian shield; R Mill-sail pattern incuse, wt. 15½ grs.; and a Tetartemorion, Boeotian shield; R Square incuse with four indentations of varying depths, wt. 4 grs., fine
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357 **Boeotian League**, b.c. 379-338. *R* Stater, Boeotian shield
*R* An Amphora on tall stem, the neck and portion of the body of the vase ornamented, at sides ΑΝ-ΔΡ., *wt.* 188 grs., *fine* 1

*From the Photiades collection.*

358 **Boeotian League**, b.c. 379-338. *R* Stater, Boeotian shield
*R* An amphora, the neck and upper part of body of vase ornamented, above grain of corn and at sides ΦΑ-Σ[Τ], *wt.* 189 grs., *very fine and scarce* 1


361 **Pharae**, *b.c.* 550-480. *R* Stater, of globular form, Boeotian shield
*R* Ω in centre of mill sail incuse, *wt.* 190½ grs. 1

362 **Tanagra**, *b.c.* 550-480. *R* Stater, Boeotian shield with Τ-Α in the lunette openings at sides
*R* Wheel of four spokes in circular incuse, *wt.* 187 grs., *fine and very rare* 1

363 **Tanagra**, *b.c.* 600-550. *R* Drachms (2), Boeotian shield with Τ in one of the lunette openings at side; *R* Incuse with four deep indents, *wt.* 92½ grs. Another of the second period 550-480, *O* similar to the preceding; *R* Four incuse compartments symmetrically arranged, in the alternate one Τ—Τ, *wt.* 88½ grs., *rare* 2

364 **Tanagra**, *b.c.* 387-374. *R* Stater, Boeotian shield
*R* Τ.Α., Forepart of bridled horse galloping to right, the whole within square incuse, *wt.* 188½ grs., *very fine and rare* 1


366 **Thebes**, *b.c.* 446-426. *R* Stater, Boeotian shield
*R* ΘΕΒΑΙΟΣ, Herakles, nude, kneeling on one knee to left, stringing his bow, before him club, *wt.* 185 grs., *fine and rare* 1
367  **Thebes**, B.C. 446-426.  ₠ Stater, Boeotian shield

R Θ—Ε., Head of bearded Herakles wearing lion's skin, to left, the whole in incuse, **vt. 186 grs., very fine and of fine early style, rare**  

* From the Photiades collection.

368  **Thebes**, B.C. 426-387.  ₠ Stater, Boeotian shield

R Θ. Ε., Bearded head of Dionysos crowned with ivy, within shallow incuse, **vt. 188 grs., very fine and rare**  

369  **Thebes**, B.C. 426-387.  ₠ or pale gold, Hemidrachm, Head of bearded Dionysos, wearing wreath of ivy to right

R Θ[Ε], the infant Herakles strangling serpents, the whole within shallow incuse, **vt. 46 grs., very fine and very rare** [Pl. V]  

370  **Thebes**, B.C. 426-387.  ₠ Stater, Boeotian shield

R ΘΕ, the infant Herakles strangling serpents, in field to left a bow, the whole within circular shallow incuse, **vt. 186 grs., very fine and very rare** [Pl. V]  

371  **Theopseis**, B.C. 387-374.  ₠ Stater, Boeotian shield

R ΘΕΣΠΙΚΩΝ. (retrograde), Head of Aphrodite Melainis to right, wearing earring and necklace with pendant bulla, in front of head a large crescent, and below neck a smaller crescent, **vt. 186 grs., very fine and very rare** [Pl. V]  

---

**EUBOEIA.**

372  **Carystus** ? circa B.C. 600-480.  ₠ Stater, Cock to left

R Incuse square, irregularly divided, **vt. 190 grs., very fine and rare, probably from the Santorin find, see article by W. Wroth, Esq. in the Num. Chron., 3rd series, vol. IV; p. 276** [Pl. VI]  

373  **Carystus**, B.C. 197-146.  ₠ Third of Stater, Head of bearded Herakles wearing lion's skin to right, the paws knotted under chin

R ΚΑΠΥ., Bull recumbent to left, above trident head, and below, a club, **vt. 44⅔ grs., fine and very rare** (B. M. Guide, pl. XLIII, 29)  

374  **Chalcis**, circa B.C. 700-480.  ₠ Drachms (2), Wheel of four spokes ;

R Incuse square. (One specimen has very simple straight spokes, and shows the hub, the inner line of wheel forming a kind of quatrefoil, the R shows the incuse divided diagonally, with three divisions indented ; the other piece has the spokes of more spandrill form springing from centre pellet, the R is more irregular, **vt. 65 and 66 grs. respectively**); and an Obol, of same date, Wheel, R Incuse, **vt. 10 grs., all fine and scarce**  

375  **Chalcis**, circa B.C. 480-445.  ₠ Tetradrachm, Eagle flying to right, holding in his beak a serpent

R ΨΑΥ., in wheel of five spokes, the whole within incuse square, **vt. 259 grs., very fine and very rare, presumably from the same die as the piece in the Photiades collection which is described as unpublished** [Pl. VI]  

1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>367</td>
<td>£917.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368</td>
<td>£6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>£11.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>£980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>£31 Whelan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>£25 - Whelan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373</td>
<td>£14.5 Mc Le.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>374</td>
<td>£1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375</td>
<td>£75 McLean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
£24.60
£1.14 Self
£5.50 Words (V.C.)
£2.3 Wee Sean
£8.15

7 2.6 Ready Melan
£2.4

£5.5 Self

Margaret 29. Phot. 80
Mar 2. 6. 1934. Lie. of P.M.
Get 77 Phot. 254 in 4 in 65
Ref 60 Phot. 254 in 4 in 65
check ref. in table
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376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384
Cyme, circa B.C. 500?   AR Didrachm, Forepart of horse to right  
R: Two incuse squares of different sizes, the larger containing solar symbol, wt. 173\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs., rare  

Cyme, circa B.C. 500?   Hind part of horse within linear border  
R: Incuse square, diagonally divided, wt. 65\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs., very fine and rare  

Cyme, circa B.C. 500.   AR Tetrobol, Man on horseback to right, on raised disc  
R: Incuse square, diagonally divided, wt. 41 grs., very fine and rare  

Eretria, B.C. 480-445.   AR Didrachm, Cow scratching herself; below E.  
R: Sepia in incuse square, wt. 131 grs., fine and scarce  

Euboea, Federal Issue, after B.C. 411.   AR Drachm, Head of nymph Euboea to left  
R: EY., Head and neck of bull three quarters to right, bound with sacrificial fillet, in field a bunch of grapes, wt. 58\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs., very fine  

Histiae, B.C. 369-336.   AR Drachm, Head of Maenad wearing vine wreath; R: ΣΤΙ. (in exergue), Bull to right, in background, vine, and in field to right monogram, wt. 47\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs., fine.  
Tetrobol (3) of the same town, B.C. 313-265. Head of Maenad wearing vine wreath; R: ΣΤΙΑΕΩΝ. Nymph Histiae seated on stern of galley holding trophy stand, wt. about 34 grs., fine  

ATTICA.  

Athens, circa B.C. 550.   El. Hecta, Owl to left, head facing  
R: Incuse square in which Θ? wt. 21 grs., very fine and rare  

Athens, B.C. 590-525.   AR Tetradrachms (2) of globular fabric, Head of Athena of very Archaic style, to right, wearing round earring and close fitting helmet with simple volute behind, the crest adorned with dentated pattern with dots in the angles; R: [A]ΘΕ., Owl, head facing, with closed wings, to left, olive spray with two leaves and berry, all in shallow incuse, wt. 259\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. 1, no. 4), fine; the other specimen is of somewhat coarser fabric and resembles B. M. Cat. pl. 1, 6  

Athens, before B.C. 527.   AR Tetradrachm, Head of Athena in high relief to right, of less primitive style, the hair is waved at sides, the helmet is similar in type to the earlier pieces being close fitting and with simple volute ornament at back, the crest is plain with border of dots  
R: Well defined square incuse, ΑΘΕ. to left of owl with head facing, in right hand lower corner small olive spray with berry and two leaves, wt. 261\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs. (compare B. M. Cat. pl. II, 1), fine  

E
385 Athens, B.C. 527-430. **Ar** Tetradrachm, of good Archaic work, Head of Athena to right, wearing close fitting crested helmet, with floral ornament at back and three upright olive leaves in front, the pupil of the eye is shown

R AŒ, Owl, head facing, with closed wings to right, behind small crescent and olive spray with two leaves and berry, wt. 264 grs. (compare B. M. Cat. pl. III, class A), very fine 1

386 Athens, B.C. 527-430. **Ar** Tetradrachm of refined Archaic style, Head of Athena in close fitting helmet, the front adorned with three upright olive leaves, the back with flower and volute

R AŒ, Owl, head facing, in field, left, crescent and spray of olive with two leaves and berry, wt. 264 grs. (Hist. Num. fig. 211), very fine 1

387 Athens, B.C. 527-430. **Ar** Didrachm, Head of Athena wearing crested helmet, adorned in front with three upright olive leaves, the back with flower and volute

R AŒ. Owl, head facing, within square incuse contained in circular incuse, to left olive spray, half within and half without square incuse, wt. 128 grs. (compare B. M. Cat. pl. IV, class A, no. 1, and Hist. Num. fig. 212), very fine and very rare [Pl. VI] 1

388 Athens, B.C. 525-430. **Ar** Drachm, Head of Athena; R AŒ, owl, head facing, to left spray of olive with bud, wt. 65½ grs., very fine. Triobol, B.C. 525-430. Head of Athena; R AŒ, Owl with closed wings standing facing, on either side olive branch, wt. 32½ grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. IV, 8), fine. Obol, B.C. 525-430. Head of Athena; R AŒ, Owl, &c. in square incuse, wt. 10 grs. Tritemorion, B.C. 430-350. Head of Athena; R AŒ. (retrograde), three crescents, wt. 7½ grs. Hemiobol, B.C. 525-430. Head of Athena; R AŒ, Owl, to left olive spray, one leaf and one berry to left, the whole in square incuse, wt. 5¼ grs. Trihemitetartemorion, B.C. 430-350. Head of Athena; R AŒ, Kalathos, wt. 3½ grs. Tetartemorion, B.C. 430-350. Head of Athena; R AŒ, Crescent, wt. 2½ grs.; and Hemitetartemorion, B.C. 430-350. Head of Athena, R AŒ, Owl, head facing, wt. 2 grs., fine and very rare 8

389 Athens, B.C. 220-197. **Ar** Tetradrachm, Head of Athena Parthenos, wearing earring necklace, and close fitting triple crested helmet adorned with the foreparts of four horses and a pegasos, on the back portion a scroll resembling an aplustre, border of dots

R AŒ, Owl with closed wing standing on amphora which lies upon its side, in field on either side a monogram and to right, two serpents, on amphora A ; the whole within a wreath of olive, wt. 259 grs. (B. M. Cat., series iii, pl. VIII, 3), a large spread Tetradrachm in exceptionally fine condition [Pl. VI] 1

** From the Photiades collection.
385
- Belfman

386
£ 2.4 to Dean

387
£ 10.2.6 Ready

388

3.3

389
£20.10 Tholan
390 Athens, B.C. 186-146. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Athena Parthenos to right, the triple crested helmet adorned with pegasos, foreparts of horses, &c.
R ΑΘΕ., Owl on amphora on which Ε., Magistrates ΗΡΑ. ΑΡΙΣ. ΤΟΦ. ΦΙΛΩ., in field, left, club, lion's skin and bow in case, below amphora Γ.Α., the whole within olive wreath, wt. 258½ grs., very fine 1

391 Athens, B.C. 186-146. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Athena Parthenos, similar to the preceding
R ΑΘΕ., Owl on amphora upon which Γ., Magistrates ΜΙΚΙΩΝ. ΕΥΡΥΚΛΕΙ. ΑΡΕΣΤΟΣ., in field, to right two naked male figures (The Dioskuri?), one carries patera, the other rests upon his spear, below amphora ΣΦ., the whole within wreath of olive, wt. 257½ grs., very fine 1

392 Athens, B.C. 146-86. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Athena Parthenos, similar to last, but of somewhat coarser style and the side curl is longer
R ΑΘΕ., Owl on amphora, upon which Τ., magistrates ΞΕΝΟ-ΚΑΗΣ. ΑΡΜΟΞΕΝΟΣ., in field, to right, coiled serpent and below amphora ΠΕ., the whole within wreath of olive, wt. 254 grs., very fine 1

393 Athens, B.C. 88. Ν. Stater, Head of Athena Parthenos, in triple crested helmet adorned with foreparts of horses and pegasos
R ΑΘΕ., Owl on amphora, ΒΑΣ[1]ΛΕ[ΩΣ]. ΜΙΘΡΑΔΑΤΗΣ. ΑΡΙΣΤΙΩΝ., in field, to right, sun between two crescents, arms of the Achaemenidan kings (Pontus), wt. 127 grs., very fine and of the highest rarity [Pl. VI] 1

** From the Photiades collection.

“Friedlander and A. von Sallet, *das Königl. Münzkabinett*, 2nd edition, p. 96. Only three of these interesting Staters with the name of the King of Pontus as an ally of the Athenians are known, the first belonged to the Duc de la Fayette, and the second is in the Museum at Berlin. We are enabled to fix the date exactly, Aristion having been elected strategos at the same time as the king, after his return from the residence of Mithradates, in the summer of the year 88 B.C.”

**MEGARIS.**

394 Megara, after B.C. 307. AR Drachm, Laureate head of Apollo of fine style to right
R ΜΕΓΑ-ΡΕΩΝ., Lyre, wt. 48 grs., fine and rare 1

** From the Photiades collection.

**AEGINA.**

395 Aegina, circa B.C. 700-550. AR Staters (2). Tortoise with plain shell and row of dots down the middle of back; R. Incuse square irregularly divided, wt. 184½ grs., very fine; another, of later date, B.C. 480-456, Tortoise similar to the preceding piece, but the structure of the shell is shewn; R. Rough incuse, wt. 185½ grs., very fine 2
Aegina, after B.C. 404. AR Stater, Tortoise of more developed form and the structure of shell fully shown; R AΓΓ. and dolphin in compartments of incuse square, which is divided into five divisions, wt. 186 grs., fine. Half Stater, similar, but with Α. Ι. at sides of tortoise; R ΝΙ. and dolphin as on preceding, wt. 88 grs., fine. Obol, similar in type to last, but on R ΑΙ. only and dolphin, wt. 14 grs., very fine

CORINTHIA.

Corinth, b.c. 500-430. AR Staters (2), Φ Pegasos with curled wing to right; Ρ Helmeted head of Athena Chalinitis, in incuse square, one has Φ behind head of Athena. Drachm, Pegasos with curled wing to left, below Φ; Ρ Head of Aphrodite, in incuse square, wt. 421/2 grs., fine: Half Drachm, Pegasos with curled wing; Ρ Head of Pallas in linear square within incuse square, wt. 41½ grs., fine

Corinth, b.c. 400-338. AR Staters (5), Usual type of Pegasos, with Φ below and Ρ Head of Pallas Chalinitis, two examples have helmet adorned with wreath; symbols, dolphin, Head of Helios within wreath, Balaustium flower and E., Kantharos and N., Eagle and ΑΠ., wt. averaging 130 grs., fine

Corinth, circa b.c. 350-338. AR Trihemidrachm, Bellerophon wearing chlamys and petasos, riding on bridled pegasos to right and striking downwards with his spear, beneath pegasos Φ; Ρ Chimaera at bay to left, below ΔΙ. and across exergual line on amphora, wt. 62½ grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. VI]

* * * From the Photiades collection.

PELOPONNESUS.

PHLIASIA.

Phlius, circa b.c. 430-322. AR Drachm [Φ]ΛΕΙΑ. (in exergue), Bull butting to left; Ρ ΣΙΟΝ. (termination of Ο inscription) in the four corners of incuse square, in centre of which a wheel with four spokes, wt. 90 grs., fine (from the Photiades collection); Obol, forepart of butting bull; Ρ : Φ: wt. 12 grs., fine

SICYONIA.

Sicyon, b.c. 400-322. AR Stater, ΣΕ., Chimaera at bay, in field a wreath
Ρ Dove flying, in laurel wreath, wt. 189½ grs., fine

Sicyon, b.c. 400-322. AR Stater, ΣΕ., Chimaera at bay
Ρ Dove flying, in olive wreath, wt. 189 grs., fine

* * * From the Smith collection.
<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>397</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>398</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>399</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>92/1.54</td>
<td></td>
<td>£1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£2.18</td>
<td>Selton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£3.12.6</td>
<td>Sprink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sicyon, b.c. 400-322. ΑΡ Drachm, ΣΙ ΣΙ, Chimaera at bay; Ρ Dove flying, in olive wreath, in field Ι, wt. 89 grs., very fine. Triobol, ΣΙ ΣΙ, Chimaera at bay; Ρ Dove flying, in field ΔΩ. Obols (2), one with head of Apollo; Ρ Dove and ΣΙ; the other Α and Ρ Dove, fine

ACHAIA.

Patrae, b.c. 146-43. ΑΡ Triobol, Head of Aphrodite; Ρ ΔΑΜΑΣΙΑΣ and ΠΑΣΙΡ (mon.), all within wreath, wt. 33½ grs., fine. Pellene, b.c. 370. ΑΡ Triobol, Head of Apollo to left; Ρ ΠΕΛΑΛΑ within laurel wreath, wt. 40½ grs., unpublished (1). Pellene, b.c. 370-322. ΑΡ Triobol, Head of Apollo; Ρ ΠΕΛΑ in laurel wreath, wt. 41½ grs., fine

Achaean League, before circa b.c. 330. ΑΡ Hemidrachms, Head of Zeus Homagyrioς; Ρ ΑΞ (mon.) of the following towns Aegium, magistrate, ΑΠΙΣΤΟΔΑΜΟΣ. Dyme, ΤΑΡ. (ΑΡ. mon.), symbol, crayfish. Elis, symbol, fulmen. Tegea, ΤΕ, all fine
FOURTH DAY'S SALE.

ELIS.

LOT 106 Elis, B.C. 471-421. AR Stater, Eagle flying left carrying hare, in field circular countermark with radiate design
R F. A., Fulmen with wings and volutes in shallow circular incuse, wt. 186 grs., very fine, unpublished var. not in B. M. Catalogue [Pl. VI]

LOT 107 Elis, B.C. 421-365. AR Stater, HPA, Head of Hera wearing lofty stephanos adorned with conventional flowers
R F. A., Fulmen in wreath of wild olive, wt. 185½ grs., very fine (Hist. Num. fig. 231) [Pl. VI]

LOT 108 Elis, B.C. 365-322. AR Stater, Head of Zeus of fine style to right
R F. A., Eagle to right on capital of Ionic column, in field, fulmen, wt. 188½ grs., very fine [Pl. VI]
** From the Photiades collection.

LOT 109 Elis, B.C. 322-312. F. A., Head of Hera to right wearing earring, and stephanos adorned with palmettes, hair turned up at back
R F. A., Eagle with open wings to right, within wreath of olive, wt. 189 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. VI]
** From the Photiades collection.

LOT 110 Elis, B.C. 322-312. Head of Hera to right, wearing triple earring, necklace, and diadem, the latter inscribed ΨΑΛΕΙΩΝ.
R F., Eagle, with open wings, standing on rock looking to right, the whole within wreath of wild olive, wt. 189½ grs., very fine
** From the Photiades collection.

LOT 111 Elis, B.C. 312-271. AR Stater, Head of Zeus, of good style, to right
R ΨΑΛΕΙΩΝ, Eagle with closed wings standing on capital of Ionic column to right, wt. 185 grs., fine
** From the Photiades collection.

LOT 112 Elis, B.C. 312-221. AR Stater (struck under the despot Aristotimus), Head of Zeus to right
R F. A., Eagle with closed wings standing on rock to right in field AP, wt. 188 grs., very fine
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voucher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>406</td>
<td></td>
<td>Carpet good</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.17-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carpet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
£20.10
McLean

£16.10

£12.50

£116 Whelan

£6.50 Ready

£139 Ready (Whelan)
MESSENIA AND LACONIA.

413 Messene, after B.C. 330. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Demeter to right
B ΜΕΣΣΕΝΙΩΝ, Zeus Ithomatas striding to right, wielding thunderbolt and holding eagle on outstretched left hand, in field a tripod, magistrate ΣΟΣΙΚΡΑ, wt. 249 ½ grs., fine and rare [Pl. VI] 1

414 Lacedaemon, B.C. 310-266. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of king (Areus King of Sparta?) to left, border of dots
B Λ—Λ, Archaic agama of the Apollo of Amykhe helmeted, holding spear and bow, and adorned on the side with a cock, standing on a plastron, to right of statue a goat, and to left a wreath, wt. 250 grs., very fine and excessively rare [Pl. VI] 1

415 Lacedaemon, circa B.C. 200. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Pallas to right in crested Corinthian helmet
B Λ—Λ, Herakles seated on rock, which is covered with lion's skin, his right hand resting on club, wt. 261 grs., fine and very rare 1

416 Lacedaemon, Nabis, Tyrant, B.C. 206-192. AR Tetradrachm, Bearded and laureate head of Nabis to right
B ΒΑ[Σ]ΙΛΕΩΣ ΝΑΒΙΟΣ, Herakles naked, seated upon rock, covered with lion's skin, his right hand resting upon upright club in front, and his left hand on rock, wt. 263 grs., very fine and of the highest rarity [Pl. VI] 1
This very remarkable Tetradrachm is presumed to be absolutely unique and unpublished.

ARGOLIS.

417 Troezen, B.C. 400-322. AR Drachm, Head of Apollo to left
B ΤΡΟ, Trident head with volutes, in incuse square, wt. 51 ½ grs., fine and scarce
* * From the Photiades collection.

ARCADIA.

418 Arcadian League, B.C. 370-300. AR Stater, Head of Zeus Lykaeos of very fine style and in high relief, to left
B ΑΠΚ, (mon.), Pan seated left on rock, covered with his chlamys, he holds his pedum in right hand, the end of which rests upon rock, at his feet the syrinx, on the rock the artist's name, ΟΑΥ, wt. 181 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VI] 1
* * From the Photiades collection.
419 Cleitor, b.c. 400-322. AR Triobol, Head of Helios facing; B ΚΛΗ, Bull butting to right, in field a small centaur, wt. 39½ grs. Martineia, b.c. 500-400. AR Obol, an Acoη, and in field two ivy leaves; B ΜΑΝ, below large Μ, wt. 12½ grs. Megalopolis, AR Triobol, Head of Zeus Lykaeos; B ΜΕΓ, Pan seated on rock, in field flying eagle and monogram, wt. 36½ grs., fine 3

420 Pheneus, b.c. 362. AR Stater, Head of Demeter crowned with corn leaves, wearing necklace and earring with five pendants
B ΦΕΝΕΩΝ, Hermes naked, running to left and carrying on his arm the infant Arkas, in his right hand he holds caduceus, in field to right ΑΡΚΑΣ, wt. 186 grs., very fine and exceedingly rare, probably not more than five examples known [Pl. VI] 1

421 Pheneus, b.c. 400-362. AR Triobol, Head of Demeter to left
B ΦΕΝΙΚΟΝ, Bull to right, on his side is depicted a caduceus in relief, beneath Π, wt. 42 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VI] 1

422 Stymphalus, b.c. 400-362. AR Triobol, Head of young Herakles in lion’s skin; B ΣΤΥΜΦΑΛΙΩΝ, Head of Stymphalian bird springing from the calyx of a flower, wt. 43 grs., fine and scarce. Obols (2), Head of Herakles in lion’s skin; B ΣΤΥΜΦΑΛΟΝ, Head of Stymphalian bird, wt. about 13 grs., fine 3

CRETE.

423 Aptera, b.c. 350-300. AR Stater, ΑΠΤΕΡΛΙΩ[N], Female head Artemis (?) wearing stephane and earring
B ΠΤΟΛΙΟΙΤΟΣ, Armed warrior standing before sacred tree, to the branches of which he raises his hand in adoration, wt. 160 grs. 1

** From Admiral Spratt’s collection.

424 Arcadia, circa b.c. 300. AR Drachm, Head of Zeus Ammon to left
B ΑΡΚΑΔΩΝ, Pallas standing, resting on spear and shield, wt. 76½ grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. VI] 1

** From Admiral Spratt’s collection.

425 Chersonesus, b.c. 350-300. AR Stater, Head of Britomartis to right
B ΧΕΡΣΟΝΑΣΙΩΝ, Apollo on omphalos holding lyre, in field thymaterion, wt. 156½ grs., rare 1

426 Cnossus, b.c. 400-350. AR Stater, Head of Demeter (l) to right
B Labyrinth, magistrate ΒΙΠ, wt. 172½ grs., fine and rare 1

** From the Photiades collection.

427 Cnossus, b.c. 116-67. AR Tetradrachm, Bearded and diademed Head of Zeus or more probably Minos
B ΚΝΩΣΙΩΝ, Square labyrinth, wt. 257 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VI] 1

** From the Photiades collection.
429  £ 4.14.0   Sprink Selfm
430  £ 115 Ready
431  £ 12.15 Knel
432  £ 517.6
433  £ 5.10 Ready Selfm
434  £ 7.7.6 Ready
435  £ 1.15 McLean
436  £ 3.3
437  £ 15.5
£33 Ready
£5 Ready
£15-10 Ready
£14 Melam
£3.12 Ready
£3.15 Melam
£4.4 Selfin
£20 - Ready
Selman
£1.17 Selman
428 Ionossus, B.C. 116-67. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo to left between ΠΟΛ—ΧΟ[Σ].
B KNΩΣΙ|Ω[N], Circular labyrinth, wt. 221 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VI]
** From the Photiades collection.

429 Cydonia, B.C. 350-300. AR Drachm, Helmeted head of Athena to right
B KYΔΩΝ., Infant suckled by bitch, star above, wt. 65 grs., fine and scarce
** From the Weber collection.

430 Cydonia, B.C. 350-300. AR Stater, Dionysiac head to right, behind signature of artist ΝΕΥΑΝΤΟΣ|ΕΠΟΕΙ]
B KYΔΩΝ., Kydon as naked archer stringing his bow, wt. 174½ grs., fine and rare
** From the Photiades collection.

431 Eleutherna, B.C. 400-300. AR Stater, Head of Apollo to right, plain linear border
B Apollo, or Minos, standing looking to left and holding a globe or stone, and bow, wt. 177 grs., very fine and very rare

432 Gortyna, B.C. 400-300. AR Stater, Europa seated in sorrowful attitude amid the branches of an ancient tree
B Bull to right, head reverted, wt. 177 grs. (compare Hist. Num., fig. 250), very fine and exceedingly scarce in this condition

433 Gortyna, B.C. 400-300. AR Stater, Europa with eagle in tree
B Bull, wt. 177 grs. (B. M. Cat., pl. x, 8), very fine and rare

434 Gortyna, B.C. 300-200. AR Drachm, Head of Zeus to right
B ΓΟΡΤΥΝΙΩΝ., Europa with inflated veil riding on bull, wt. 70 grs.
** From the Photiades collection.

435 Gortyna, B.C. 200. AR Tetradrachm of the Athenian type, Head of Athena Parthenos, in triple crested helmet, the front adorned with foreparts of horses, and at the sides winged Pegasos, in front of neck, B.
B ΓΟΡΤΥΝΙΩΝ. ΜΕΝΑΝΤΙ., Owl upon an amphora on its side, in field, to right butting bull, the whole within wreath of olive, wt. 238 grs., fine and of the highest rarity; Mr. Montagu was of opinion that there was only one other specimen known (compare B. M. Cat., pl. xi, 6) [Pl. VI]

436 Gortyna, B.C. 200-67. AR Drachm, Diademed head of Zeus or Minos to right
B ΓΟΡΤΥΝΙΩΝ., Hunter seated on rock, he holds bow and arrow, over his shoulders chlamys, and at his back quiver, in field in front ΔΑ., and behind ΝΑΠ. (?), wt. 16½ grs., fine and scarce
Hierapytna, b.c. 200-67.  AR Tetradrachm, Female head turreted
R ΙΕΡΑΠΥ-ΤΗΝΩΝ, Eagle before a palm tree, to left ΦΑΙΟΣ.
and ΑΠΕ. in monogram, wt. 233 grs., very fine and very rare (B. M.
Guide, pl. LVI, 33)
* From the Photiades collection.

Hierapytna, b.c. 200-67.  AR Didrachm, Female head turreted
R ΙΕΡΑΠΥΤΝ[ΠΙΙΩΝ, Eagle to left of palm tree, to right
ΣΑΜΑΓΩΡΑΣ. and ΜΤ. mon., wt. 112 1/2 grs., very fine, although
the obv. is a little defective, due to faulty striking, and very rare

Itanus, b.c. 400-300.  AR Drachm, Head to left of Athena Salmonia
in crested Atemian helmet
R ΙΤΑΝΙΩΝ, Eagle looking back, to right in field a fish god, the
whole with incuse square, wt. 84 grs. (B. M. Cat., pl. XIII, 6), very
fine and scarce

Lappa, b.c. 200-67.  AR Hemidrachm, Head of Apollo to right
R ΛΑΝΠΝΑΙ, Apollo, nude, standing, holding lyre and plectrum, to
right ΣΥΛΩ, and in exergue ΚΟΣ, wt. 47 grs., fine and scarce

Lissus (?), circa b.c. 300 (?).  EL, Eagle with open wings to right
R Eagle flying to right in incuse of irregular form, wt. 14½ grs., fine
and very rare; (“from the Photiades collection, where it was attributed
to Siyoun, P.M.”)

Lyttus, b.c. 450-330.  AR Stater, Eagle flying to left
R ΛΥΤΤΣΟ, Boar’s head to right, the whole within dotted linear
square in incuse square, wt. 155½ grs., very fine and scarce

Lyttus, b.c. 450-330.  AR Drachm, Eagle flying to left; R ΛΥΤΤ-
ΘΩΝ, Boar’s head to right in dotted linear square within incuse
square, wt. 44 grs.  Hemidrachm, similar type, but reading only
ΛΥΤΤΙ, wt. 27½ grs., fine

Phaestus, b.c. 431-300.  AR Stater, Heracles, naked, standing, facing
head to right, in right hand he holds club downwards, and in left
hand bow, in field to right barley corn, and to left lion’s skin, &c.
R [ΚΑΙΜ]ΤΙΚΟΝ, Bull to left with both fore-legs hobbled, grazing,
the grass depicted by upright lines, wt. 184 3/4 grs., fine and rare

Phaestus, b.c. 431-300.  AR Stater, Heracles, naked, advancing to
right about to strike with club held in right hand, at the Hydra
which rears up before him, and whose nearest head he grasps with
his left hand, his left foot is on the tail of the monster, and over
his left arm hangs the lion’s skin
R ΦΑΙΣΤΙΩΝ, (retrograde), Bull to right, wt. 179 grs. very fine
condition and style, and of high rarity [Pl. VI]
* From the Carfrae collection.
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416 Phaestus, B.C. 431-300.  AR Stater, ΤΑΛΩΝ., Talos as a winged youth, hurling a stone.

*R Bull butting to right, wt. 176 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VI] 1

** From the Spratt and Carfrae collections.

417 Phalasarna, B.C. 400-300.  AR Stater, Head of Diktynna, hair rolled and bound with cord.

*R Φ. Λ., between the prongs of upright trident head, volutes below, in shallow circular incuse, wt. 167 grs., very fine and rare 1


** These interesting coins, from Admiral Spratt's collection, were procured at Polyrhenium, and will be found described in the Num. Chron., Series 3, vol. VII, pp. 309-311.


*R ΠΟΛΥΡΗΝΙΩΝ, Owl facing on amphora, in field to right small figure of Artemis Diktynna, wt. 243 1/2 grs., very fine and excessively rare [Pl. VI] 1

420 Polyrhenium, B.C. 350-300.  AR Drachm, ΠΟΛΥΡΗΝΙΩΝ., Bull's head facing bound with sacrificial fillets; * Bull, Spearhead of broad leaf-shaped type with side ribs descending below base of blade, wt. 74 3/4 grs., fine; and a Hemidrachm, B.C. 200-67, Diademed head of Diktynna facing, with bow and quiver at shoulder; * ΠΟΛΥΡΗΝΙΩΝ., Apollo with palm branch, wt. 20 1/4 grs., very fine 2

421 Praesus, B.C. 400-300.  AR Stater, traces of legend, Zeus Diktaeos enthroned as on preceding piece, but from a different die.

*R Forepart of Cretan goat head reverted, wt. 169 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. XVII, 9), fine and rare 1

422 Praesus, B.C. 400-300.  AR Stater, Zeus Diktaeos enthroned as on preceding piece.

*R Forepart of Cretan goat head reverted, wt. 169 grs., fine and rare 1

423 Praesus, B.C. 400-300.  AR Stater, Head of Apollo laureate, hair long.

*R ΠΡΑΣΙΟΣ. (retrograde), Forepart of Cretan goat, head reverted, wt. 176 1/2 grs., fine and rare 1
60

454 Priansus, B.C. 430-300. AR Stater, Female figure, her hair bound with wreath, and falling in two tresses, wearing chiton, and peplos over lower limbs, seated facing on throne with back, turned towards left; her right hand caresses a serpent by her side, her left hand rests on seat; date palm on right (Persephone and Zeus in form of serpent?)

`ΠΡΙΑΝΣΙΕΩΝ., Poseidon wearing himation wound round left arm and standing to left, in right hand he holds a dolphin and in left hand a trident, `wt. 173 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xviii, 6), fine work and very fine condition, and of considerable rarity in this state [Pl. VI]

455 Priansus, B.C. 431-300. AR Drachm, Head of Artemis to right, hair rolled, knotted at top of head and loose tresses behind, she wears earring and necklace

`ΠΡΙΑΝΣΙΕΩΝ., Date palm, to right a rudder and to left a dolphin, `wt. 90 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xviii, 8), extremely good work and in very fine condition

456 Rhaucus, B.C. 400-300. AR Stater, Poseidon leading horse to right and holding trident

`ΡΑΥΚΙΩΝ. (retrograde), Double barbed trident head, the whole within incuse square, `wt. 178 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xix, 1)

457 Rhaucus, B.C. 400-300. AR Stater, Poseidon naked, leading horse to right and holding trident

`ΡΑΥΚΙΩΝ., Head of double barbed trident, volute on either side of socket, `wt. 165 grs., rare

458 Sybrita, B.C. 350-300. AR Stater, Youthful Dionysos riding to left on panther, and holding in left hand thyrsos, in field, countermark in incuse square

`ΣΙΒΡΥΤΙΩ[Ν], Hermes wearing chlamys, standing left tying sandal on right leg, which rests on rock, before him caduceus `wt. 166 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xix, 12), in very good state and excessively rare

* * * From Admiral Spratt's collection.

THE ISLANDS OF THE AEGERIAN SEA.

459 Carthea, B.C. 600-480. AR Stater, Amphora

` Incuse square, divided into eight triangular parts, some deeply indented, `wt. 187½ grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xxii, 7), fine and rare

460 Coresia, B.C. 600-480. AR Stater, Sepia and dolphin

` Incuse of mill sail pattern, `wt. 172 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xxii, 1) (Hist. Num. fig. 257), rare
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461 Delos, b.c. 550. AR Stater, Two dolphins in same direction
R Two incuse squares, one large and one small, each divided into four parts, 189 grs., fine and rare 1

462 Delos, b.c. 550. AR Stater, Two dolphins going in opposite directions
R Incuse square divided into eight parts, some deeply indented, wt. 193½ grs., very fine and rare 1

463 Naxos, circa b.c. 600-490. AR Stater, Kantharos, with bunch of grapes depending from each handle; above an ivy leaf
R Incuse square quartered, wt. 184 grs., fine and rare 1

464 Paros, b.c. 600-480. AR Stater, Goat kneeling, right, on one knee, head reverted, below a dolphin
R Incuse square divided into six triangular parts, some deeply indented, wt. 192 grs. (Hist. Num. fig. 259), very fine and very rare 1

465 Paros, circa b.c. 200. AR Stater, Female head, Artemis (?) bound thrice round with a riband
R ΠΑΠΙ, Magistrate’s name ΑΝΑΞΕΙΚ, Goat to right, wt. 117 grs. (Hist. Num. fig. 260), very fine and very rare [Pl. VI] 1

466 Siphnos, b.c. 600-500. AR Stater, Eagle flying to right
R Incuse square divided into eight triangular compartments, some of which are deeply indented, wt. 186 grs. (Hist. Num. fig. 261), very fine and very rare 1

467 Tenos, b.c. 300-200. AR Stater, Beardless head of Zeus Ammon to right
R ΘΗΝΙ, Poseidon standing left, wearing himation which depends from left arm and envelopes lower limbs, right arm and upper part of body bare; in outstretched right hand he holds a dolphin, and with left hand supports a trident; in field a bunch of grapes, wt. 99½ grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VI] 1

** From Admiral Spratt’s collection.

ASIA.

COLCHIS.

468 Colchis, circa b.c. 400. AR Tetrobols (2), Head of Archaistic style, rev. Bull’s head to right, wt. 35 grs. and 33½ grs., fine 2

PONTUS.

469 Amisus, b.c. 400-300. AR Drachm, Head of female to left wearing turreted stephanos, ornamented with palmettes, &c.
R ΛΦ-ΠΟ, Owl facing with extended wings, wt. 86½ grs., very fine 1
KINGS OF PONTUS AND BOSPORUS.

470 Mithradates IV, B.C. 250-190. AR Tetradrachm, Portrait of king of bold style in high relief, to right.
\[\text{BAΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΙΘΡΑΔΑΤΟΥ}, \text{Zeus Aëtophoros seated, in front a star and crescent, beneath throne, and in field right, monograms, wt. 249 grs., fine although the field has suffered somewhat by over cleaning, very rare [Pl. VII]}\]

471 Mithradates VI, the Great, B.C. 121-63. Diademed head of king to right, the hair blown back.
\[\text{BAΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΙΘΡΑΔΑΤΟΥ. ΕΥΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ, \text{'Stag', browsing, in field, crescent and star, monograms and the date ΓΚΣ=223, the whole within wreath of ivy, wt. 260 grs., very fine [Pl. VII]}}\]

472 Mithradates VI, the Great, B.C. 121-63. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Mithradates Eupator diademed to right.
\[\text{BAΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΙΘΡΑΔΑΤΟΥ. ΕΥΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ., Pegasos to left drinking, in field star and crescent, to right ΗΣ=208, with monogram below, and under legend Θ=9th month, the whole within ivy wreath, wt. 260 grs., in very fine condition and of very fine style} \]

473 Rhescuporis, A.D. 14-22 ?. N Stater, Bare head of Augustus to right, linear border.
\[\text{BAΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΙΘΡΑΔΑΤΟΥ. ΕΥΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ., \text'Bare head of Tiberius to right, below date ΕΚΤ=325, and behind head monogram of Rhescuporis, wt. 122\frac{3}{4} grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VII]}}\]

474 Cotys I, A.D. 46-78. N Stater, Laureate head of Claudius to right, linear border.
\[\text{BAΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΚΟΤΥΟΟΣ., \text{Laureate bust of Nero draped to right, behind head monogram of Cotys, and below bust ΕΝΤ=355, wt. 122\frac{1}{4} grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VII]}}\]

475 Cotys II, A.D. 124-132. N Stater, BAΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΚΟΤΥΟΟΣ., Diademed and draped bust to right of Cotys II.
\[\text{BAΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΚΟΤΥΟΟΣ., \text{Bare bust of Hadrian laureate to right, below ΚΥ=420, wt. 119\frac{1}{2} grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. VII]}}\]

PAPHLAGONIA.

476 Amastris, B.C. 302. AR Stater, Head of Mithras in Persian head-dress, laureate and ornamented at side with a star.
\[\text{BAΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΙΘΡΑΔΑΤΟΥ., Seated female figure wearing modius and holding Nike and sceptre, in field a rose, wt. 143 grs., fine and very rare [Pl. VII]}\]
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477  **Cromna, circa B.C. 330-300.** AR Tetrobol, Bearded head laureate to left

R ΚΡΩΜΝΛ, Head of Amazon to left, wearing earring, necklace and turreted stephanos, in front Ν., above Φ, wt. 52½ grs., very fine and scarce

478  **Sinope, B.C. 480-430.** AR Drachm, Degenerate type of eagle’s head

R Quadripartite incuse square, the alternate divisions deeper and with pellet in each, wt. 94½ grs., fine and rare

479  **Sinope, B.C. 480-430.** AR Drachm (2), Eagle’s head to left; R Quadripartite incuse square (one has dolphin under head of eagle and Λ., in one division of R), wt. 95½ and 95 grs., both fine and scarce

480  **Sinope, B.C. 290-250 (?).** AR Didrachm, Turreted head of Sinope to left, countermarked with circular indent containing full-faced bust of Helios radiate, having between radiations Σ Ι. Ν. Ω Π. Ε. Ω. Ν. R Poseidon seated, holding dolphin and trident, behind ΣΙΝΩΣ, below Β., in front the countermark, head of Zeus, wt. 95½ grs., fine. **Sinope, circa B.C. 333-306.** AR Drachm, Head of Sinope to left, hair in sphendone, wearing necklace and earring, in front aplustre, R ΣΙΝΩΣ, Sea Eagle on dolphin to left, in field to right ΑΓΡΕΩΣ, wt. 93 grs., very fine

481  **Sinope. Datames, Satrap, circa B.C. 368.** AR Drachm. Head of Sinope, hair in sphendone and wearing earring to left

R [-Δ]ΑΤΑ[Μ], Sea eagle on dolphin to left, wt. 87 grs., fine and scarce

482  **Sinope. Abrocomas, Satrap, B.C. 360-330.** AR Drachm, Head of Sinope wearing earring and necklace, hair in sphendone, in front aplustre, chisel cut, but it does not go through the coin, wt. 69½ grs.

R Name of Satrap in Aramaic, Sea eagle on dolphin, wt. 69½ grs., very fine and very rare

**Bithynia.**

483  **Calchedon, B.C. 400.** AR Tetradrachm, ΚΑΛΧ, Bull to left, in front Υ.

R Mill sail incuse, the surface covered with small dots, wt. 233½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VII]

484  **Calchedon, B.C. 400.** AR Tetradrachm, ΚΑΛΧ, Bull to left, in front ΒΚΔ. (mon.)

R Mill sail incuse, the surface covered with small dots, wt. 232 grs., very fine and rare
485 Calchedon, b.c. 400. AR Drachm, Bearded male head to left, hair short
KΑΑΧ. in the spaces of a wheel of four spokes, wt. 58 grs., fine style and rare [Pl. VII] 1

486 Calchedon, b.c. 350-280. AR Drachms (2), KΑΑΧ. Bull on ear of corn to left, one has caduceus in front and monogram, the other monogram only; Incuse square divided into four parts covered with small dots, wt. 58 grs., very fine 2

487 Calchedon, circa b.c. 280-270. M Tetradrachm, Head of Demeter, veiled and crowned with corn to right
KΑΑΧ., Apollo seated on omphalos holding in outstretched right hand an arrow, the left hand rests upon his knee, in field two monograms, wt. 213 grs., fine and very rare [Pl. VII] 1

* * * From the Photiades collection.

488 Cius, b.c. 330-300. AR Drachm, Head of Apollo laureate to right
Prow to left, magistrate HΓΕΣΤΡΑΤΟΣ., wt. 77½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VII] 1

489 Timotheus and Dionysius, b.c. 347-338. AR Stater, Head of young Dionysos crowned with ivy, thyrsus at shoulder
TΙΜΟΘΕΟΥ. ΔΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΥ., Heracles with lion's skin over arm, erecting trophy, as on preceding piece, wt. 143 grs. 1

490 Dionysius alone, b.c. 338-306. AR Stater, Head of young Dionysos crowned with ivy, thyrsus at shoulder
[D]ΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΥ., Herakles erecting trophy, as on preceding piece, wt. 143 grs. 1

491 Dionysius alone, b.c. 338-306. AR Drachm, Head of young Dionysos crowned with ivy to left
DΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΥ., Herakles erecting trophy, as on preceding, wt. 74½ grs., very fine and rare 1

492 Prusias I, b.c. 228-180. AR Tetradrachm, Bearded and diademed head of Prusias I to right
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΡΟΥΣΙΟΥ., Zeus, semi-draped, standing to left, holding in right hand a wreath and resting on sceptre held in left hand, in field fulmen T. and Δ1., wt. 260 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VII] 1

493 Prusias I, b.c. 228-180. AR Tetradrachm, Bearded and diademed head of Prusias I, the beard is more fully grown than on preceding piece, and the portrait at a more advanced period of life
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΡΟΥΣΙΟΥ., Zeus standing as on preceding piece, fulmen and two monograms in field, wt. 245 grs., very fine and very rare 1
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491 **Prusias II**, B.C. 180-149. **R** Tetradrachm, Beardless diademed head of Prusias II to right, the diadem winged

**B** ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΡΟΥΣΙΟΥ, Zeus, semi-draped, standing to left, holding in right hand a wreath and resting on sceptre held in left hand, in field, eagle on fulmen, below monogram, **wt. 250½ grs. very fine and rare** [Pl. VII] 1

495 **Prusias II**, B.C. 180-149. **R** Tetradrachm, Beardless diademed head of Prusias II to right, the diadem winged

**B** ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΡΟΥΣΙΟΥ, Zeus standing, as on preceding piece, in field eagle on fulmen, **Mt.** mon. below, **wt. 235 grs., very fine and very rare** 1

496 **Nicomedes II**, B.C. 149-91. **R** Tetradrachm, Diademed head of king to right

**B** ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΝΙΚΟΜΗΔΟΥ, Zeus standing, holding spear and wreath, in field eagle on fulmen, mon. and date ΒΣΕΡ.=162, **wt. 246½ grs., very fine** 1

* From the Yorke Moore Collection.

**MYSIA.*

497 **Cyzicus. El.** Stater, The omphalos with fillets suspended from the top, on each side an eagle standing with closed wings, the one facing the other, beneath tunny to right

**B** Incuse square of mill-sail pattern, **wt. 246½ grs. (Greenwell, pl. i, 23), very fine and rare** [Pl. VII] 1

498 **Cyzicus. El.** Stater, Helios naked, radiate, kneeling right and arresting with outstretched arms two horses prancing in opposite directions, below tunny to right

**B** Incuse of mill-sail pattern, **wt. 247 grs. (Greenwell, pl. i, 24), very fine and rare** [Pl. VII] 1

499 **Cyzicus. El.** Stater, Female head (Pallas ?), of Archaic style to left, wearing a plain Corinthian helmet, the hair behind hanging in a square mass, and represented by dots: behind tunny downwards

**B** Incuse square divided into four parts, **wt. 247½ grs. (Greenwell, pl. ii, 2), fine and rare** 1

500 **Cyzicus. El.** Hecte, Head of Pallas in close-fitting crested helmet with cheek piece; below tunny to left

**B** Incuse of mill-sail pattern, **wt. 41 grs. (Greenwell, pl. ii, 4), very fine** 1

Cyzicus. El. Stater, Head of Gorgon, below tunny to left
R. Incuse square, wt. 248 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VII]

Cyzicus. El. Hecte, Head of Gorgon, below tunny to left
R. Incuse square, wt. 42 grs. (Greenwell, pl. III, 27), very fine and very rare [Pl. VII]

Cyzicus. El. Hecte, Naked male figure kneeling on one knee to left, holding tunny by the tail in his right hand
R. Incuse, wt. 40½ grs. (Greenwell, type pl. IV, 8), very fine

Cyzicus. El. Stater, Lion standing left on tunny, with closed mouth and tail turned outwards
R. Incuse of mill-sail pattern, wt. 246½ grs. (Greenwell, pl. IV, 32), very fine and scarce [Pl. VII]

Cyzicus. El. Stater, Head of lioness, mouth closed, to left, behind tunny upwards
R. Incuse of mill-sail pattern, wt. 250 grs. (Greenwell, pl. V, 8), very fine and rare [Pl. VII]

Cyzicus. El. Stater, Head of goat to left; behind, tunny upwards
R. Incuse, wt. 247½ grs. (Greenwell, pl. V, 29), very fine

Cyzicus. El. Hecte, Dog standing left on tunny, right fore paw raised
R. Incuse, wt. 41½ grs. (Greenwell, pl. V, 35).

Cyzicus. El. Twelfth of Stater, Winged tunny to left
R. Incuse, wt. 20 grs. (Greenwell, pl. VI, 23), fine

Cyzicus. El. Twelfth of Stater, Tunny to right, above tail of fish, below head of fish to left
R. Incuse, wt. 19½ grs., unpublished

Cyzicus. El. Twelfth of Stater, Two fish heads to left, one above the other, behind them tunny upwards, a dot above and below fish heads
R. Incuse, wt. 19¾ grs. (Greenwell, pl. VI, 33), fine and rare

Cyzicus. El. Twelfth of Stater, Head of tunny to right, holding an uncertain object in the mouth
R. Incuse, wt. 19½ grs. unpublished (?)

Cyzicus. El. Twelfth of Stater, Head of boar to right, holding tunny in mouth
R. Incuse, wt. 20 grs., unpublished, very fine and very rare

Cyzicus. El. Stater, Head of Cora to left, wearing earring, necklace and stephane, corn wreath, and veil wound round head, the ends flying in front, and behind, below neck, tunny
R. Incuse, wt. 246 grs., unpublished, very fine and very rare [Pl. VII]
£ 8 Selma
£ 15.10 Whelan
£ 9 Whelan
£ 10.10 Whelan
£ 5.2.6
£ 8.10 Whelan
£ 60.10 Ready Sprinkle
£ 15
514 **Cyzicus, B.C. 400-300.** AR Rhodian Stater, Head of Cora to left, wearing stephane, corn wreath and hair bound in veil
B. **KYΣ Δ.** Lion’s head to left, below tunny to left, and in field right kantharos, wt. 231 grs., *very fine and rare*  

515 **Cyzicus, B.C. 330-280.** AR Drachm (?), Head of Cora to left, wearing earring, necklace, stephane, corn wreath and veil wound round head
B. **KYΣ Δ.** Apollo, the lower limbs draped, seated left on omphalos, right hand extended, the left arm resting on lyre placed behind him, in field **KE.** (mon.), wt. 89 1⁄2 grs., *fine and very rare* [Pl. VII]  

516 **Cyzicus, after B.C. 200.** AR Tetradrachm, Female head (Apollonis ?), wearing oak wreath, &c., to right
B. **KYΣ Δ - ΚΗΝΩΝ.** Divided by flaming torch, above **ΑΓ.** (mon.), and below **ΜΗ.** (mon.), the whole within wreath of oak, wt. 210 1⁄2 grs. (B. M. Cat., pl. X, 1), *in good condition and very rare*  

517 **Pharnabazus. Sestra.** B.C. 410. AR Stater, struck at Cyzicus, **ΦA[PN]ABA.** Bearded head of Pharnabazus, wearing Persian tiara to right
B. Prow of vessel to left, the front in form of swan’s neck, the side adorned with a griffin, on either side a dolphin, head downwards, below a tunny to left, the whole within a circular incuse, wt. 220 1⁄2 grs. (Babelon, pl. IV, 5), *of the highest rarity*  

518 **Lampsacus, circa B.C. 500.** EL Stater, Fore-part of a winged horse to left
B. Quadruplicated incuse square, wt. 239 grs., *fine and scarce*  

519 **Lampsacus, B.C. 450-412.** EL Stater, Fore-part of a winged horse to left, in vine wreath, below **Ε.**
B. Quadruplicated incuse square, wt. 235 grs., *fine and scarce*  

520 **Lampsacus, B.C. 412-350.** AR Stater, Head of Zeus, of exceedingly fine style and relief, at neck fulmen
B. Fore-part of winged horse within incuse square, wt. 129 grs., in *brilliant condition and very rare* [Pl. VII]  

521 **Lampsacus, B.C. 412-350.** AR Stater, Female head, wearing earring, sakkos and wreath (of lotus ?)
B. Fore-part of winged horse within incuse square, wt. 129 1⁄2 grs., *very fine and very rare* [Pl. VII]  

522 **Parium, B.C. 150.** AR Tetradrachm, Head of Demeter, veiled and crowned with corn
B. **ΑΠΙΟΑΛΛΩΝΟΣ.** [Α]ΚΤΑΙΟΥ. ΠΑΡΙΑΝΩΝ. Semi-nude figure of Apollo Actaeos holding in right hand a patera over lighted altar, his left hand rests upon his lyre placed on omphalos, in exergue **ΑΝΔΡΟΔΙΚ...** and in field to right, monogram, wt. 216 grs., *a piece of the highest rarity.*  

* Hist. Num. p. 458, quoting the specimen described in the Boupois catalogue, where the compiler states that the piece in question was only the second known.
KINGS OF PERGAMUM.

Syll. 3:3 - 523 Eumenes I, B.C. 263-241. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of the King to right
B ΦΙΛΕΤΑΙΡΟΥ, Pallas enthroned, holding shield in front, ivy leaf in field, and bow behind king's name, wt. 264 grs., very fine and scarce
1

Att. 4. - 524 Attalus I, B.C. 241-197. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of the King to right
B ΦΙΛΕΤΑΙΡΟΥ, Pallas enthroned crowning name, behind shield and bow, in field bunch of grapes and Α., wt. 262 grs., very fine 1

Spink 3:3 - 525 Eumenes II, B.C. 197-159. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of the King to right
B ΦΙΛΕΤΑΙΡΟΥ, (in front), Pallas enthroned crowning name, behind shield and bow, in field ΧΑΡ. (mon.), wt. 262 grs., very fine 1

Roll. 3. - 526 Attalus II, B.C. 159-138. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of the King to right
B ΦΙΛΕΤΑΙΡΟΥ, Pallas seated on rock crowning name, behind her shield and bow, in front Φ. and star, wt. 259 grs., very fine 1

Pergamum. Cislophorus, B.C. 200-135. AR Tetradrachm, Cista mystica, &c., within wreath of ivy
B ΠΕ., (in field to left) Q. METELLVS PIUS SCIPIO IMPER., Two coiled serpents with heads erect, between them legionary eagle, wt. 177½ grs. (B. M. Cat., pl. xxvi, 6), fine and very rare 1

Spink 15. - 528 Abydos, B.C. 196 (?). AR Tetradrachm, Bust of Artemis, with bow and quiver at her shoulder
B ΑΒΥΔΗΘΩΝ, Eagle with spread wings to right, in field a palm branch, below ΑΠΟΛΛΟΦΑΝΟΥ, wt. 252½ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VII] 1

Roll 15.15 - 529 Tenedos, B.C. 200 or later. AR Tetradrachm, Janiform head (Dionysos and Ariadne)
B ΤΕΝΕΙΔΩΝ, Double axe; to right, figure of Corybas; to left, a bunch of grapes and ΓΑ. (mon.), the whole within wreath, wt. 258 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VII] 1

Roll 10.11 - 530 Tenedos, B.C. 200 or later. AR Tetradrachm, Janiform head (Dionysos and Ariadne)
B ΤΕΝΕΙΔΩΝ, Double axe; to right, wreath; to left, bunch of grapes and Α., the whole within wreath, wt. 247 grs., Ρ. very fine, G not so well preserved 1

TROAS.

Spink
AEOLIS.

531 Cyme, *circ.a*. B.C. 190. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Kyme to right, diademed

ıyla KYMAIΩN., Horse with off-side fore-leg raised, in field one-handled vase, in exergue ΚΛΛΛΙΑΣ., the whole within a wreath, *wt. 249½ grs., fine and scarce* (B. M. Guide, XLIX, 14) 1

532 Myrina, B.C. 197. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo laureate to right

yla MYΠΙΝΑΙΩΝ., Statue of Apollo Gryneus, standing with lustral branch and patera, at his feet omphalos and amphora, behind ΚΑ. (mon.), the whole within wreath, *wt. 233 grs., very fine* [Pl. VII] 1

533 Myrina, *circa*. B.C. 197. AR Tetradrachm, Laureate head of Apollo to right

yla MYΠΙΝΑΙΩΝ., Statue of Apollo Gryneus, standing, with lustral branch and patera, at his feet omphalos and amphora, *wt. 237 grs., fine* 1

LESBOS.

534 Lesbos, *circa*. end of Fifth century B.C. Potin Staters (2), (a) Gorgon head, Ἀ Small incuse square, *wt. 221 grs., very fine*; (b) Two calves' heads, face to face, with an olive tree between them, Ἀ Small incuse square, *wt. 171 grs., very fine* 2

535 Methymna, B.C. 500. AR Stater. Head of Pallas, of Archaic style, wearing helmet, with plain crest and simple projection in front, the side ornamented with a scroll, within dotted and linear square, in incuse

yla MAϕVMNAIΩΣ., Boar to right, *wt. 130½ grs., very fine and rare* 1

536 Methymna, B.C. 500. AR Stater, MAϕVMNAIΩΣ., Head of Pallas, of Archaic style, wearing helmet, with plain crest. the front adorned with projecting fore-part of Pegasos, the side ornamented with a scroll, the whole within dotted and linear square

yla [MAϕVMNAIΩΣ], Boar to right, *wt. 130 grs., very fine* [Pl. VII] 1

537 Methymna, *circa*. B.C. 400-387. AR Stater, Head of Pallas, of early fine style, the helmet adorned with crescent and volute ornament

yla ΜΑϕYMNAIΩΝ., around incuse square, in centre a lyre on raised square, *wt. 100 grs., very fine and very rare* [Pl. VII] 1

538 Mytilene, B.C. 400-300. AR Stater, Head of Apollo, of fine style, laureate to right

yla MY T. I., Lyre with palm tree to left, all within linear square, *wt. 171 grs., very fine, a piece of high rarity* [Pl. VII] 1
FIFTH DAY'S SALE.

LESBOS.

ELECTRUM COINAGE OF MYTILENE.*

(Weight averaging about 40 grs.)

HECT. E. B.C. 480-440.

LOT

539 Fore-part of winged boar to right
B. Lion's head, with open jaws, incuse to left, very fine [Pl. VII] 1
B. M. Cat. pl. XXXI, 7 var.

540 Fore-part of winged boar to right
B. Lion's head, incuse to right, very fine [Pl. VII] 1
B. M. Cat., pl. XXXI, 8.

541 Fore-part of calf to left
B. Lion's head, incuse to left, very fine [Pl. VII] 1
B. M. Cat., pl. XXXI, 10.

542 Ram's head to right, below, cock feeding
B. Lion's head to left, incuse, very fine [Pl. VII] 1
B. M. Cat., pl. XXXI, 13.

543 Head of lion, with open mouth to right
B. Cock's head, incuse, very fine [Pl. VII] 1
B. M. Cat., pl. XXXI, 25.

B.C. 440-350.

544 Head of bearded satyr, with pointed ear
B. Two rams' heads facing one another; above, palmette, all within incuse square, very fine [Pl. VIII] 1
B. M. Cat., pl. XXXII, 11.

545 Youthful male head to right, hair short and bound with taenia
B. Aged male head, with pointed beard, fine [Pl. VIII] 1

546 Female head to right, the hair rolled at side, and turned up at back
B. Lion's head in incuse square, very fine [Pl. VIII] 1
Not in B. M. Cat.

547 Head of Apollo to right
\(\text{B. Lyre in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiii, 4.}\)

548 Head of Sappho (?) hair in sphendone
\(\text{B. Lyre in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiii, 5.}\)

549 Head of Demeter, hair rolled at back, wearing round earring and wreath of corn
\(\text{B. Bull butting left, in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiii, 9.}\)

550 Head of Ariadne (?) wearing veil and diadem, with bunches of grapes in hair
\(\text{B. Lion devouring prey, in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiii, 10.}\)

551 Youthful male head, wearing kausia, cord passing under chin
\(\text{B. Leopard in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiii, 11.}\)

552 Head of Pallas nearly facing, in triple-crested helmet, wearing earring
\(\text{B. Male head with curly hair, the kausia slung at back of neck, in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiii, 11.}\)

553 Female head wearing wreath, earring with three pendants, and necklace, to right
\(\text{B. Youthful head, crowned with wreath of ivy leaves, in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{Similar to pl. xxxiii, 17.}\)

554 Head of young Dionysos, ivy crowned, to right
\(\text{B. Youthful head, wearing plain fillet and projecting horn, in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiii, 25.}\)

555 Laureate head of Apollo to right
\(\text{B. Female head, wearing sphendone, to right, in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiv, 2.}\)

556 Head of Apollo laureate to right, behind head coiled serpent
\(\text{B. Female head wearing sphendone to right, without linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiv, 3.}\)

557 Head of Pallas in close fitting crested helmet
\(\text{B. Owl in linear square, } \text{very fine [Pl. VIII]} \)
\(\text{B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiv, 20.}\)
Youthful male head, with the horn of Ammon to right
B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiv, 22.

559 Head of Asklepios laureate to right
B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiv, 25.

560 Head of Demeter, veiled, wearing earring and wreath of corn
B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiv, 28.

561 Female bust (Atalanta?) partially draped, and wearing sphendone, the hair blown back
B. M. Cat., pl. xxxiv, 30.

IONIA.

562 Clazomene, b.c. 500-394. ΑΣ Didrachm, Drachm and Half Drachm, of Phoenician standard. Forepart of winged boar to right; Β incuse square, weighing respectively 107½ grs., 54 grs., and 20½ grs., all fine 3

563 Clazomene, b.c. 387-300. ΑΣ Hemidrachms (2), Head of Apollo nearly facing; Β Swan, magistrates ΜΝΕΣΙΟ and ΠΥΘΕΟΣ, wt. 29½ grs. and 30½ grs., fine. Κολοφων, b.c. 300. ΑΣ Drachm, Head of Apollo Klarios to left; Β ΚΟΛΟΦΩΝ, magistrates, ΕΗΝΗΣ, Lyre. wt. 52½ grs. Hemidrachm, Head of Apollo Klarios to left; Β [ΚΟ]ΛΟΦ[Ω], magistrates, ΚΟΝΝΙΩΝ, Tripod, 23½ grs., very fine. Diobol, Head of Apollo as on preceding; Β Lyre, wt. 15 grs. 5

564 Ephesus, circa 6th century B.C. ΑΣ Drachm, Ε-Φ, Bee; Β incuse square quartered, wt. 50½ grs., fine. ΑΣ Third of Tetradrachm, b.c. 295-281, Head of Artemis; Β ΕΦΕ, Bow and quiver, in field a bee, magistrate's name, which appears to be unpublished, ΚΑΕΟΛΕ, wt. 83 grs. Drachm, b.c. 202-48. Ε-Φ, Bee, border of dots; Β Stag to right, before palm tree, magistrate: ΑΛΕΑΣ, wt. 64 grs., very fine 3

565 Ephesus, b.c. 394-295. ΑΣ Tetradrachm, Ε-Φ, A bee
B. Forepart of stag with head turned back, behind it a palm tree, magistrate: ΘΡΑΣΥΓΛΟΣ. (Head's coinage of Ephesus, p. 34), wt. 232 grs., fine and scarce [Pl. VIII] 1

566 Ephesus, b.c. 258-202. ΑΣ Didrachms (2), Bust of Greek Artemis to right
B. Ε-Φ, Forepart of stag looking back, in field above the Φ. a bee, magistrates, ΜΙΝΝΟΣ, ΓΡΥΛΙΣ and ΧΑΡΟΠΙΝΟΣ, wt. 100 and 95½ grs., fine 2
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73

Ephesus, B.C. 87-81. A Stater, Bust of Greek Artemis, with bow and quiver at shoulder

R E.-Φ. Cultus-image of the Ephesian Artemis, a fillet hanging from each hand, wt. 130 grs., fine and excessively rare [Pl. VIII] 1

Erythrae, before circa B.C. 480. AR Didrachm, Naked horseman prancing to right

R Quadripartite incuse square, wt. 108 grs., very fine 1

Erythrae, B.C. 330-300. AR Drachm, Head of youthful Heracles in lion's skin; R EPY. Club and bow in case, in field tripod, magistrate, ΑΣΤΥΝΟΥΣ. wt. 57½ grs.; and a Quarter Drachm, B.C. 450-400, Pegasos to right, above, pilens; R EPYΘ. (retrograde), expanded flower, the whole within incuse square, wt. 21½ grs., very fine 1

Heraclea ad Latmum, B.C. 190. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Pallas, wearing helmet richly ornamented, with forepart of horses, Pegasos, &c., as on contemporary coins of Athens

R ΗΡΑΚΛΕΩΣΤΩΝ. Club in oak wreath, symbol, Nike with wreath, and two monograms, wt. 242½ grs., fine and very rare [Pl. VIII] 1

Magnesia ad Maeandrum, after circa B.C. 190. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Artemis to right

R ΜΑΓΝΗΣΤΩΝ. Apollo beside tripod, on meander pattern, magistrate's name, ΠΑΥΣΑΝΙΑΣ. ΠΑΥΣΑΝΙΟΥ, the whole in laurel wreath, wt. 256 grs., very fine and rare [Pl. VIII] 1

Magnesia ad Maeandrum, B.C. 350-300. AR Hemidrachms (2), Horseman, wearing short cloak, with couched lance to right; R MAΓΝ., Bull butting to left, magistrate ΝΕΑΝΔΡΟΣ, the whole within circular border of meander pattern; the second specimen is without magistrate's name, wt. 25¼ and 23 grs., very fine 2

Miletus, B.C. 700-491. EL. Triite, Head of lion with open jaws to right; R Oblong incuse roughly divided into two parts, wt. 73 grs., fine; Hemihexon, Lion's head with open jaws to right; R Incuse, wt. 17½ grs., fine 2

Miletus, B.C. 700-494. EL. Sixth of Stater, Lion of very archaic style to right, fore paw raised, head looking back

R Square incuse roughly divided, wt. 42½ grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VIII] 1

Miletus, after circa B.C. 190. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo laureate to right

R ΜΙΑΗΣΙΩΝ, Lion looking back, above star, and in the exergue name of magistrate, ΟΥΛΙΑΔΗΣ, in field PE. (mon.), wt. 248½ grs., very fine, this Tetradrachm, which is of the highest rarity, is presumed to be unpublished [Pl. VIII] 1
576 **Phocaea, circa 6th century.** El. Hecte, Archaic head of Pallas in plain helmet, wearing necklace, hair long and indicated by dots, behind head seal

Β Incuse square, wt. 40 grs., *very fine and rare* [Pl. VIII] 1

577 **Phocaea, B.C. 500-400.** El. Hecte, Head of griffin to left, seal behind

Β Incuse, wt. 39½ grs., *very fine* 1

578 **Phocaea, B.C. 500-400.** El. Hecte, Head of young Dionysos wearing ivy wreath, beneath, seal

Β Incuse, wt. 39½ grs., *fine* (B. M. Cat. [Ionia], pl. iv, 26) 1

579 **Phocaea, B.C. 500-400.** El. Hecte, Head of Athena, in crested Athenian helmet, the side adorned with recumbent griffin, beneath, seal

Β Incuse, wt. 39½ grs., *fine* (B. M. Cat. [Ionia], pl. iv, 3) 1

580 **Phocaea, B.C. 500-400.** El. Hecte, Head of Athena in crested Corinthian helmet, below, seal

Β Incuse, wt. 39½ grs., *fine* (B. M. Cat. [Ionia], pl. iv, 3) 1

581 **Phocaea, B.C. 500-400.** El. Hecte, Head of Omphale to left wearing lion's skin, club at shoulder

Β Incuse, wt. 39½ grs., *fine* (B. M. Cat. [Ionia], pl. v, 12) 1

582 **Phocaea, B.C. 500-400.** El. Hecte, Female head, hair in saccos and wearing ivy wreath, beneath, seal

Β Incuse, wt. 39 grs., *fine* 1

583 **Smyrna, B.C. 190-133.** AR Tetradrachm, Head of Kybele wearing turreted crown

Β ΙΜΥΡ-ΝΑΙΩΝ, below, a monogram, the whole within a wreath, wt. 251 grs., *very fine* [Pl. VIII] 1

584 **Smyrna, B.C. 190-133.** AR Tetradrachm, Head of Kybele wearing turreted crown

Β ΙΜΥΡ-ΝΑΙΩΝ, below, monogram, the whole within a wreath, wt. 230 grs., *fine* 1

585 **Smyrna, B.C. 190-133.** AR Tetradrachm, Head of Kybele to right, wearing turreted crown

Β ΙΜΡΥΝΑΙΩΝ, Lion to right, the off side forepaw raised, in exergue ΑΠΟΛΛΟΦΑΝΗΣ, the whole within wreath, wt. 236 grs., *very fine* 1

586 **Smyrna, B.C. 190-133.** AR Drachm, Head of Apollo laureate

Β ΙΜΥΡΝΑΙΩΝ, Homer seated left wearing himation, right hand raised to his chin, his left hand holds a scroll on knees, behind him transverse staff, magistrate's name in front, ΑΠΟΛΛΟΝΟΣ, wt. 60 grs., *fine and very rare* [Pl. VIII] 1

587 **Teos, B.C. 540-400.** AR Stater, ΤΗ., Griffin, with rounded wing, seated to right, forepaw raised

Β Quadripartite incuse square, wt. 17¼ grs., *fine and rare* 1
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SATRAPAL COINAGE IN IONIA.

588 Memnon, B.C. 334. Satrap at Ephesus. AR Tetradrachm, Darius III kneeling to right, wearing Persian tiara and candys, he holds bow in left hand, and spear in right.

R. Granulated incuse of irregular form with curious design in relief, wt. 232 grs. (Bib., "Les Perses Achéménides &c." pl. ix, 17, 18), [Pl. VIII], very fine and very rare

1

ISLANDS OF IONIA.

589 Chios (?), B.C. 600-490. El. Stater, Sphinx with rounded wing seated to left, holding flower in raised paw.

R. Rough incuse square, wt. 216 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VIII]

1

590 Chios, circa B.C. 600-490. AR Didrachms (2), Sphinx to left, in front, an amphora.

R. Quadripartite incuse square, wt. 122 grs.

1

591 Chios, B.C. 412-350. AR Tetradrachm, Sphinx seated to left, in front, a pointed amphora.

R. Incuse square divided by two broad bands, on one of which the name of the magistrate ΗΡΙΔΑΝΟΣ., wt. 206 grs., very fine and scarce

* * From the Carine collection.

1

592 Samos, B.C. 494-439. AR Tetradrachm, Lion's scalp facing.

R. ΣΑ., Forepart of bull to right, in front Γ., and behind an olive branch, wt. 201 grs., fine and scarce

1

593 Samos, B.C. 439-394. AR Tetradrachm, Lion's scalp facing.

R. ΣΑ., Forepart of bull to right, with branch of olive behind, above, magistrate's name, ΗΓΗΣΙΑΝΑΣ., and below monogram in circle, the whole within incuse square, wt. 228 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. VIII]

1

CARIA.

594 Alabanda, circa B.C. 280-260. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo laureate to right, border of dots.

R. ΑΛΑΒΑΝΔΕΩΝ., Pegasos galloping to right, below, quiver (?), and in exergue, magistrate's name, ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΣ., wt. 246 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VIII]

1

595 Alabanda, under the name of Antiochia, B.C. 280-260. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo laureate to left.

R. ΑΝΤΙΟΧΕΩΝ., Pegasos galloping, to left, below, monogram, wt. 252 grs., fine and very rare

1
596 Cnidus, b.c. 600-480. AR Drachm, Head of Apollo laureate, nearly facing.

597 Cnidus, b.c. 600-480. AR Drachms (4), Head of Aphrodite, veiled, to right; B. ΠΛΑΡΑΣΕΩΝ. ΚΑΙ. ΑΦΡΩΔΙΣΙΩΝ. [Λ]ΠΟΛΟΙΔΟΤΟΣ. ΜΕΝΑΝΔΡΟΥ-, Eagle on fulmen, wt. 53½ grs., fine; the second specimen reads on Β. ΠΛΑΡΑΣΕΩΝ. ΚΑΙ. ΑΦΡΩΔΙΣΙΩΝ. ΑΡΤΕΜΙΔΟΡΟΣ. ΣΗΓΙΩΝ (3), wt. 54½ grs.; on the third example the outer legend is wanting, the magistrate's names

598 Cnidus, b.c. 600-480. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Aphrodite Euploia to right, wearing earring and necklace, behind, prow.

599 Cnidus, b.c. 412-330. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Aphrodite Euploia to right, wearing diadem, earring and necklace, of very fine style, and varying very considerably in treatment from the preceding.

600 Cnidus, b.c. 412-330. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Venus Euploia to right; B. ΚΝΗ., Forepart of lion to right, magistrate's name apparently ending ...

601 Cnidus, b.c. 412-330. AR Drachm, Head of Venus Euploia to right; B. ΚΝΗ., Forepart of lion to right, magistrates' names ΑΙΣΤΟΚΡΑΤΗΣ, and ...

602 Taba, b.c. 200 or later. AR Drachm, Head of bearded Herakles, bare, to right; B. ΑΡΤΕΜΙΩΝ. ΝΑΠΙΩΥ. ΑΡ. ΤΑΘΗΝΩΝ., Artemis Ephesia facing between crescent and star, wt. 49 grs.; Hemidrachms (2), Bust of Talkis to right; B. ΤΑΘΗΝΩΝ., Nike with palm to right, &c., wt. 29 grs., scarce

SATRAPS OF CARIA.

603 Mausolus, b.c. 377-353. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo laureate, nearly facing.

B. ΜΑΥΣΣΩΛΑ[Ο], Zeus Stratios or Labeaudens armed, with spear and bipennis, walking to right, wt. 230 grs. (Hist. Num., fig. 310), G very fine, although the piece is of somewhat small module
596 4/10
£ 1 15.0

5/6 6/- 40p
March 21st 1976

£ 2

599 Cad
£ 18.10

600 Cad

£ 2.4

602 Mr. A. Graham 50/- Nov 13
Paid in 1975, Nov 13, 1976

£ 2.4

603 Mr. 3.5 B.M. (3 1/2 b.m.)

W258 15/11
Pixodarus, B.C. 341-335. AR Didobol, Head of Apollo, laureate, to right

AR ΠΙΞΩ[Δ], Zeus Stratiotes, as on preceding piece of Mausolus, wt. 22 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VIII] 1

Pixodarus, B.C. 341-335. AR Hemiobol, Head of Apollo, laureate, to left

AR Π - I., Labrys, wt. 5 1/4 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. VIII] 1

Pixodarus, B.C. 341-335. AR Didrachm, Head of Apollo, laureate, nearly facing

AR ΠΞΩΔΑΠΟΥ. Zeus Stratiotes similar to preceding coins, but he carries a trefoil-headed sceptre instead of spear, wt. 110 1/2 grs., very fine (legend double struck) [Pl. VIII] 1

ISLANDS OFF CARIA.

Calymina, circa B.C. 350-335. AR Didrachm, Young head in crested helmet, with cheek pieces

AR [Κ]ΑΛΥΜΝΙΟΝ, Lyre within dotted square, wt. 99 1/2 grs., very fine and scarce 1

Poseidon Carpathi, B.C. 550-450. AR Stater, Two dolphins in opposite directions: below, a smaller dolphin, the whole within a dotted and linear square

AR Two oblong depressions divided by a broad band, with two lines, wt. 207 grs., very fine and rare 1

Cos, circa 550 B.C. AR Stater, Crab

AR Two incuse squares, the larger one irregularly divided, wt. 191 grs., fine and rare 1

Cos, B.C. 480-400. AR Tetradrachm, ΚΩΙΟΝ, Naked Athlete preparing to hurl the discus, behind him the prize tripod

AR Crab in shallow incuse square within dotted border, wt. 252 grs., fine and rare 1

Cos, B.C. 300-200. AR Tetradrachm, Head of young Herakles, in lion’s skin, to right

AR ΚΩΙΟΝ — ΓΝΩΣΙΔΙΚΟΣ, Crab, and below a bow in case, the whole within incuse square with dotted border, wt. 219 1/2 grs., very fine and scarce 1

Cos, B.C. 300-200. AR Tetradrachm, Head of young Herakles in lion’s skin to right

AR ΚΩΙΟΝ — ΤΙΜΟΛΥΚΟΣ, Crab, and bow in case; the whole within square incuse with dotted border, wt. 226 grs., very fine and scarce 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>Camirus Rhodi, circa B.C. 500. AR Stater, Fig leaf with K. below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614</td>
<td>Camirus Rhodi, B.C. 500. AR Hemistater, Fig leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615</td>
<td>Lindus Rhodi, B.C. 500-408. AR Tetradrachm, Lion’s head, with open jaws to right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>616</td>
<td>Rhodes, B.C. 400-304. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Helios, nearly facing, of very fine bold style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>617</td>
<td>Rhodes, B.C. 400-304. AR Didrachm, similar to the preceding, of very fine style, in the field Ε. and grapes, wt. 104½ gns., fine and rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>618</td>
<td>Rhodes, B.C. 304-168. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Helios nearly facing, surrounded by rays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>619</td>
<td>Rhodes, circa B.C. 304-168. Ν Stater, type of Lysimachus, Head of the deified Alexander with horn of Ammon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>Rhodes, B.C. 189-168. Ν Third of Stater, Head of Helios, radiate, nearly facing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LYDIA.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>621</td>
<td>Lydia, temp. Croesus? B.C. 568-554. Ν Stater (Babylonian standard), Foreparts of a lion and bull facing one another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622</td>
<td>Lydia, B.C. 568-554. Ν Stater (Euboic standard), Foreparts of lion and bull facing one another</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
613  £2.6
614  £1.10
615  £9
616  £21.
617  £4
618  £10.10
619  
620  £17
621  £8.10
622  £6.10

£3.15
Lydia, B.C. 568-554. AR Stater and Hemistater of the Babylonic standard, Foreparts of lion and bull facing one another.

R: Oblong incuse square roughly divided into two parts, wt. 157⅓ grs. and 822/3 grs. respectively, fine.

Tralles, Cistophori, B.C. 100-48. AR Tetradrachm (2), Cista mystica with half opened lid, from which a serpent issues, the whole within a wreath of ivy.

R: ΤΡΑΛΛ., Two coiled serpents with heads erect, between them bow case, one specimen has the letters ΔΕ below, and eagle to right, wt. 197 grs. and 193 grs., fine.

Apameia, Cistophorus, B.C. 100-50. AR Tetradrachm, Cista mystica with half opened lid, from which issues a serpent; the whole within a wreath of ivy.

R: ΑΠΙΑ. (to left), Two coiled serpents with heads erect, between them, bow case, magistrate's name between heads of serpents, ΛΠΟΛΛΩΝΙΟΥ, wt. 193 grs., fine.

Apameia, Cistophorus, B.C. 55-54. AR Tetradrachm, Cista mystica with half opened lid, from which issues a serpent, the whole within a wreath of ivy.

R: ΑΠΙΑ. (to left), Two serpents with heads erect, &c. above; ΠΥΛΙΧΕΡ. IMP. and below, ΗΠΑ. ΤΙΜΩΝΩΣ, wt. 180 grs., very fine and rare.

Uncertain Dynast, circa B.C. 530-480. AR Stater, Forepart of wild boar bounding to right.

R: Incuse square divided by four V shaped divisions cruciformly arranged, wt. 146⅓ grs. (B., pl. x, 19), fine.

Uncertain Dynast, circa B.C. 480-450. AR Stater, Forepart of wild boar to left, on shoulder traces of letters ΠΥ.

R: Square incuse and by its side triangular punch marks of different sizes, wt. 141⅔ grs. (B., pl. x, 21 var.), very fine.

Uncertain Dynast, circa B.C. 450-400. AR Stater, Wild boar to right, scratching nose with fore paw (as on the coins of Methymna, no. 536, pl. vii.), dotted exergual line.

R: Tortoise in incuse square, with dotted border, wt. 143 grs. (B., pl. xi, 14), fine and scarce.

PAMPHYLIA.

Aspendus, b.c. 400-300. AR Staters (2). Two wrestlers engaged

636 Rücken 3.5 —

| 668 | Aspendus, b.c. 400-300. AR Staters (2). Two wrestlers engaged | 2 |
| 669 | Rücken 3.5 — | 2 |
| 667 | Rücken 3.5 — | 2 |

637 Perga, after b.c. 190. AR Tetradrachm, Head of the Greek Artemis, laureate, with quiver at shoulder

| 668 | Perga, after b.c. 190. AR Tetradrachm, Head of the Greek Artemis, laureate, with quiver at shoulder | 1 |
| 669 | Rücken 3.5 — | 1 |
| 670 | Rücken 3.5 — | 1 |

Uncertain Dynast, circa b.c. 450-400. AR Stater, Wild boar walking to right, border of dots

R + and triskelis terminating in cocks' heads, the whole within incuse square with dotted border, vert. 139 grs. (B., pl. xii, 21), very fine and rare

631 Rücken 3.15 |

| 671 | Uncertain Dynast, circa b.c. 450-400. AR Stater, Wild boar walking to right, border of dots | 1 |
| 672 | Rücken 3.15 | 1 |
| 673 | Rücken 3.15 | 1 |

Spintaza of Telmissa, circa b.c. 410. AR Stater, Head of Aphrodite to left, the hair bound, and arranged in a chignon at back, over forehead a triple row of curls

R +

Tetaskelis to left, the whole within incuse square with dotted border, vert. 153 grs. (for type compare B., pl. xiii, 11), very fine and extremely rare, presumably unpublished

632 Rücken 3.8 |

| 674 | Spintaza of Telmissa, circa b.c. 410. AR Stater, Head of Aphrodite to left, the hair bound, and arranged in a chignon at back, over forehead a triple row of curls | 1 |
| 675 | Rücken 3.8 | 1 |
| 676 | Rücken 3.8 | 1 |

Trebenimisis, circa b.c. 410. AR Hemidrachm, Lion's scalp facing

R
t

Triskelis to left, the whole within shallow circular incuse, vert. 38 grs. (B., pl. xv, 3), fine and rare

633 Rücken 3.5 |

| 677 | Trebenimisis, circa b.c. 410. AR Hemidrachm, Lion's scalp facing | 1 |
| 678 | Rücken 3.5 | 1 |
| 679 | Rücken 3.5 | 1 |

Pericles, circa b.c. 375-360. AR Tetrobole, Lion's scalp

R

Triskelis to left, vert. 35 grs. (B., pl. xv, 8), fine and scarce

634 Rücken 3.4 |

| 680 | Pericles, circa b.c. 375-360. AR Tetrobole, Lion's scalp | 1 |
| 681 | Rücken 3.4 | 1 |
| 682 | Rücken 3.4 | 1 |

Uncertain Dynast, circa b.c. 450-400. AR Diobole, Wild boar to left; R YP 

Triskelis, to left, an ibis, the whole within incuse square with linear border, vert. 223 grs., fine and rare. Federal Coinage. circa b.c. 167-161. AR Gragus, AR Hemidrachm, Λ—Υ, Head of Apollo to right; B K—P, Lyre with palm branch to right, the whole within shallow incuse square, vert. 22 grs. Myra, AR Drachm, Head of Apollo (countermarked); B ΛΥΚΙΩΝ, Lyre with M—Υ, at sides; in field, left, vultures; the whole within shallow incuse square, vert. 44 grs., fine and scarce

635 Rücken 2.4 |

| 683 | Uncertain Dynast, circa b.c. 450-400. AR Diobole, Wild boar to left; R YP 

Triskelis, to left, an ibis, the whole within incuse square with linear border, vert. 223 grs., fine and rare. Federal Coinage. circa b.c. 167-161. AR Gragus, AR Hemidrachm, Λ—Υ, Head of Apollo to right; B K—P, Lyre with palm branch to right, the whole within shallow incuse square, vert. 22 grs. Myra, AR Drachm, Head of Apollo (countermarked); B ΛΥΚΙΩΝ, Lyre with M—Υ, at sides; in field, left, vultures; the whole within shallow incuse square, vert. 44 grs., fine and scarce | 3 |
| 684 | Rücken 2.4 | 3 |
| 685 | Rücken 2.4 | 3 |

Aspendus, b.c. 400-300. AR Staters (2). Two wrestlers engaged

R ΕΣΡΘΕΑΙ Σ, Slinger to right, in field, triskelis, the whole within shallow incuse with dotted border, one specimen has two circular countermarks on R, the other example ΣΟ. on Ο, vert. 168 grs. and 167 grs., fine

636 Rücken 4.17.6 |

| 686 | Aspendus, b.c. 400-300. AR Staters (2). Two wrestlers engaged | 2 |
| 687 | Rücken 4.17.6 | 2 |
| 688 | Rücken 4.17.6 | 2 |

Perga, after b.c. 190. AR Tetradrachm, Head of the Greek Artemis, laureate, with quiver at shoulder

R ΑΡΤΕΜΙΔ[Σ], ΠΕΡΓΑΙΑΣ, Artemis Pergaea standing to left, holding wreath and long sceptre, at her feet a doe looking up to her, in field Θ, vert. 222 grs. (pierced), very rare

637 Rücken 4.17.6 |

| 689 | Perga, after b.c. 190. AR Tetradrachm, Head of the Greek Artemis, laureate, with quiver at shoulder | 1 |
| 690 | Rücken 4.17.6 | 1 |
| 691 | Rücken 4.17.6 | 1 |
£ 6 -

£ 7 -

£ 18.5

£ 6.10

£ 11.10

£ 2.8

£ 2.10

£ 3.10

£ 10.10

£ 3.50

£ 10.50
638 Side, b.c. 500-400. AR Stater, Pomegranate
R Head of Pallas to right, in crested Corinthian helmet, in front, olive branch, the whole within incuse square (Hunter, pl. xlix, no. 3), wt. 159 grs., fine and very rare 1

639 Side, b.c. 400-300. AR Stater, Pallas, standing to left, with spear and shield, holding on right hand, figure of Victory with crown, in field, right, Ω, and to left, a pomegranate
R Aramaic legend to right, Apollo standing left before altar, holding patera and long branch, wt. 164³/₄ grs., very fine and rare [Pl. IX] 1

640 Side, b.c. 400-300. AR Stater, very similar to the preceding, and nearly as fine, wt. 165 grs. 1

641 Side, b.c. 400-350. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Pallas wearing triple crested Corinthian helmet to right
R Victory to left carrying wreath, in field, pomegranate, and ΔΕΙ. mon., wt. 260 grs., of exceptionally good style and condition 1

PISIDIA.

642 Sagalassus, after circa b.c. 50 (?). AR Drachm, Head of Zeus, laureate, to right, border of dots
R ΣΑΓΑΛΑΣΣΕΩΝ, Cornucopiae, wt. 60 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. IX] 1

CILICIA.

643 Celendris, before circa b.c. 450. AR Drachm, Goat kneeling on one knee to right, border of dots; R Incuse square quartered, wt. 92 grs., fine. b.c. 400-350. AR Obol, Free horse to right; R KE., Goat kneeling on one knee to left, head reverted, wt. 10²/₃ grs., fine 2

644 Celendris, circa b.c. 400-350. AR Stater, Naked horseman with whip, seated sideways, prancing to right, border of dots
R KEΛ, Goat kneeling on one knee, to left, head reverted, in front, Π, dotted exergual fine, wt. 161²/₃ grs., very fine [Pl. IX] 1

645 Mallus, b.c. 485-425. AR Stater, Female winged figure kneeling on one knee to left and looking back, holding caduceus and wreath
R Incuse square, containing pyramidal stone with the letters Ν—Γ. at sides, wt. 161²/₃ grs., fine and very rare [Pl. IX] 1

646 Mallus, b.c. 485-425. AR Triobol, Female winged figure kneeling to right and looking back, holding caduceus and wreath (?)
R Griffin to right, in incuse square, with dotted border, wt. 43³/₄ grs. (Imhoof Choix, pl. v, 179), fine and rare 1
Mallus, B.C. 425-385. A R Stater, Youthful male figure, with curious volute ornament on head, winged, kneeling on one knee to right, holding with both hands disc with solar symbol
B MAP., Swan to left, in field crux ansata and fish, the whole in shallow incuse, wt. 164 grs., very fine and rare

648 Nagidus, B.C. 400-380. A R Stater, Head of bearded Dionysos, crowned with ivy
B [N]ΑΓΙΔΙΚΟΝ., Head of Aphrodite, with hair in sphendone, wt. 153 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. IX]  
* * From the Carfræ collection.

649 Nagidus, B.C. 400-380. A R Stater, Aphrodite enthroned, holding patera, behind her, figure of Eros
B ΝΑΓΙΔΕΩΝ., Dionysos half draped standing to left, resting on thyrsos and holding vine branch, wt. 165 ½ grs., fine and rare

650 Nagidus, B.C. 380-333. A R Stater, Aphrodite seated left, on throne with curved back, on which her left arm rests, holding in extended right hand a patera, and crowned by flying Eros, in field, rose with bud, beneath throne a jerboa (?)  
B ΝΑΓΙΔΙΚΟΝ., Dionysos half draped resting on thyrsos and holding vine branch, in field ΠΥ. and ΜΟ., wt. 157 grs. (Hist. Num., fig. 324), very fine although chisel cut on rev.

651 Soli, B.C. 450-385. A R Stater, Head of Pallas in crested helmet adorned at side with griffin, border of dots  
B ΣΟΛΙΟΝ., Bunch of grapes, in field a crescent, border of dots, wt. 155 ½ grs., very fine (chisel cut on B but it does not go through the coin)

652 Soli, B.C. 385-333 or later, Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet  
B ΣΟΛΕΩΝ., Bunch of grapes, in field ΦΙΛ., symbols, rose and owl on either side of grapes, wt. 129 ½ grs., the rev. is very fine, the obv. has suffered from double striking, rare

KINGS OF CILICIA.*

653 Uncertain King, circa B.C. 400-360, struck at Soli. A R Stater, King wearing Persian tiara, half kneeling to left stringing his bow, slung from his shoulder is a quiver containing a second bow, in field to right a mask of Pan facing  
B [ΣΟΛΕΩΝ Ν], Bunch of grapes, to right a locust (?), the whole within shallow incuse with dotted border, wt. 164 grs. (B. pl. III, 11), fine and rare

* References to E. Babelon, Les Perses, Achéménides, les Satrapes, &c., &c., see note, page 79.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>647</td>
<td>Item 9, Item 12</td>
<td>£17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648</td>
<td>Carpets</td>
<td>£16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649</td>
<td>Item 150</td>
<td>£15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>Item 6.10 (Item 5.50)</td>
<td>£3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651</td>
<td>Item 9 (Item 8.4)</td>
<td>£2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>652</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>£3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653</td>
<td>Carpets (Item 1)</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Uncertain King, circa B.C. 430-360 (?), struck at Mallus. R Stater, Artaxerxes II Memnon, advancing rapidly to right, holding in outstretched right hand a strong bow, and in the left a javelin, the butt of which terminates in round knob, in field, to left, a grain of barley.

B ΜΑΛΛΑ, Herakles contending with lion, in field, left, his club, border of dots, wt. 154½ grs. (B., pl. III, 14), very fine and rare

Uncertain King, B.C. 400-360, struck at Mallus. R Stater, Artaxerxes II Memnon, as on the preceding piece.

B The king half kneeling, holding in extended right hand a strong bow, while with his left hand he is about to withdraw an arrow from his quiver slung at back, wt. 160 grs. (B., pl. III, 15), very fine and very rare

Tiribazes, B.C. 386-380, struck at Mallus. R Stater, Head of Aphrodite wearing earring and necklace, hair in sphendone, border of dots

B ΜΑΛΛΑ, Bearded head of Tiribazes to right, wearing Persian tiara and necklace, wt. 127 grs. (B., pl. IV, 1), very fine and very rare [Pl. IX]

Tiribazes, B.C. 386-380, struck at Mallus. R Stater, Bare head of bearded Herakles to right, the lion's skin around neck, the paws knotted under chin

B ΜΑΛΛΑ, Bearded head of Tiribazes to right, wearing Persian tiara, wt. 158 grs. (B., pl. IV, 3), very fine and rare [Pl. IX]

Pharnabazus, B.C. 379-374, struck in Cilicia. R Stater, Baaltes half-draped, seated left on throne without back, and holding before him a long sceptre, under throne, bunch of grapes

B ΜΑΛΛΑ, Bearded head of Ares in crested Athenian helmet to left, chlamys fastened under chin, wt. 170 grs. (B., pl. IV, 6 var.), fine and rare (chisel cut on rev.)

Pharnabazus, B.C. 379-374, struck in Cilicia. R Stater, Diademed head of Arethusa nearly facing, the hair flowing, and wearing necklace with pendants

B Legend similar to lot 658, Bearded head of Ares in crested Athenian helmet to right, in front, crux ansata, wt. 165 grs. (B., pl. IV, 9), very fine and rare [Pl. IX]

Datames, B.C. 378-372, struck in Cilicia, Head of Arethusa nearly facing, the hair flowing, wearing earring, and necklace with pendants, border of dots

B (to right), Bearded head of Ares wearing crested Athenian helmet, to right, chlamys fastened around neck, wt. 164½ grs. (B., pl. IV, 11), very fine and scarce
661 Datames, B.C. 378-372, struck in Cilicia. AR Stater, Head of Arethusa as on preceding piece

R: Legend similar to last, Helmed head of Ares to left, wt. 165½ grs. (B., pl. iv, 12), rev. very fine, the obv. not so well struck up, scarce 1

662 Mazaios, B.C. 361-333, struck in Cilicia. AR Stater, Bعللز, Baaltars, half-draped, seated on throne without back, holding vine branch and lotos-headed sceptre, beneath throne.

R: Lion attacking stag, the whole within shallow incuse square, wt. 165½ grs. (B., pl. v, 1), very fine and scarce [Pl. IX] 1

663 Mazaios, B.C. 361-363, struck in Cilicia. AR Stater, Legend and type similar to last, in front of Baaltars.

R: Legend and type similar to preceding, in field B.; the whole within very shallow incuse with dotted border, wt. 167 grs. (B., pl. v, 3 var.), very fine and scarce 1

664 Mazaios, B.C. 361-363, struck in Cilicia. AR Stater, Bعللز, Baaltars seated left on throne without back, holding in outstretched right hand a bouquet formed of a bunch of grapes and an ear of corn, his left hand supports a lotos-headed sceptre, beneath throne, crux ansata

R: Lion attacking stag, the whole within circular linear border, wt. 170 grs. (B., pl. v, 4 var.), very fine and rare 1

665 Mazaios, B.C. 361-363, struck in Cilicia. AR Stater, Bعللז, Baaltars seated to left, head and body facing, he holds in left hand a long sceptre, and on extended right hand an eagle, and in the field to left O=y, the whole within dotted border

R: Lion devouring a bull, in field below א, the whole within plain border, wt. 168 grs. (B., pl. v, 11), very fine and scarce (chisel cut on obv.) 1

666 Mazaios, B.C. 361-333, struck at Tarsus. AR Stater, Bust of Athena, three-quarter face to left, wearing triple crested Athenian helmet, earring and necklace, the bust draped; in field, left, a crested Corinthian helmet

R: Baaltars semi-draped, seated on throne to left, holding long sceptre, in field, to left, bunch of grapes and stalk of corn, to right an ivy leaf and B., beneath throne T., wt. 165½ grs. (B., pl. vi, 5), fine and scarce 1

667. Mazaios, B.C. 349-332, struck in Cilicia or in Syria. AR Stater, Bعلלז, Baaltars seated to left on throne without back, the upper part of body nude, the chlamys wrapped around legs and left arm, in right hand a sceptre, under the chair.

R: Lion passant to left over a crescent, above a star of sixteen points, wt. 166½ grs. (B., pl. vi, 18), very fine and very rare [Pl. IX] 1
661 Conf 7.7
    Return 11/11/20

662 Conf 3.7.6

663

664

665

666 1891 £ 2.5
    Office 78-10
    Office 94, 2

667 Conf No 7.15

£ 2.11.5
Mazaios, B.C. 361-333, struck in Cilicia. Α R Stater, Μαζαιος, seated on throne without back, upper portion of body nude, the chlamys wrapped around legs and left arm, in right hand a long lotos-headed sceptre surmounted by an eagle, in field, left, a bouquet composed of corn and grapes, under throne Μ, border of dots

Anonymous (Mazaios, Governor of the Transsypratric and Cilicia), Lion attacking bull, below, the walls of the city with eight turreted towers, wt. 167 grs. (B., pl. v, 18), fine and rare 1

Evagoras I, B.C. 411-374. Α V Tenth of Stater, Bearded head of Herakles to right, linear border

Α Forepart of kneeling goat, linear border, wt. 10\(^\frac{1}{2}\) grs. (B., pl. xvi, 23), fine and scarce 1

Evagoras I, B.C. 411-374. Α R Stater; Head of bearded Herakles in lion’s skin, to right, legend in front, in Cypriote characters

Α Name and title in Cypriote characters, recumbent goat to right, in field, grain of barley, wt. 162 grs. (B., pl. xvi, 26), very fine and very rare 1

Evagoras I, B.C. 411-374. Α R Tetradrachm (Evagoras in Cypriote character), Herakles, nude, seated on rock covered with lion’s skin, the right hand rests on his club, and he holds in left hand a rhyton

Α Name and title in Cypriote character, recumbent goat to right, wt. 70 grs. (B., pl. xvi, no. 27), fine and rare (pierced) 1

Nicocles I, B.C. 374-368. Α V Twelfth of Stater, Head of Aphrodite wearing richly adorned stephanos, earrings and necklace, the hair long

Α Head of Athene in crested Corinthian helmet, wt. 10 grs. (B., pl. xvii, 2), fine and scarce 1

Evagoras II, B.C. 361-351. Α V Twelfth of Stater, Head of Pallas to right

Α Ψ=Σαθαλαμίς, Owl to right, wt. 8 grs., unpublished, very fine and very rare 1

Evagoras II, B.C. 361-351. Α V Twelfth of Stater, Turreted head of Aphrodite to right, plain linear border

ΕΥΑ, Head of Athena in crested Corinthian helmet, wt. Σ\(^\frac{3}{4}\) grs. (B., pl. xvii, 5 var.), fine and scarce 1

* References to E. Babelon. Les Perses, Achéménides, les Satrapes, &c. see note p. 79.
Evagoras II, B.C. 361-351. AR Tetrobol, The King of Persia, Artaxerxes III, Ochus, half kneeling to right, shooting with bow and arrow.

B The King Evagoras on horseback galloping to right, and brandishing a javelin, beneath horse O=y., wt. 231 grs. (B., pl. xvii, 15 and 16 var.), fine and rare

Pnytagoras, B.C. 351-332. AR Tetrobole, Diademed head of Aphrodite, to left.

B BA, Head of Artemis, to right, the hair rolled at sides and turned up at back, wt. 34 grs. (B., pl. xvii, 23), fine and rare

Nicocreon, B.C. 331-310. AR Stater, (in mon.), Turreted head of Aphrodite to right, wearing earring, and necklace, the neck lightly draped.

B BA, Laureate head of Apollo to left, behind, bow, wt. 91 1/2 grs. (B., pl. xvii, 5 var.), fine and rare

CITIUM.

Azbaal, circa B.C. 449-425. AR Stater, Herakles, nude, going to right, holding bow and brandishing his club.

B Λύων, Lion attacking stag, the whole within incuse square with dotted border, wt. 173 grs. (B., pl. xviii, 13), fine and rare

Baalmelek II, circa B.C. 425-400. AR Tetrobole, Herakles, nude, going to left, holding bow and brandishing club.

B Λύων, Lion attacking stag, the whole within incuse square with dotted border, wt. 54 grs. (B., pl. xviii, 17), fine and rare

Pumiaton, B.C. 361-312. AR Hemistater, Herakles wearing lion's skin, the body nude, walking to right, holding bow and brandishing club, in field, right, crux ansata, border of dots

B Λύων, Lion attacking stag, in field, to right, date Σ III III I = year 27, the whole within incuse square with dotted border, wt. 63 1/2 grs. (B., pl. xix, 13), very fine and scarce

Pumiaton, B.C. 361-312. AR Hemistater, Herakles wearing lion's skin, the body nude, walking to right, holding bow and brandishing club, in field, right, crux ansata, border of dots

B Λύων, Lion attacking stag, in field, to right, date Μ Μ = year 40, the whole within incuse square with dotted border, wt. 63 1/2 grs. (B., pl. xix, 16), very fine and scarce

PAPHOS.

Stasandros, circa B.C. 440-420. AR Stater, Bull to left, above, solar disc and in front, crux ansata, in exergue, palmette ornament with volutes.

B Eagle to left, in front, one handled vase, in field right and left, name and title in Cypriote characters, the whole within incuse square with dotted border, wt. 165 grs. (B., pl. xx, 18), fine and very rare
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KING OF GALATIA.

LOT 684 Amynas, B.C. 36-25. AR Diobol, Head of Pallas to right, wearing crested Corinthian helmet.

R. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΜΥΝΤΟΥ, Nike advancing left, carrying sceptre bound with diadem, wt. 20 grs., fine

KINGS OF CAPPADOCIA:

685 Ariarathes IV, B.C. 220-163. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of the king to right

R. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΡΙΑΡΑΘΟΥ, Pallas Nikephoros standing, in field three monograms, and in exergue Λ. (year 30), wt. 249 grs., fine and very rare (see Revue Numismatique, troisième series, troisième trimestre 1886, pp. 335-336) [PI. IX] 1

686 Ariarathes IX, Son of Mithridates the Great, B.C. 94-84. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Ariarathes with diadem to right, the hair curled and somewhat flowing

R. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΡΙΑΡΑΘΟΥ, Pegasus drinking, in field to left, crescent and star, to right, monogram, under Pegasus ΕΥΣΕΒΟΥΣ ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΡΙΔΟΣ, the whole within wreath of oak, wt. 256 grs., very fine and very rare [PI. IX] 1

687 Archelaus, B.C. 36-AD. 17. AR Drachm, Youthful head of Archelaus diademed to right

R. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΡΧΕΛΑΟΥ ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΡΙΔΟΣ ΤΟΥ ΚΤΙΣΤΟΥ, Club, in field left and right Κ.Β. = year 22, wt. 58 grs., extremely fine and rare in this condition [PI. IX] 1

KINGS OF SYRIA.*

688 Seleucus I, B.C. 312-280. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Herakles in lion's skin to right

R. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, Zeus seated on throne with back, in field to left, head of Pallas turned to right, and beneath throne a crescent, struck at Side (B. pl. 1, 7), wt. 262½ grs.

Seleucus I, B.C. 312-280. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Herakles in lion's skin to right

ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ., Zeus Aetopliorus seated on throne with back, in field to left, mon. 16 and dolphin, and under throne, mon. 14 (Type of pl. i, 8), very fine

Seleucus I, B.C. 312-280. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Zeus laureate to right

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ., Quadriga of elephants in which stands Pallas fighting, in the field, the Seleucid anchor and ΠΣ., wt. 266 grs. (pl. iii, 1), very fine [Pl. IX]

Antiochus I, Soter, B.C. 281-261. AR Tetradrachm of the Alexandrine type, Head of Herakles in lion's skin to right

ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ to right, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ below throne, Zeus seated on throne with back, on extended right hand he holds a small statuette of Victory presenting a crown, in left a long sceptre, in field left ΑΣ., and under throne a monogram; struck at Ascalon (compare pl. iv, 4), apparently unpublished, very fine and very rare [Pl. IX]

Antiochus I, Soter, B.C. 281-261. AV Stater, Diademed head of Antiochus to right

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (to right), ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. (to left), Apollo laureate, seated on omphalos, which is partially covered with his chlamys, portion of which drapes the right thigh, in extended right hand he holds an arrow, and his left rests upon his bow behind omphalos, in field Δ., wt. 126 grs. (var. of pl. iv, 7), extremely fine and very rare [Pl. IX]

Antiochus I, Soter, B.C. 281-261. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus I in bold relief and of fine style, to right

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ., Apollo seated left on omphalos, holding two arrows in right hand, the left resting on a bow, in exergue, mons. 13 and 22, wt. 264 grs., very fine

Antiochus I, Soter, B.C. 281-261. AR Tetradrachm, diademed head of Antiochus I to right

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ., Apollo seated left, on omphalos, holding three arrows in right hand, the left resting on a bow, in field to right, mons. 3 and 91, symbol at feet of Apollo, a half horse drinking. Struck at Larissa (Syria), wt. 281 grs., very fine

Antiochus II Theos, B.C. 261-246. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Antiochus II to right, wearing diadems ornamented with a wing at side

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ., Apollo seated on omphalos holding arrow in right hand, the left resting on bow, in field to left, monogram 27, in exergue, horse grazing, (struck at Alexandria Trous) (pl. vii, 11), wt. 260½ grs., very fine and rare
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696 Seleucus II, Callinicus, b.c. 246-226.  
N Stater, Youthful diademed head of Seleucus II to right.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, Apollo holding an arrow in right hand, the left resting on his bow, in field, right, B., vt. 131½ grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. IX]

697 Seleucus II, Callinicus, b.c. 246-226.  
R Tetradrachm, Youthful diademed head of Seleucus II to right, border of dots.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, Apollo, the left arm resting on a tripod, holding an arrow in right hand, monograms in field, no. 36 and .E, vt. 261 grs., in very fine condition and rare

698 Antiochus Hierax, b.c. 227.  
R Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus to right, strongly resembling the portrait of Seleucus II.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ, Apollo seated on omphalos, holding arrow in right hand, the left resting on a bow, in field left, a lighted torch, and in exergue mon. 139 var. and an eagle. (Struck at Cyzicus) (no. 287), vt. 263 grs., extremely fine and rare [Pl. IX]

699 Seleucus III, Ceraunus, b.c. 226-222.  
R Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Seleucus III to right, border of dots.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, Apollo seated on omphalos to left, in extended right hand he holds an arrow, the left rests upon bow held behind the omphalos, in field left, the mon. 124 and to right Ἄ, vt. 259 grs. (no. 297 var.), very fine and very rare

700 Antiochus, Son of Seleucus III, b.c. 222.  
Infantile head diademed, of Antiochus, to right, fillet border.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ, Apollo seated to left on omphalos, holding in right hand an arrow, the left resting on bow placed behind omphalos, in field to right a tripod, and in the exergue, mon. 40, vt. 263½ grs., very fine and rare

701 Antiochus III Magnus, b.c. 222-187.  
N Stater, Head of Antiochus III, diademed, to right.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ, Apollo, seated on omphalos, holding in right hand an arrow, the left resting on a bow placed behind omphalos, in field to left, lyre and the mon. 156, above, star, vt. 128 grs., extremely fine and rare [Pl. IX]

702 Antiochus III, Magnus, b.c. 222-187.  
R Tetradrachm, Young head of Antiochus diademed, to right, fillet border.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ, Apollo seated on omphalos, holding arrow in right hand, the left resting on a bow, in field to left mon. 160, vt. 260 grs. (pl. IX, 13), very fine and rare
90

703 Antiochus III, Magnus, B.C. 222-187. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus at a more advanced age, dotted border.

Type: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ, Apollo seated on omphalos holding in right hand an arrow, the left resting on a bow near omphalos, in exergue ΕΠΟ, wt. 261.5 gns., very fine and scarce. 1

704 Seleucus IV, Philopator, B.C. 187-188. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Seleucus IV to right, fillet border.

Type: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, Apollo seated on omphalos holding an arrow in right hand, the left resting on bow; in field to left, a palm branch and crown, and in exergue, mon. 198, wt. 262 gns., very fine and rare. 1

705 Antiochus IV, Epiphanes, B.C. 175-164. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus, within fillet border.

Type: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΘΕΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥ, Zeus Nicephoros enthroned, in exergue, mon. no. 47, wt. 255 gns., very fine and scarce. 1

706 Antiochus V, Eupator, B.C. 164-162. AR Tetradrachm, Youthful head of Antiochus V, diademed, to right, within fillet border.

Type: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΥΠΑΤΟΡΟΥ, Zeus semi-draped, seated to left, holding small statuette of Victory and spear; in field to left m, wt. 254 gns., very fine and rare. 1

707 Demetrius I, Soter, B.C. 162-150. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Demetrius, within fillet border.

Type: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΣΟΤΗΡΟΥ, Figure of Fortune seated to left, holding an arrow and cornucopiae, in field to left, two monograms, nos. 93 and 98, and in the exergue the date, ΕΠ = 160, wt. 256.5 gns., very fine. 1

* * From the Bompois collection.

708 Alexander I, Bala, B.C. 152-144. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Alexander I to right, fillet border.

Type: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ ΘΕΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ ΕΥΕΡΓΕΤΟΥ, Zeus Nicephoros semi-draped, enthroned, to left, in field ΔΑ (mon.) in exergue, ΕΠ = 166; and mon. 40, wt. 253 gns., very fine and scarce. 1

709 Alexander I, Bala, B.C. 150-145. AR Tetradrachm, Draped bust of Alexander wearing broad diadem to right, within dotted border.

Type: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Eagle on prow, in front, monogram of Tyre, and behind eagle ΕΠ = 168, and monogram 232, wt. 217 gns., of exceedingly good work and very fine. 1
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710 Demetrius II, Nicator, First reign, B.C. 146-138. AR Tetradrachm, Youthful head of Demetrius II, diademed, to right, fillet border

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ. Figure of Fortune seated on throne to left, holding an arrow and a cornucopiae, in exergue mon. ΣΟΡ. var., wt. 238½ grs., very fine and scarce

711 Demetrius II, Nicator, B.C. 146-138. AR Tetradrachm, Young head of Demetrius II diademed to right, fillet border

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΘΕΟΥ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ. Apollo seated left on omphalos, holding in right hand an arrow, the left resting on bow, in field mon. ΣΟΡ., and in exergue ΣΕΡ. = 167, and ΧΠ. mon., wt. 257½ grs., very fine and scarce

712 Antiochus VI, Dionysos, B.C. 145-142. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed and radiate head of Antiochus VI to right, within fillet border

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΥ, the Dioskuri on horseback, with couched lances, to left, beneath ΟΠ. = 170; in field to right ΤΡΥ. ΣΤΑ. (Tryphon Staphylus), the whole within border of lotus, ivy and corn, wt. 248 grs., very fine and very rare

* * From the Sim collection.

713 Antiochus VII, Evergetes, B.C. 138-129. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus VII to right, fillet border

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΥΕΡΓΕΤΟΥ, Athena Parthenos to left, holding figure of Victory on outstretched right hand, the left resting on shield: in field left, monograms 122 and 140, the whole within laurel wreath, wt. 257 grs., very fine and scarce

714 Antiochus VII, Evergetes, B.C. 138-129. AR Tetradrachm, struck, at Tyre, Draped and diademed bust of Antiochus VII to right, within dotted border

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. Eagle on prow, palm branch near right wing, in field to left, monogram of Tyre, and ΡΕ., to right mon. 245, and ΣΟΡ. = 176, between legs of eagle mon. 231, wt. 220 grs., very fine

715 Demetrius II, Nicator, B.C. 130-125, second reign, Bearded and diademed head of Demetrius II to right, fillet border

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΘΕΟΥ ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ. Zeus semi-draped, enthroned to left, in right hand figure of flying Nike, and in left hand lotos-headed sceptre, in field to left Σ, and under throne Ο, wt. 252 grs., very fine and scarce.
716 Alexander II, Zebina, B.C. 128-123. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Alexander Zebina to right, fillet border

R [B]ΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ. to right, ΘΕΟΥ. ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ. to left, and in exergue ΝΙΚΗΦΟΡΟΥ, Zeus semi-draped, seated on throne with back, holding figure of Nike and lodos-headed sceptre, wt. 133½ grs., extremely fine, of the highest rarity, and unique [Pl. IX]

"Pen après, Alexandre II Zebina ayant mécontenté le roi d'Egypte, se vit opposer par Ptolémée un nouveau compétiteur dans la personne d'Antiochus VIII Grypus, frère de Sélenée V. Zebina, battu, se renferma dans Antioche, et là, pour solder les troupes qui lui restaient, il pilla le trésor du temple de Zeus et poussa l'andage jusqu'à enlever la Victoire d'or que le dieu tenait à la main : Iovis solidum ce aura signum Victoria telle jubet, dit Justin. En vain essaya-t-il de se rendre légitime et le peuple propice en disant qu'il acceptait la Victoire que Zeus lui offrait. Ce jeu de mots rapelle le fameux ἀργυρόπλατα ταύρος νίκαι εἰς τὸν πόλεμον, prononcé à Athènes, lorsque, pour soutenir la guerre en 406 av. J. C. on fit fondre les Victoires d'or du Parthenon. Mais ce qui est particulièrement intéressant, c'est qu'il nous est parvenu un spécimen de cette monnaie d'or fabriquée avec les trésors et la victoire enlevés à Zeus. N'est-il pas particulièrement curieux de rapprocher cette pièce d'or de l'anecdote que nous venons de rapporter?"—Habecq, Introduction, pp. CXLIX, CL.

717 Alexander II, Zebina, B.C. 128-123. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Alexander Zebina to right within filleted border

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ. Zeus semi-draped seated on throne with back, holding in the right hand a statuette of Victory, and in left a long sceptre, in field to left mon. 55 and under the throne Δ, surmounted by a star, wt. 259 grs., fine and scarce

718 Cleopatra, Thea, and Antiochus VIII, Grypus, B.C. 127-121. AR Tetradrachm, Jugate busts of Cleopatra diademed and veiled, and Antiochus diademed, to right, within dotted border

R ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ ΚΛΕΟΠΑΤΡΑΣ ΘΕΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. Zeus semi-draped seated to left, holding figure of Victory and long sceptre, Σ. (Sidon) to left, and in exergue date ΘΡΠ. = 189, wt. 250 grs., very fine and rare

719 Antiochus VIII, Grypus, B.C. 125-96. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus Grypus to right, border of dots

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (to right), ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. (to left), Eagle to left standing on thunderbolt, in field, left, mon. 278, and to right ΒΠΓ. = 192, wt. 213 grs. (B., pl. XXIV, 15), very fine and very rare

720 Antiochus VIII, Grypus, B.C. 125-96. AR Didrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus Grypus to right, the truncation extending beyond dotted border

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (to right), ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. (to left), Eagle on thunderbolt to left, in field to left mon. 270 (Aradus ?), and to right, date ΘΡΠ. = 199, wt. 104½ grs., very fine and very rare
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720
721 Antiochus VIII, Grypus, B.C. 125-96. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus Grypus within fillet border

.Reverse: BÁΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ., Semi-draped figure of Zeus standing to left, head surmounted by a crescent, he holds in right hand a long spear, and in the left a star; in field, left, mon. 270 car., the whole within laurel border, wt. 255½ grs., very fine

722 Antiochus VIII, Grypus, B.C. 125-96. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus VIII to right, within fillet border

.Reverse: BÁΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ., Altar of Sandan, in field to left, monograms 282 and 22, wt. 248½ grs. (B., pl. xxv, 5), fine and rare

723 Antiochus VIII, Grypus, B.C. 125-96. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of king to right, within fillet border

.Reverse: BÁΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ., Pallas Nicephorus to left, in field to left IE., and below Θ., the whole within laurel border, wt. 254½ grs. (B., pl. xxv, 7), very fine and of excessive rarity

724 Antiochus IX, Cyzicenus, B.C. 116-95. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus IX, with slight beard, to right, within fillet border

.Reverse: BÁΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ., Fortune standing to left with calathos on her head, the right hand rests upon the bar of a rudder, and in left hand she holds a cornucopiae; in field to right, a rose, to left Σ. and mon. 22, in exergue date ΗΣ.= 208, the whole within laurel border, wt. 248½ grs., Α., very fine and of excessive rarity

725 Antiochus IX, Cyzicenus, B.C. 116-95. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus IX, with slight beard, to right, within fillet border

.Reverse: BÁΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ., Pallas standing to right, with shield and spear; to left mon. 89, with Α. below, and to right Α., the whole within laurel border, wt. 256 grs., very fine and rare

726 Seleucus VI, Epiphanes Nicator, B.C. 96-95. Diademed head of Seleucus to right, within filletted border

.Reverse: BÁΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΝΙΚΑ-ΤΟΡΟΣ., Pallas standing with lance and shield, holding a statuette of Victory, who is presenting a wreath; in field, ΑΝΤΡ., mon. and Σ, and outside legend, a lotos flower, wt. 245 grs. (B., pl. xxvii, 2), very fine and very rare
Antiochus X, Eusebes, B.C. 94-83. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Antiochus to right, within filleted border

B. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΥΣΕΒΟΥΣ ΦΙΛΟΠΑ-
      ΤΟΡΟΣ., Zeus, semi-draped, holding long sceptre and a statue of Victory, who is presenting him with a wreath; in field, to left, A., under throne monogram no. 47, the whole within wreath of laurel, wt. 233 grs., very fine and rare

Antiochus XI, Philadelphus, B.C. 92-83. AR Tetradrachm, Beardless diademed head of Antiochus XI to right, within filleted border

B. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ, Zeus, semi-
      draped, seated to left, holding long sceptre and statuette of Victory; in field to left, mon. ΜΑ, the whole within laurel wreath, wt. 235 grs., fine and exceedingly rare

Philippus, Philadelphus, B.C. 92-83. AR Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Philippus to right, within fillet border

B. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΦΙΛΑΔΕ-
      ΛΟΥ, Zeus, semi-nude, seated to left, holding figure of Nike and a long sceptre, in exergue Τ., the whole within a wreath of laurel

KING OF ARMENIA.

Tigranes I, the Great, B.C. 97-56. AR Tetradrachm, Bust of Tigranes to right, wearing the Armenian tiara and diadem, the tiara ornamented with a star between two eagles, the whole in fillet border

B. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΙΓΡΑΝΟΥ, Tyche of Antioch seated, holding palm, the river Orontes swimming at her feet, in field mon. 209, and on rock to left mon. 98, in laurel border, wt. 240½ grs., very fine

Tigranes, B.C. 97-56. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Tigranes wearing the Armenian tiara to right, the top of the tiara is dentated, and is ornamented with one star only

B. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΙΓΡΑΝΟΥ, Tyche of Antioch seated to left on rock, the right hand outstretched, and holding in left hand cornucopiae, at her feet, half length figure, the Orontes, swimming; in field to left ΦΕ and Α., and in exergue the date ΤΜΣ=243, the whole within laurel wreath, wt. 221 grs. (B., pl. xxix, 11), an exceedingly rare variety

SELEUCIS AND PIERIA.

Seleucia, B.C. 104-82. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Tyche, turretred, wearing veil and necklace, within filleted border

B. ΣΕΛΕΥΚΕΩΝ ΤΗΣ ΙΕΡΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΑΥΤΟΝΟΜΟΥ, Fulmen on throne, between legs of throne, ΑΙ=11 ; the whole within laurel border, wt. 230 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. IX]
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733 Antioch, Cleopatra VII and Mark Antony, B.C. 36-30. AR Tetradrachm, BACIACCCCA KACON[ATPA ΘΕA ΝΕΩ]ΤΕΡΑ. Draped and diademed bust of Cleopatra wearing necklace of pearls, etc.

R AntwNIO C ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΩΡ ΤΡΙΠΟΝ ΤΡΙΨΝ ΑΝΔΡΨΝ., Head of Antony to right, wt. 239 gns. (B. M. Guide, pl. LXI, 14), very fine and rare in this condition 1

734 Laodiceia ad Mare, B.C. 39-17. AR Tetradrachm, Head of City veiled and turreted, within fillet border

R ΛΛΟΔΙΚΕΩΝ ΤΗΣ ΙΕΡΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΑΥΤΟΝΟΜΟΥ., Zeus Nicephorus enthroned, in field left, ΖΙ, and in exergue ΣΕ., wt. 229½ gns., very fine and rare 1

PHOENICIA.*

735 Aradus, B.C. 350-332. AR Stater, Bearded and laureate head of Melkarth to right; R ΝΣ, Phoenician galley to right, the whole within shallow incuse with dotted border, wt. 164 gns. (B. pl. xxii, 12), very fine, although chisel cut on obv. Tetrobol, similar in type to the preceding, wt. 54 gns. (B., pl. xxii, 17), very fine 2

736 Aradus, B.C. 136-46. AR Tetradrachm, Veiled and turreted head of City to right

R ΑΡΑΔΙΩΝ., Nike standing, holding aplustre and palm, in field, left, QP = 199, and ΑΝ the whole within laurel wreath, wt. 228 gns., fine 1

737 Aradus, B.C. 136-46. AR Tetradrachm, Turreted, diademed and veiled head of City to right; R ΑΡΑΔΙΩΝ., Nike, to left, holding palm and aplustre, to left, ΠΡΑΠ = 195, below ζ and ΝΣ, the whole within wreath, with tie, wt. 229 gns., very fine. Hemidrachm, Turreted head to right, with palm branch at shoulder; R Prow, above ΟΓ9, and below ΑΜΡ = 141, wt. 29½ gns., very fine 2

KINGS OF SIDON.*

738 Straton I (Abdastart), B.C. 374-362. AR Double Stater, Galley anchored before fortress with five towers, in exergue two lions going in opposite directions

R The King of Persia, Artaxerxes II, Memnon, in chariot, driven by charioteer, and drawn by two horses galloping to right, beneath, a goat to left with head reverted, in incuse, wt. 134 gns. (B., pl. xxix, nos. 21, 22), fine and very rare 1

* References to E. Babelon, see Note page 79.
739 **Straton I** (Abdastart), b.c. 374-362. AR Shekel or Half Stater, Galley, before a fortress with four towers; in exergue, two lions going in opposite directions

R The King Artaxerxes II, Memnon, seizing by the mane, a lion who standserect before him, and holding poignard in righthand, the whole in shallow incuse square, wt. 104 1/2 grs. (B., pl. XXIX, 24), *fine and rare*

740 **Tennes**, b.c. 362-350. AR Double Stater, Galley going to right, waves depicted by four parallel zigzag lines, above, **III** (year 3)

R The King Artaxerxes III, Ochus, in chariot drawn by three horses and driven by charioteer, behind, an attendant carrying a sceptre terminating in an animal's head, in field, above, **O+i=yπi**, border of dots, wt. 398 grs. (B., pl. XXX, 2), *very fine and rare*

741 **Straton II** (?), b.c. 346-332. AR Double Stater, Galley going to left, as on preceding, above 9=2, ornamental border

R King in biga, with his charioteer followed by an attendant in Egyptian costume, carrying sceptre surmounted by bull's head with disc between the horns, within ornamental border, wt. 428 grs. (comp. B., pl. XXX, 5), *very fine and rare*

742 **Sidon**, b.c. 111, A.D. 117. AR Didrachm, Turreted, diademed and veiled head of the City to right

R **ΣΙΔΩΝΙΩΝ ΤΗΣ ΙΕΡΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΑΣΥΛΟΥ**, Eagle to left, with palm branch at shoulder, in field **L ΔΝΠ—154**, and **ΒΕΞ**, wt. 97 1/2 grs., *fine and rare*

743 **Sidon**, b.c. 111-117. AR Tetradrachm, Head of the city turreted and veiled, with palm branch at shoulder

R **ΣΙΔΩΝΙΩΝ ΤΗΣ ΙΕΡΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΑΣΥΛΟΥ**, Eagle with palm standing on rudder, in field, monogram no. 60, and date **L—Π=80**, wt. 200 grs., *fine and of the highest rarity*

744 **Tripolis, after circa** b.c. 200. AR Tetradrachm, Bust of the Dioskuri draped and laureate, surmounted by stars, within fillet border

R **ΤΡΙΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ ΤΗΣ ΙΕΡΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΑΥΤΟΝΟΜΟΥ**, Figure of City, right hand resting on rudder bar, and holding cornucopias, in field mon. **ΑΙ**. and aplustre, in exergue. **ΑΣΛ** = 201, the whole within wreath, wt. 233 grs. (B., pl. XXX, 21), *extremely fine and rare* [Pl. IX]

745 **Tyre**, b.c. 405-309. AR Stater, Melkarth riding on hippocamp, to right, he holds in one hand bow and sheaf of arrows while with the other he grasps the bridle of hippocamp, beneath, waves, and dolphin swimming to right, cable border

R Owl to right, head facing, carrying Egyptian sceptre and flail, cable border, wt. 211 1/2 grs. (B., pl. XXXV, 11), *very fine and rare*
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Tyre, B.C. 312-275. AR Didrachm, Melkarth on hippocamp, as on preceding piece, with dolphin below. 
B. Owl with sceptre and flail, in field to right of year 2, wt. 133½ grs. (B., pl. XXXV, 17), fine and rare. 

Tyre, B.C. 450-332. AR Triobol, Melkarth on hippocamp, as on preceding pieces. 
B. Owl with sceptre and flail, wt. 47½ grs. (B., pl. XXXV, 14), very fine and rare. 

Tyre, B.C. 126, A.D. 57. AR Tetradrachm, Laureate head of Herakles. 
B. TYROU IEPAΣ KAI ΑΣΥΛΟΥ, Eagle on rudder, in field club and LK = 20, and ZK mon., between legs of eagle Y., wt. 221 grs. (B., pl. XXXV, 20), very fine. 

JUDEA. 

Simon Maccabaeus, B.C. 143-135. AR Shekel, Shekel Israel, Cup or Chalice, with date above (8. = year 1). 
B. Jerusalem kedoshah, branch with three buds, wt. 219 grs. (Madden, p. 67), very fine and rare [Pl. IX]. 

Simon Maccabaeus, B.C. 143-135. Half Shekel Chatzi-ha-Shekel, the same year as the preceding, wt. 109½ grs., very fine and rare. (Madden, p. 67). 

B. Jerusalem ha-kedoshah, branch with three buds, wt. 217½ grs. (Madden, p. 68), extremely fine condition and rare. 

Simon Maccabaeus, B.C. 143-135. Half Shekel Chatzi ha-Shekel, Chalice with date above, as on preceding piece. 
B. Jerusalem ha-kedoshah, branch with three buds, wt. 104 grs. (Madden, p. 68), very fine and rare. 

B. Jerusalem ha-kedoshah, branch with three buds, wt. 218 grs. (Madden, p. 68), extremely fine and rare. 

Simon Maccabaeus, B.C. 143-135. Half Shekel Chatzi ha-Shekel, similar in type to preceding and of the same year, wt. 109 grs. (Madden, p. 68), very fine and rare. 

B. Jerusalem ha-kedoshah, branch with three buds, wt. 218½ grs. (Madden, p. 69), exceedingly fine and rare [Pl. IX].
756 Simon Barcochab, A.D. 132-135. AR Shekel, Struck during the Second Revolt, AR Tetradrachm, אֶתְנַרְתוּרֶה יִשְׂרָאֵל, a tetrastyle temple, border of dots

שין בלט—שנהת שרהם לачרב [עת] יִשְׂרָאֵל. "Year two of the deliverance of Israel," Ethrog and Lulab, wt. 228½ grs. (Madden, p. 239), very fine and very rare [Pl. IX]

757 Simon Barcochab, A.D. 132-135. AR Shekel, Struck during the Second Revolt, AR Tetradrachm, as above, a tetrastyle temple, border of dots

שין בלט—שנהת שרהם לачרב [עת] יִשְׂרָאֵל. "Year two of the deliverance of Israel," Ethrog and Lulab, wt. 228 grs. (Madden, p. 239), very fine and very rare

758 Simon Barcochab, A.D. 132-135. AR, struck during the second revolt (2). (a) Simon, Bunch of grapes; ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, a palm branch, wt. 47 grs. (Madden, p. 237) (Hamburger, 4), very fine. (b) Simon within a wreath, traces of ΤΠΑΙΑΝ. ΟΕΒ. ΓΕ.; ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, vase and palm branch, wt. 38 grs. (Madden, p. 234) (Hamburger, 2), very fine

759 Simon Barcochab, A.D. 132-135. AR (2), struck during the second revolt. (a) Simon, a bunch of grapes; ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, Three-stringed lyre, wt. 43 grs. (Madden, p. 236) (Hamburger, 5), very fine. (b) Simon within wreath; ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, Vase and palm branch, wt. 49 grs. (Madden, p. 234) (Hamburger, 6), very fine

760 Simon Barcochab, A.D. 132-135. AR (2), struck during the second revolt. (a) Simon within wreath; ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, a palm, wt. 47 grs., traces of legend (Hamburger, 16), very fine. (b) Simon within wreath; ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, a palm branch, wt. 44½ grs. (Hamburger, 26), very fine

761 Simon Barcochab, A.D. 132-135. AR (2), struck during the second revolt. (a) Simon within wreath; ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, Vase and palm branch, wt. 47½ grs. (Madden, p. 234) (Hamburger, 27), very fine. (b) Simon within wreath; ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, Vase and palm branch, wt. 54½ grs. (Madden, p. 234) (Hamburger, 32), extremely fine

762 Simon Barcochab, A.D. 132-135. AR (2), struck during the second revolt. (a) Simon within wreath; ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, Vase and palm, wt. 52 grs. (Madden, p. 234) (Hamburger, 30) very fine [Pl. IX]. (b) Simon within wreath (traces of legend Π. ΚΑΣ. ΒΕΣΠ.); ר. The deliverance of Jerusalem, Vase (traces of legend ΠΟΝΤΙΦ .ΜΑΞΙΜ.), wt. 51 grs. (Madden, 235) (Hamburger, 34), very fine
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<table>
<thead>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Home f.14 (£8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
763 Simon Barcochab, a.d. 133-132. R (2), struck during the second revolt. (a) Simon within wreath; R The deliverance of Jerusalem, Three-stringed lyre, wt. 50½ grs. (Madden, p. 235) (Hamburger, 37), very fine. (b) Similar to preceding, shewing on obv. traces of legend NEPTRAIANW A., wt. 18½ grs. (Madden, p. 234) (Hamburger, 39), very fine

764 Simon Barcochab, a.d. 132-135. AR (2), struck during the second revolt. Simon within wreath; R The deliverance of Jerusalem, a palm branch, wt. 52½ grs. (Hamburger, 44), very fine. (b) Similar to the preceding, traces on obv. of legend, AVG. GER. DAC., wt. 53 grs., very fine (Hamburger, 47)

KINGS OF PARTHIA.

765 Arsaces VI (Mithradates I), b.c. 174-136. AR Tetradrachm, Draped and diademed head of Mithradates to right, fillet border R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ ΑΡΣΑΚΟΥ ΦΙΛΕΛΛΗΝΟΣ, Hercules nude to left, holding in right hand wine cup, and in left hand club, the lion's skin hanging over arm; in field monogram, wt. 222½ grs., very fine and rare

766 Arsaces VI (Mithradates I), b.c. 174-136. AR Tetradrachm, diademed bust of Mithradates I, wearing torque round neck R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ ΑΡΣΑΚΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ, Arsaces seated right on omphalos, holding bow, in field a palm branch and monogram, wt. 239 grs., very fine, of fine style, and very rare

KING OF THE SASSANIDAE.

767 Shahpu² II, a.d. 310-370. AR Stater, Pehlvi legend, name and titles, Draped and diademed bust of the king to right R Fire altar, with figures of king and priest on either side, wt. 111½ grs., very fine and rare

PERSIS.

768 Uncertain King. AR Tetradrachm, Bearded bust wearing Persian tiara, surmounted by an eagle, below truncation ʔ R King in attitude of adoration before fire-altar, above Ahuramazda, &c., in field to right a standard surmounted by an eagle, wt. 260 grs. (compare Mordtmann Zeitschrift fur Num. 1877, I. Taf. 1, 7), very fine and rare

PERSIA.

769 Darius III, Codoman, b.c. 337-330. AR Double Dara, The king kneeling right, wearing candys and dentated crown, holding in right hand bow, and in the left a javelin, the butt terminating in a knob R Incuse with wavy lines in relief, wt. 257½ grs. (Babelon, pl. 11, 17 var.), very fine and rare
Darius III, Codoman, B.C. 337-330. *N* Daric, The king kneeling to right, wearing candys and dentated crown, holding in right hand a bow, and in left a javelin, in field, left, a coiled serpent.

![An elliptical depression with wavy lines in relief, wt. 128 grs., very fine and scarce](image)

Darius III, Codoman, B.C. 337-330. *N* Double Daric, The king kneeling to right, wearing candys and tall tiara with six dentations, he holds in right hand bow, and in left, javelin, in field, left, *φ.* and mon.

![An elliptical depression with two crescents (ahrungen) and pellets in relief, the inner portion of the incuse, with escallor border, the edge hammered, wt. 254½ grs., very fine and rare](image)

**KINGS OF BACTRIA AND INDIA.**

Diodotus, circa B.C. 250. Diademmed head of Diodotus to right.

![Zeus striding to left about to hurl thunderbolt, aegis over left arm, at his feet an eagle, and in field wreath and javelin head, wt. 127½ grs., very fine and extremely rare](image)

Euthydemus I, Successor of Diodotus II, circa B.C. 220-189. *Ar* Tetradrachm, Head of the king wearing diadem to right.

![Herakles bearded, naked, seated left on rock, covered with lion's skin, holding in right hand a club which rests on his knee, behind rock *ΠΚ.* (mon.), wt. 255 gers., very fine and very rare](image)

Eucratides, B.C. 200-150. *Ar* Stater, Draped bust of Eucratides to right, wearing crested helmet, adorned at sides with bull's horn and ear.

![Apollo to left wearing chlamys, holding in right hand an arrow, the left hand resting on bow; in field, left, *ΔΗ.* (mon.), wt. 260 gers., extremely fine and rare](image)

* From the Sim collection.
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Eucratides, B.C. 200-150. AR Tetrodrachm. Nude half-length bust of king to left, seen from behind, wearing helmet decorated with bull’s horn and ear, the right raised hurling a javelin.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ. ΕΥΚΡΑΤΙΔΟΥ. The Dioscuri on horseback; in field mon., wt. 252 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. X] 1

From the York Moore collection.

Heliocles, B.C. 150-125. AR Tetrodrachm. Draped and diademed bust of Heliocles to right, within border.

R ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΗΛΙΟΚΛΕΟΥΣ. ΔΙΚΑΙΟΥ. Zeus, semi-draped, standing, holding fulmen and sceptre, in field mon., wt. 261 grs., an exceedingly fine specimen and very rare [Pl. X] 1

Alexand, B.C. 323-311 (struck by Ptolemy I as Governor for the young Alexander). AR Tetrodrachm. Head of Alexander covered with elephant’s skin, aegis around neck.

R ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ. Zeus enthroned, in field fulmen, and beneath throne mon., wt. 258 grs., fine and rare 1

Alexander IV, Aegos, B.C. 323-311 (struck under Ptolemy I).

Ν Stater. Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet to right.

R ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ. Athena Alkis to right with shield, hurling javelin, in front Ptolemaic eagle on thunderbolt, in field mon., as on Stater in preceding lot, wt. 132½ grs., of very fine style and in brilliant condition [Pl. X] 1

From the Du Chasteel collection.

Alexander IV, Aegos, B.C. 323-311 (struck under Ptolemy I).

Youthful head of Alexander to right, wearing diadem, and covered with the elephant’s skin, Δ, near ear.

R ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ. Athena Alkis to right with shield, hurling javelin, in front Ptolemaic eagle on thunderbolt, in field mon., as on Stater in preceding lot, and helmet, wt. 241½ grs., very fine and scarce 1

Alexander IV, B.C. 323-311 (struck under Ptolemy I).

AR Tetrodrachm. Youthful head of Alexander to right, wearing diadem, and covered with the elephant’s skin.

R ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ. Athena Alkis to right with shield, hurling javelin, in front Ptolemaic eagle on thunderbolt, in the field two monograms, wt. 243 grs., a fine piece in beautiful condition [Pl. X] 1

Ptolemy Soter, B.C. 305-284. Ν Stater. Diademed head of Ptolemy, the aegis knotted around neck.

R ΠΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. Ptolemy driving biga of elephants to right, and holding three ears of corn; in exergue ΠΝΟ. mon. and a second mon., wt. 109 grs., in brilliant condition and very rare [Pl. X] 1
783 Ptolemy Soter, b.c. 305-285. A Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Soter to right
\[ \text{ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ}, \] Eagle to left on thunderbolt, in field to Σ, wt. 255\(\frac{1}{2}\) grs, very fine and rare [Pl. X] 1

784 Ptolemy II, Philadelphus, b.c. 285-244. A Octadrachm, \[ \text{ΑΔΕΛΦΩΝ}, \] Jugate busts of Philadelphus diademed and draped, and Arsinoe diademed and veiled, behind shield
\[ \text{ΘΕΩΝ}, \] Deified heads of Ptolemy Soter diademed and draped, and Berenice diademed and draped, wt. 429 grs., in brilliant condition [Pl. X] 1

785 Ptolemy II, Philadelphus, b.c. 285-244. A Tetradrachm, \[ \text{ΑΔΕΛΦΩΝ}, \] Jugate busts of Philadelphus and Arsinoe, as on the preceding
\[ \text{ΘΕΩΝ}, \] Jugate busts of Ptolemy Soter diademed and draped, and Berenice diademed and draped, wt. 214 grs., same fine state 1

786 Arsinoe II, b.c. 285-247 (wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus). A Octadrachm, Diademed and veiled bust of Arsinoe to right, of fine style, behind Σ.
\[ \text{ΑΡΣΙΝΟΗΣ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ}, \] Double cornucopia, with pendant, taenia, &c., wt. 429 grs., very fine 1

787 Arsinoe II, b.c. 285-247 (wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus). A Octadrachm, Diademed and veiled bust of Arsinoe to right, behind Κ.
\[ \text{ΑΡΣΙΝΟΗΣ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ}, \] Double cornucopia, with pendant, taenia, grapes, &c., wt. 430 grs., in brilliant condition 1

788 Arsinoe II, b.c. 285-247 (wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus). A Tetradrachm, Diademed and veiled head of Arsinoe to right, behind Κ., border of dots
\[ \text{ΑΡΣΙΝΟΗΣ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ}, \] Double cornucopiae, with pendant, taenia, wt. 213 grs., very fine and excessively rare [Pl. X] 1

789 Arsinoe II, b.c. 285-247 (wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus). A Decadrachm, Veiled and diademed head of Arsinoe to right, behind Α.
\[ \text{ΑΡΣΙΝΟΗΣ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ}, \] Double cornucopiae, with pendant, taenia, wt. 548 grs., very fine and of fine style 1

790 Arsinoe II, b.c. 285-247 (wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus). A Decadrachm, Veiled and diademed head of Arsinoe to right, behind Α.
\[ \text{ΑΡΣΙΝΟΗΣ ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ}, \] Double cornucopiae with pendant, taenia, wt. 547 grs., very fine and of fine style 1
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Arsinoe, b.c. 285-247 (wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus). AR Tetradrachm, Veiled and diademmed head of Arsinoe to right, Δ. behind 
Β. ΆΡΣΙΝΟΗΣ. ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ, Eagle on thunderbolt to left, between legs Χ., wt. 217½ grs., very fine and very rare, presumably unpublished

Ptolemy III, Euergetes, b.c. 247-222. Α' Octadrachm, Radiate bust of Euergetes draped, to right, wearing aegis, and with trident sceptre, the centre barb lutes headed, over his shoulder
Β. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, Radiate cornucopiae with pendant taenia, in field Δι., wt. 428 grs., very fine and scarce

Berenice II, Queen of Cyreneica and Queen Consort of Egypt, b.c. 247-222. Α' Triple Stater, Veiled and draped bust of Berenice to right
Β. ΒΕΡΕΝΙΚΗΣ. ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ, Single cornucopiae, with pendant taenia, on either side a star of six points, wt. 329½ grs., very fine and of the highest rarity

Berenice II, Queen of Cyreneica and Queen Consort of Egypt, b.c. 247-222. Α' Piece of One-and-a-half Staters, Draped and veiled bust of Berenice to right
Β. ΒΕΡΕΝΙΚΗΣ. ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ, Single cornucopiae, with pendant taenia, on either side star of six points, wt. 164½ grs., in brilliant condition and of the highest rarity, probably no specimen has hitherto been offered by public sale in this country

Ptolemy IV, Philopator. AR Didrachm, Bust of Ptolemy draped, wearing aegis, and crowned with ivy to right, thyrsos at shoulder
Β. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, Eagle on fulmen to left, wt. 100 grs., very fine and scarce

Ptolemy IV, Philopator, b.c. 224-204. AR Tetradrachm, Diademmed bust, aegis around neck, Philopator
Β. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, Eagle on thunderbolt, in front Λ. Τ. 7, and behind Κλ. (Citium), wt. 220 grs., very fine

Ptolemy V, Epiphanes, b.c. 205-181. AR Tetradrachm, Draped and diademmed bust of the young Prince to right, a wheat ear on diadem
Β. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, Eagle on thunderbolt, in field ΜΙ. (mon.), wt. 219 grs., very fine and rare

Cleopatra I, Regent, Minority of Philometor, b.c. 181-173. AR Tetradrachm, Jugate busts of Serapis and Cleopatra as Isis to right
Β. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, Eagle on thunderbolt, between the legs Δ, and behind double cornucopiae, wt. 184 grs., very fine and rare
CYRENAICA.

799 Cyrene, b.c. 431-321. A Stater, KYPANAI-ΩΝ. (first seven letters of legend in the exergue), quadriga, facing, in which stands Kyrene also facing
R. [I]ΑΣΟΝΟΣ., Zeus Ammon, semi-draped, enthroned to left, holding in right hand a long sceptre, behind him an eagle, wt. 132 ½ grs., fine, a very rare variety [Pl. X]

800 Cyrene, b.c. 131-321. A Stater, KYPANAIΩΝ., Victorious quadriga driven by Kyrene to right
R. ΠΟΛΙΑΝΘΕΥΣ., Zeus Ammon, semi-draped, standing to left, holding patera and sceptre, before him a thymiaterion, wt. 132 grs., extremely fine, and rare in this condition [Pl. X]

801 Cyrene, b.c. 431-321. A Stater, KYPANAIΩN., Victory quadriga driven to right by Kyrene, above, to right, a star
R. ΧΑΡΙΟΣ., Zeus Ammon, semi-draped, enthroned to right, holding on outstretched right hand an eagle, before him a thymiaterion, wt. 135 grs., in brilliant condition [Pl. X]

802 Cyrene, b.c. 321-308. A Third of Stater, Youthful rider to right, his kausia slung at back of neck, in field, right, a star
R. KYPA., Silphium plant, in field to left, a monogram, wt. 44 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. X]

803 Cyrene, b.c. 321-308. Twelfth of Stater, Head of Kyrene to right
R. Laureate head of Apollo to left, behind, star, wt. 10 ½ grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. X]

804 Cyrene, b.c. 431-321. AR Didrachm, Youthful male head of Aristaeos ? to left, with ram's horn, in front ΠΟΛΙΑΝΘΕΥΣ.
R. Hermes standing to left wearing petasos slung at back of neck, and a sheep, or goat's skin hanging from shoulders, he also wears the talaria, and holds in right hand a caduceus with pendant fillets, in field, right, ΔΑΜΩΚΥΡΑΣ., border of dots, wt. 150 grs., very fine and excessively rare, presumed to be the second specimen known [Pl. X]

805 Cyrene, b.c. 431-321. AR Tetradrachm, Head to right of Zeus Ammon laureate and with ram's horn, behind neck ΘΕΥΦ[ΙΔΕΥΣ]
R. ΚΤ.PA divided by Silphium plant, wt. 195 ½ grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. X]

** From the Wigan collection.

806 Cyrene, b.c. 321-308. AR Didrachm, Young male head with ram's horn to left
R. KY-ΡΑ, divided by Silphium plant in field, to right a star, and to left monogram, wt. 120 ½ grs., very fine
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ZEUGITANA.

807 Carthage, b.c. 410-310. AR Tetradrachm, Fore-part of bridled horse to right, crowned by Victory flying above, in front corn-grain, and below, Punic legend
AR Date-palm tree, Punic legend on either side, wt. 266 grs., very fine and scarce [Pl. X]

808 Carthage, b.c. 410-310. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone (very closely copied from the coins of Euainetos), wearing triple earring, necklace, and wreath of corn leaves; around, four dolphins
AR Horse standing to right before palm tree, wt. 266 grs., very fine and of fine style [Pl. X]

809 Carthage, b.c. 410-310. AR Tetradrachm, Head of the Tyrian Herakles, Melkarth, in lion's skin, to right
AR Punic legend below bust of horse to left, behind, a date-palm, wt. 265 grs., very fine and of fine bold style [Pl. X]

810 Carthage, b.c. 400-310. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone to left, wearing triple earring, necklace and wreath of corn leaves; around, four dolphins
AR Punic legend, Bust of Horse, with palm tree behind, wt. 263½ grs., very fine

811 Carthage, b.c. 400-310. AR Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone, as on the preceding piece, and of equally fine work
AR No legend, horse prancing to left, before palm tree, wt. 262 grs., very fine

812 Carthage, b.c. 340-242. AV Stater, Head of Persephone to left, wearing earring, and necklace with pendants, and corn wreath in hair
AR Horse standing to right, wt. 114 grs., very fine and of fine style

813 Carthage, b.c. 340-242. AV Stater, Head of Persephone to left, wearing earring, and necklace with pendants
AR Horse to right, wt. 117 grs., very fine and of fine style

814 Carthage, b.c. 211-218. AR Dekadrachm, Head of Persephone to left wearing earring, and wreath of corn
AR Punic legend beneath Pegasus to right, wt. 560 grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. X]

814* Carthage, b.c. 218-164. AV Piece of One and a half Staters, Head of Persephone wearing triple earring, necklace with pendants, and corn wreath in hair
AR Horse standing to right, above, radiate disc with two uraei, wt. 162 grs., very fine and scarce.
815 **Carthage** (? B.C. 241-218. **Α** Hemi-stater, Head of Persephone to left, hair rolled at sides and turned up at back and decorated with corn wreath

R Nike in biga to right, in exergue Χ, wt. 66½ grs., *very fine and excessively rare* [Pl. X]

816 **Carthaginian Coinage of Spain**, (†) after B.C. 146. **Α** Hemi-stater, Head of Persephone as on the Staters of Carthage

R Bull to right, on shoulder of bull Α, above star of eight points, and below crescent and disc, wt. 58½ grs., *very fine and very rare* [Pl. X]
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